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24 Church Street, Slough, SL1 1PT.

Telephone: Slough (STD0753) 71535

BRITAIN’S LEADING GAMES SOFTWARE HOUSE ARE
PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR NEW RANGE OF EXCITING
GAMES & OTHER SOFTWARE FOR THE VIC 20
(GAMES FOR:- BBC, DRAGON, SPECTRUM & ATARI AVAILABLE SOON)

ALL ACTION GAMES CARRY A FREE ENTRY TO NATIONWIDE COMPETITIONS WITH FANTASTIC PRIZES

imrinn rhider RIR-SEFtffTTRCK 5HRRKRTTRCK
FOR UNEXPANDED VIC 20

Skim as close as you dare to the surface of the
planet, devastating the Martian cities, destroying
ammunition dumps (gaining more time), shooting
down the ground to air missiles and U.F.O.s,
dodging or blasting the meteorites.

FOR EXPANDED VIC 20
YOU CAN USE 3K, 8K OR 16K RAM

FOR UNEXPANDED VIC 20

Can you pilot a modern jet fighter? Take off from
your aircraft carrier and engage enemy aircraft in
battle. Shoot them down and then drop your bombs
on the enemy aircraft carrier. Watch out — the
enemy fighter is trying to do the same! If he gets
past your air defence you are left to defend your
own carrier with sea-air missiles. You each have 3
jets.

You are in shark infested waters after being thrown
overboard from a pirate ship. Your only protection
being an atomic net which you trail behind you,
trying to cover all the visible ocean and ensnare the
sharks at the same time. Beware of stopping or
covering your tracks for too long, if you do, then the
sharks will escape and come after you. Watch out
for the ever increasing deadly octopi (sometimes
the sharks will eat part or all of one!).

“A REAL ACTION SHOT OF THE GAME”

“A REAL ACTION SHOT OF THE GAME”
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NEW
SEA INVASION

NEW

NEW

NEW

MOONS OF JUPITER

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

SPACE ATTACK

FOR THE UNEXPANDED VIC 20

FOR EXPANDED VIC 20, 3K, 8K OR 16K

FOR THE UNEXPANDED VIC 20

Fight off the attacking sea creatures for
as long as you can. Shoot the whale for
a surprise score. Watch out for the
crabs, starfish, & octopi!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

You are the commander of a fleet of
destroyers... Looking on from the
safety of mother ship, you send in one
destroyer at a time to blast a passage
through the moons of Jupiter. Your
destroyers have to dodge, and blast the
“U.F.O’s”... Watch out for the
‘Gologs’, they can smash your des¬
troyers, but you cannot harm them ....

Space attack is a game of skill, you, as
the pilot of an intergalactic battleship,
have to fight your way through wave
after wave of various alien space ships

mm TUISTERS
FOR UNEXPANDED VIC 20
FOUR GAMES TO STRETCH YOUR BRAIN
Blackjack, Decipher, Four Thought and Teaser
are our computerised versions of very popular
home games and will test your mental agility
and skill for many a long hour.
BLACKJACK:You start with El ,000, the objective being to break the bank, to do this you have
to win (including your starting money) £20,000
Instructions: You have to score nearer (but not over) 21 than the computer
does The computer deals your first card, you then place your bet and hit the
return key, the computer then deals your second card. If you want another card
hit the "C" key, if not, hit the “S" key
Points: Ace = 1 or 11. Jack, Queen, King = 10.
Scoring 21 points with 2 cards — you automatically win.
Scoring 21 points or less with 5 cards — you automatically win.
Draw — the computer wins.
Your kitty is automatically adjusted win or lose. If you lose all your kitty — game
over.
DECIPHER:You have to guess what combination of colours the computer has selected — to
enter a colour just hit the colour button on the computer, when you have
entered your 5 choices of colour, the computer will display (A) Nothing at all =
None right, (B) Black or White Squares or Both — For every black square you
will have a correct colour in the correct position, for every white square you will
have a correct colour in the wrong position. If you cannot find the complete
combination, it will be displayed when you have had twelve attempts.
FOUR THOUGHT:You have to make a line of four squares — horizontally, vertically or diagonally
BEFORE the computer does, taking turns to take a square (squares can only
be placed at the bottom of the grid, or on top of another square) Keys: Hit the
number key of the column you want your square dropped in then hit the return
key.
TEASER:The aim of the game is to score "15” BEFORE the computer does, using any
combination of 3 boxes. If you cannot score "15” then you must try and stop the
computer from doing so and force a draw Keys: Hit the number key of the box
that you want (you can only select an empty box).

fluuisoum
'jWTHESIZER
FOR THE UNEXPANDED VIC 20

The Vic Multisound Synthesiser is very
flexible and can be played in more ways
than can ever be explained here, to
create music and special effects. For
example, create any tune, up to 255
notes (after following appropriate in¬
structions), then press “FI” or “F3”,
then key “9” and enjoy the added
effect. Now hit
listen to the differ¬
ence. For a surprise — hit “—”. Now
add a melody over the top — hit key “8”
then “7” — now play a melody, or
experiment. Have fun!

Our games are available from all good home computer
shops, including: all Laskys branches, Micro C, inside
Currys at: Birmingham (233 1105), Leeds (446601), Luton
(425079), Nottingham (412455), Southampton (29676), in¬
side Bridgers at: Bristol (650501), New Malden (01-949
2091), and at: Leicester (546224), London (387 9275),
Manchester (834 0144), Micro-C, Chromasonic Electro¬
nics, 48 Junction Road, Archway, London N19 5RD (01263 9493/263 9495, Telex 22568), Maplin Electronic Sup¬
plies Ltd, P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex (0702 552911/
554155), Gemini Electronics, 50 Newton Street, Off Picca¬
dilly, Manchester Ml 2EA (061-236 3083), Gamer, 24
Gloucester Road, Brighton (698424), Vic Centre, 154 Vic¬
toria Road, Acton, London W3 (01-992 9904), Metyclean,
137 The Strand, London WC2 (01-240 2321), Metyclean,
177 London Road, Croydon (01-686 8626), Metyclean, 92
Victoria Street, London SW1 (01-828 2511).
A.C. Systems, Exeter. . . Microtrading, Birmingham . . . Supersoft, Harrow . . . Anirog Computers, Horley, Surrey (346083)
. . . Ozwise Computers, Harrow (429 1060) . . . Cavendish
Data Systems, South Norwood (656 8941) . . . Software Mas¬
ter, 30 Lincoln Road, Birmingham . . . Tomorrows World,
Dublin . . . Algray Software, Barnsley (83199) . . . Computer &
Business Systems, Nelson, Lancs. (0282 601191) . . . Dyad
Developments, Oxon. (08446 729) . . . Leisureonics Blackpool
Computer Stores (0253 27091) . . . Carlow Radio Ltd, Bedford
(60447) . . . Byte Shop Computerland, Glasgow (221 7409),
Nottingham (40576), Manchester (236 4737) . . . First Byte
Computers, Main Centre, Derby (365280) . . . Simmons
Magee Computers Ltd, Twickenham (891 4477) . . . Capital
Computer Systems, Ilford (553 3026) . . . A.O.M. Business
Systems, L.V.E. Building, Leicester (548923) . . . Jutea Ltd,
Bridge, Near Canterbury, Kent (0227 830083). . . Twickenham
Computer Centre (01-892 7896) . . . Kent Microcomputers,
Maidstone (0622 52784) . . . J. S. Simnett Computers Ltd, The
Computer Shop, Kingston (01-546 3793) . . . Chris Denning
Ltd, Poole (0202 761859 . . . Yorkshire Micro Computers,
Scarborough, Yorks (0723 78136).

ONE FULL TIME, FULLY EXPERIENCED MACHINE CODE PROGRAMMER WANTED URGENTLY
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What’s going on at Commodore? Will the Vic be replaced?
Will there be a cheap upgrade to the 64? We venture into the
East Turret of Commodore Towers to interview one John
Baxter, marketing manager of that ilk
-la
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The Compleat Software
Catalogue — Part Two 20
The rest of the round-up: all the software we could find from
independents in the second half of the alphabet, plus
Commodore’s own.
,
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Two interesting items from the influx — a long but pretty
good game that features a listing on the ZX printer; and a
handy ‘FIND’ programmer’s aid facility from Tim Duncan

Starting a regular spot for Commodore’s new baby — well,
they claim 10,000 64s will be on the streets by I January.
Steve Beats follows up his review in the last issue ^

a a%

Punter’s Progress_1o
Intrepid explorer of the Vic and indefatigably average reader
J D Collins lifts the lid once again, recanting some of his views
about games programs and infecting his family and friends
with Vicness
^<%aJ&S-

Extending the Arfon
Expander

Todd’s Lore

33
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Mike Todd tells you how to get 450 mistakes for a quid, then
offers some wise words about keying in games programs
from computer magazines (they don’t always work, you

kn°W)

(or f Ro&ar <>f Moines>)-(«■ Roaca*

A Matter of Routines

Now that the future of the Arfon add-on seems more secure,
we’re happy to have this little modification from Chris
Durham that allows you to switch from one slot to another
— and thereby gets over a deficiency of the standard unit

An introduction to userdefined graphics
17

35

Back by popular demand and laden with goodies to
incorporate into programs — all contributed by you the
readers. Keep ’em coming!
>
r~ .„ c+A
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Tommy’s Tips
Our resident Vic expert handles queries on protecting
programs, why Vies won’t work (or not), Pet-to-Vic
and more bugs, funnies, and hints

The basics of getting your very own characters and symbols
from a fevered imagination on to the Vic display. Trevor
Pitts leads the way with an easy-to-understand introduction
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Vic Computing is publishedUix'times a year by Paradox Group,
39-41 North Road, London N7.9DP. Annual subscriptionL£6 per
year (UK), £IRL 8.50 (Eire}, £9 (Europe), £16 (rest of world).
<rKACUAX/
Printing by Thamesmouth Printing Co Ltd, Southend-on-Sea,
Essex; Phototypesetting by Cajdii^oint9NW.
All ejditorial contributions are welcome; material is accepted on
an ‘all rights’ basis unless otherwise agreed. Enclose SAE if you
want the return of original manuscripts and photographs. Please
do not send listings: we only accept programVin cassette formed
All material © copyright Vic Computing Ltd 1982 and contributors. No part of this
issue may be reproduced in any form without the prior consent in writing of the
publisher, other than short excerpts quoted fofThe^purposes of review and duly
credited. The publishers do not necessarily ^gree^with the views expressed by
contributors, and assume no responsibilityTfor errors in reproduction or
interpretation in the subject matter of this magazine onany results arising therefrom.
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Eye on Commodore: Interview

by Henry Deckhand
John Baxter is Marketing
Manager of Commodore Busi¬
ness Machines. That makes him
Vic Supremo for these isles. So
we thought it was about time that
the readers of Vic Computing
should hear his views on life, art,
the meaning of the universe —
and the current position of the
Vic, particularly in relation to the
forthcoming 64 and Max.

"We will be
making an offer to
all Vic 20 owners
whereby they can
get a 64 at a special
price..."

Vic Computing: How many Vies
have you sold in total now?
Baxter: Effectively since 1
January 1982 we have sold
60,000. I would guess between
100,000 and 130,000 by the end of
this year.
Vic Computing:
happen then?

What will

Baxter: Well, we are already
trying to source more Vies from
Germany or other locations to
ensure enough stocks — there
isn’t a problem but we are just
trying to prepare ourselves in
case. At the moment sales are
going extremely well and we are
extremely pleased — we sold
about 12,000 last month.

Baxter: That’s absolutely right.
Commodore has quite a lot of
experience in making micro¬
computers and it does help — so
unlike many other people who
launch a product with a lot of
bugs we had virtually none. And
that’s why we’ve never had to
change the product. There are
some bugs in it, but they are
very minor and only a very
experienced programmer will
find them.
Vic Computing: How have you
been answering the single major
criticism of the screen size?
Baxter: Well, there is already a
large number of complaints

2

Vic Computing: And other
products that you’re selling?
Baxter: The Super Expander is
probably selling the best among
the programming tools, followed
by the Programmer’s Aid and
then the Machine Code Monitor.
The Super Expander has sold
about 7,000 or 8,000 — which is
fairly high, as you really have to
understand Basic to use it
effectively. Around 6,000
Programmer’s Aids and 4,000
Machine Code Monitors have
been bought .. .

"I would guess we
will have sold
between 100,000
and 130,000 Vies by
the end of this year"

Vic Computing: Vic’s quite
unusual among home computers
in that it has never had a major
upgrade in its life. As far as I
know the only major change in Vic
has been the addition of things
like extra peripherals and
software and a change from one
keyboard to another . . .

"Screen legibility
was a major
consideration in
going for 22
characters..

UK alone I think we’ve sold about
30,000 to 40,000. That’s a lot
when you compare the number of
Vies sold to date. Part II has been
only going a little while but
currently it’s outselling Part I.

Vic Computing:
well?

coming in about 40 column
machines. To be able to use a 40
column screen you have to sit
within two or three feet of the
television — further away you
just can’t see the characters. This
was a major consideration in us
going for 22 characters: you can
be quite a long way from the TV
and still use it. And there is some
question of the radiation from
TVs being harmful if you are right
on top of it. At the moment we are
trying to find out if there is any
research on this — I’m not certain
of all the details, but many other
countries don’t allow these radio
emissions to come from the TV;
they have to be shielded.
Vic Computing: What are the
big sellers among the add-ons at
the moment?
Baxter: Cassette decks are
number one. A lot of people ask
why we don’t just do a generalpurpose cassette interface, but
I think everyone knows the
problems of loading from all sorts
of different cassette decks — and

the one thing we do get with ours
although it may be slow it ain’t
half reliable. It loads virtually
every time. And that’s important:
there is nothing more frustrating
than finding you can’t load
programs.
Vic Computing: Are you selling
a lot of paddles?
Baxter: Not a huge number.
There is a limited number of
games for which paddles are
useful for paddles. Joysticks and
keyboards seem to cover most
applications.
Vic Computing: How about bigsellers on the software side?
Baxter: By far the largest
sellers are Introduction to Basic
Parts I and II — something we
predicted would happen, and the
reason why we spent so much
time on them.
Vic Computing: How many Part
Is have you sold?
Baxter: To date the worldwide
total is about 200,000. And in the
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What else sells

Baxter: The games packs.
Omega Race is a good example —
only launched three months ago,
and sales are excellent. It’s an
excellent game, too; it is one of the
top arcade games in the States
and we have an exclusive deal
with Bally to produce it. The
interesting thing is that once a
program developed in Japan or
wherever became a hit there,
then took a year to get to the
States and another year or so to
reach the UK: but now we find we
are able to convert so fast, mainly
because many of them were
written on 6502s anyway, so that
as soon as it becomes a hit in the
arcade we can get it out on the Vic
within three months.
The products which are
beginning to overtake the
standard ‘Invader’ type games
are Sargon Chess and the
‘Adventure’ series. They are
‘mind’ games, there’s no graphics
in them at all. I think this is
because of the type of person who
has bought a Vic — it is not just a
computer for kids. Maybe the
parents bought it originally for
the child to play games or to learn
programming. But now it’s almost
as much the mum and the dad who
are using it.
In fact the traditional games just
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"We don't see the
64 replacing the
Vic...
aren’t selling as well as we
originally thought they would.
Products like Mastermind, Quizzmaster, Robert Carrier, Know
Your Own IQ, the GCE revision
programs — they are going
extremely well. I don’t think there
was a game product on our top ten
last month — the top one was
Sargon Chess.
Vic Computing: Let’s talk about
the future products a bit. What’s
the delivery position on the 64?
Baxter: They will be at the
dealers during November; we
expect that by Christmas about
10,000 will have gone out.
Vic Computing: Where are they
being made for the UK?
Baxter: Braunschweig in West
Germany.
Vic Computing: And how is the
64 going to impact the Vic?
Baxter: I don’t think it will. For
one thing, unlike some of our
competitors we are finding a
large number of Vic owners will
want to go on to our next product.
We’ve found very few bugs in the
64, it works very well and it does
exactly what we said it would do.
It is more powerful than a lot of
business computer systems on the
market today; in fact, if it was an
80 column machine — which we
will in fact be making — it would
compete with a large number of
existing business computers
today.
It has a number of features that
are unique and very advanced:
the sound chip alone is absolutely
phenomenal, there is nothing to
touch it on the market today. We
have several orders from people
who say the music chip in there
alone is, better than the
synthesisers they have.
But we don’t see the 64 replacing
the Vic 20, for several reasons.
One is that it is more than a
‘personal’ computer; it has 64K
RAM, it has a number of
advanced features, it will link to
dual disk drives and daisywheel
printers, it will have a Prestel link
early next year . . . and it will be a
really professional computer.
Commodore doesn’t just produce
one computer and say ‘that’s for
everybody — it’s suitable for
business use and for home use
and for everything else’. No
computer can be everything to
everyone; the requirements of a
laboratory or a graphics units or
word processing or games are all
different.

We see the market as various
different segments. The videogame computer will die out very
quickly because with a micro¬
processor in there anyway you
can give it a keyboard and make it
into a real computer at the
same price. For that market
Commodore has the Max, which
will be a superb 3D games-player
with sound and graphics — but it
also has a mini-Basic for
programming. Price will be about
£100. Then we have Vic 20
retailing at the moment between
£150-£170.
And there’s another product, as
yet unannounced. And we have
the Commodore 64 at the top end.
That’s our ‘personal’ range,
before we get to the business
products.
We try to make all our products
upgradeable. So Max cartridges
will fit the 64: the Vic printer and
the disk drive will also work on
the 64 — the disk will need one
simple ROM change right now,
and in the future we’ll avoid even
that. We are not trying to build in
obsolescence into the machine.
The Vic is still selling extremely
well and we expect to still be
selling it even up to June next
year. But at some stage we’ll be
bringing in a product to replace
the Vic 20
which certainly isn’t
the 64, because that’s a much
more powerful computer and is
aimed at the top-end.
So the product
to replace the Vic 20 will use the
same cartridges as the Max, the
64 and so on?

Vic Computing:

Baxter: Exactly. We are trying
to create a full range which is

totally compatible. It would mean
that a program written on the 64
will not work on the machines
below it, because it would use the
64’s extra features; and the same
applies to the new product in
the middle. Whereas a product
written for the Max will work on
any of the others.

price can come down, and it’s
only right that it should.

Incidentally, the new 64
programs may use all 64K and are
for complete home help —
education, business, and so on.
They will come on to the market I
would guess at Spring next year;
they are extremely complicated
programs, very long and very
factual, and we reckon it will take
six or nine months to write them.

As for the question of replacing
the Vic, we will be making an
offer to all Vic 20 owners
whereby they can get a 64 at a
special price. We’ll probably
want them to return their Vic and
we will send them a brand new
machine. It will cost between
£100 and £200 — the reason it’s
flexible at the moment is because
we don’t know what we are going
to do with the Vies when they
come back.

Vic Computing: There’s no
problem about running Vic
programs on the 64?
Baxter: The Basic is the same
but some of the locations are
different, so if you use PEEKs and
POKES and so on you’ll have
problems because some of those
locations have changed. But it
wouldn’t be hard to make a Vic
program work on a 64 — if you
want to: the power of the 64 is so
much greater, and the facilities
are so extensive. If you have a
simple two-dimensional game it
makes poor sense not to convert it
to use the sprite graphics, the
sound, the 3D capability of the
machine.
Vic Computing: So will you
be offering current Vic owners
any incentive to change their
machine?
Baxter: It is always difficult.
We’ve already had complaints —
which I think are unjustified —
about the price having dropped
since people bought their Vies.
But this applies to TVs, home
computers or even business
computers. When we first
launched the product we didn’t
know exactly how many we were
going to sell. Of course the more
you produce the cheaper the costs
become because you start to
recover all your R&D costs. So the

But the trouble with saying ‘in
that case I shouldn’t have bought
it, I should have waited’ is that
you could be saying that for ever.
There will always be a more
powerful computer coming which
is better value for money.

"The upgrade offer
will cost Vic
owners a fraction
of the price of d
new 64.. ■"_
It’s not easy to upgrade a Vic
physically to a 64, because we
have to make changes to the
casing and it’s not sensible to cut
the plastic. And I can’t guarantee
a time either.
But there will be some kind of
upgrade offer, and it will cost Vic
owners a fraction of the price of a
new 64. It’s going to be done
simply as a service to them — I
think that we will be the first and
probably the only company that
will ever do that.
In other words anyone who buys a
Vic today needn’t worry. He or
she won’t find themselves
disappointed that the product’s
out of date in nine months time
and wishing that they’d waited
for a 64.
Vic Computing: But you have no
idea when you’ll start doing this?
Baxter: Well, I’m sure you
appreciate that to actually run
something like that is a logistic
nightmare. Because all the Vies
will have to come back to us, and
I’m going to have to work out a
system by which we can actually
do it. We don’t expect the
quantity involved to be that high,
because most people buy a
computer for what they can do
today and most are quite happy
with what they’ve got.

Let Commodore
expand
your Horizons.
VIC 20 is the finest home
computer that money can buy
And the better you get to know
it, the more confident, adventurous
and ambitious you711 become.
You711 want to take advantage
of the vast range of VIC software:
a superb and constantly-growing
selection of programs, embracing
business systems, entertainment,
education and many appHcations
in the home.
Every program in the series
has been designed by experts, and
chosen for its quality ana value
for money.
VIC business software covers
a wide range of appHcations, includ¬
ing spread-sheet analysis, stock
control, information handling and
word-processing.
A mind-blowing range of
games including Scott Adams'
world-famous Adventure7 series.
Advanced space games, includ¬
ing the sophisticated 'Omega Race7.
Learn subjects as diverse as
English Language, programming,
and biology.
And 'home7 software ranges
from IQ tests to Robert Carrier
menus.
In addition, there is a range
of VIC software, like programmers7
aids and graphics packages-

to add to your understanding and
enjoyment of computers and
computing.
There's even a special 'VicSoft7
Club for VIC 20 enthusiasts,
with many advantages including
special offers to club members.

VIC software will expand your
horizons. And your mind.
PRICES RANGE FROM £4.99 to £24.95 INC. VAT.

Cx. commodore

VIC 20

For more information, a catalogue of VIC software
and details of your local retailers or dealers please phone or
complete the coupon and send to:
The Commodore Information Centre,
675 Ajax Avenue, Slough, Berkshire SL14BG.
Telephone: Slough (0753) 79292.
Name

...

(MR./MRS./MISS)

Address

Postcode__
VCVCO 12/82
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- and more
You just can’t keep down those
people at Stack Computer Ser¬
vices. The latest from their Vic en¬
thusiasts is an exciting new car¬
tridge for the VIC-20: “SUPER¬
CHARGER PLUS offers all the
tricks we’ve learnt for the Vicprogramming short-cuts, the
easiest graphics around, saves
time and labour’’.
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editing, at the very least: and
word processing on 80 columns
really is preferable.
“The Vic 20 can now be classed
as a micro with facilities to compare with more expensive
business micros’’, say Stack.
£99.99 plus VAT is the price.
Stack is on 051-933 5511.
We’ve heard of another 40/80 col¬
umn add-on: it comes from Com¬
puter World in Holland, some¬
thing of a haven for Vic en¬
thusiasts.

SUPERCHARGER PLUS includes
all of the graphics and ‘tookit’
features of VICKIT 1 and VICKIT
3 plus the 3K extra RAM you need
for graphics: it costs £49. The ver¬
sion of SUPERCHARGER without
the 3K is £45.

printer?
DRG Business Machines has a
graphic printer for the Vic that of¬
fers a good deal of extra capabili¬
ty at a quite small increase in
price over the ‘official’ Vic
printer.
It also comes from the same
manufacturer. A Japanese com¬
pany called Seikosha makes the
Vic-1515 printer, and it also sells
more or less the same unit without
a Vic interface as the Seikosha
GP-80. DRG’s unit is the next one
up in the family, provided with the
Vic connections and called the
GP-100VC.
The specification looks like the
1515’s — 80 characters a line, dot
matrix action, 30 characters per
second print speed. So what’s so
special about it? Well, in addition
to
the
standard
Vic
alphanumerics and all the
graphics symbols you get a fair-togood graphics capability.

. . . and from Computer World.

80 columns from Stack . . .
Even better is a new 40/80 Column
board for the Vic. This gives you a
40-column display on a TV in
monochrome, or 80 columns on a
professional monitor — which
means a clear display and double
(or quadruple) the amount of data

Fixing Vic
Ever thought of the possibility of
your Vic requiring attention or
repair after your one year
guarantee expires? Probably not,
as the Vic is proving to be pretty
reliable. But god’s Law says that
it won’t last for ever; the cost of
fixing computers can be pretty
high, especially in relation to the
Vic’s quite modest purchase
price.
Commodore has fixed up a deal
with one of the leading insurance
companies, Domestic & General,
to organise a scheme that extends
the full guarantee period to two
years from date of purchase.
The scheme has apparently prov¬
ed very popular. To get peace of
mind and protection the
premiums will cost you £20 for the
Vic, £25 for the printer and £35
for the 1540 disk. Vicsoft
members get a discount.

The Computer World cartridge
has a 40 or 80 column display
(switchable from Basic without
losing any program in memory).
Vic graphics, upper and lower¬
case (with true descenders), full
cursor control, and program
editing in 40 or 80 column modes
are all supported. It costs $249
and Computer World i$ at Hilvertsweg 99, 1214 JB Hilversum,
Netherlands.

In fact at the price it’s an ex¬
cellent graphics capability. The
GP-100VC lets you mix graphics,
alphanumerics and double-width
characters on the same line, too.
And there’s a single command to
repeat graphics output if you
want.
All in all a neat little unit — and
priced well at around the £235
mark, depending on how much of
a mark-up DRG’s local dealer
decides to take. Call 0934 416392
for your nearest dealer.

VICSOFT - Commodore's
mail-order club
Vicsoft is Commodore’s mail¬
order club for Vic owners. When
you registered your Vic
guarantee with Commodore you
became eligible for membership;
in any case, all Vic owners who
have returned their guarantee
cards will receive the Vicsoft
catalogue four times a year.
In addition to offering you pro¬
ducts (from Commodore and some
‘approved’ independent sup¬
pliers) to use with your Vic, each
issue contains hints, tips and in¬
formation that should add to your
understanding and enjoyment of
the computer. The catalogue
prices are not all discounted, but
each issue does contain some
special offers for Vicsoft
members — and they may be
enough to justify the £5 pa joining
fee.

In any case, it’s probably worth
using the catalogue to buy the
things in it — rather than shopp¬
ing around for them from in¬
dividual dealers. It’s ‘one-stop
shopping’, with a single form to
fill in and postage included in the
prices.
The Autumn issue, the First, is
still out now. Future issues of the
catalogue will contain special of¬
fers which include computer
camps, competitions, training
courses, visits to computer exhi¬
bitions — all at special members’
prices. Vicsoft members will also
be given the first opportunity to
purchase many new Vic 20 pro¬
ducts as they are introduced by
Commodore.
If you haven’t seen the catalogue,
try calling Slough (0753) 73638
and ask for a copy.

case scheduled against Com¬
modore claiming infringement of
copyright on the PacMan game,
but that won’t be heard until the
middle of next year. Meanwhile
round one has gone to the Com¬
modore: Atari has withdrawn its
motion for a temporary injunction
to stop sales of Jelly Monsters.
Why? Well, we think it’s because
a similar case in Hong Kond went
against Atari recently: and HK
precedents can apply over here.
‘Computers are Wonderful’
Dept: “A computer club enrolling
150 members within a week of
launching, plus huge demands in
the area for any information on
home computers has convinced
Sutton Libraries that the boom is
here to stay’’ it says here. They
are holding a Home Computer
Fair in the Central Library, Sut¬
ton, on 20-22 January 1983. It’s
being supported by the Associa¬
tion of London Computer Clubs
and there are no admission
charges.
Cheap colour plotter coming?
Buried in the vaults of Com¬
modore Towers there’s a goodlooking printer/plotter that will
probably be officially on sale in
the new year. It will cost around
£ 160, and we think that’s amazing
value — particularly as it’s a col¬
our plotter. Resolution is good but
not great: but what do you expect
at the price? It comes from a
Japanese company called Alps,
which also makes the 1540 disk
for Commodore: it uses 6in-wide
paper and four coloured biros.
Yes please. Daddy.
Oops: Our ‘correction’ for a bug
in the Programmers Reference
Guide itself included a mistake.
Try again: on page 89 line 20 in
the bottom program shoud read
FOR L = 0 TO 7: FOR M = 0 TO 7.
Arfon back: And now the good
news — the Arfon expander
board is back in production.
Torch Computers, which builds a
kind of business version of the
BBC Micro, has acquired the nowdefunct Arfon. 25 people have
lost their jobs, but 15 are still
there beavering away on the add¬
on.
Clever chip: Commodore is
reportedly working on an extra¬
ordinary microprocessor chip
called the 650000 (or 65000 —
what’s a zero or two between
rumour-mongers?). It’s a hightech big-machine processor, an
eight-bit device that manages to
approach the performance of
32-bit processors by clever use of
multiple eight-bit chips: and it
would sell for $6 to $12 in quanti¬
ty, which makes it really cheap
for such things. Cheap enough for
the Vic?

HARDWARE SOFTWARE & BOOKS
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■FT = ROM Cartridge.‘C’ = Cassette.‘D‘ = Disk.
VIC 1530 C2N Cassette Unit
col Tractor Printer
VIC 1515
VIC 1540 Single Drive Floppy
VIC 1210 3K RAM Memory exp. cartridge
VIC 1110 8K RAM Memory exp cartridge
VIC 1111 16K RAM Memory exp. cartridge
VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge
VIC 1211A Super Expander Hi res with 3K RAM
VIC 1213 Machine Code Monitor
VIC 1211 VIC Joystick
VIC 1312 VIC Paddles (1 pair)
VIC 2501 Intro to BASIC part 1 book & tapes
VIC 2502 Intro to BASIC part 2 book & tapes
VIC 2801 Learn Comp. Prog, with VIC (book)
VIC 2802 VIC Revealed (Nick Hampshire Book)
VIC 2803 VIC 20 Programmers Ref Guide book

£39.95
£207.00
£275.00
£25.95
£38.95
£64.95
£33.25
£33.25
£33.25
£7.50
£11.50
£14.25
£14.25
£1.95
£10.00
£9.95

GAMES
■R’ = ROM Cartridge.‘C’ = Cassette.‘D‘ = Disk
VIC 1901 ‘Avenger’ (Space Invaders)
(R)
VIC 1902 ‘Star Battle’ (Galaxians)
(R)
VIC 1904 ‘Super Slot’ (Slot Machine)
(R)
VIC 1905 'Jelly Monsters’ (Pacman)
(R)
VIC 1906 ‘Alien’ (Alien Maze Chase)
(R)
VIC 1907 ‘Super Lander’ (Lunar Lander)
(R)
VIC 1909 'Road Race’ (3-D Car Race)
(R)
VIC 1910 ‘Rat Race’ (Rat Maze Chase)
(R)
VIC 1912 ‘Mole Attack’ (Mole Bashing)
(R)
VIC 1914 ‘Adventureland’ Scott Adams
(R)
VIC 1915 Pirate Cove’ Scott Adams
(R)
VIC 1916 ‘Mission Impossible’ —
(R)
VIC 1917‘The Count’. Scott Adams
(R)
VIC 1918 ‘Voodoo Castle’ Scott Adams
(R)
VIC 1919‘Sargon 11 Chess'
(R)
VIC 1923 ‘Gorf (Alien Space battles)
(R)
VIC 1924 ‘Omega Race' (Space battles)
(R)
VIC 2201‘Blitz’(Bombing Game)
(C)
VIC 2202 'Hoppitt” (Jumping Game)
(C)
VIC 2203 ‘Strategic Advance’ (+ 16K)
(C)
VIC 3530‘Type a Tune’
(C)

£15.95
£18.95
£14.95
£18.95
£15.95
£15.95
£15.59
£15.95
£15.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£4.90
£4.90
£4.90
£4.90

80 Colomn Tractor Printer
Fully Compatible and Plugs Directly into VIC 20.
Produces all VIC Graphics—Double Size Characters.
Uses Standard 9.5 inch Fanfold Paper
PRICE ONLY £243.00
Optional Friction Feed Mechanism allows us of
Single Sheet Paper up to A4 size
£30.00

Epson
MX-80 F/T III 80 column Friction/Tractor
Printer £425.00 VIC 20 Interface to suit

EDUCATION

SUMLOCK VIC 20 SOFTWARE
SP01 ‘SKRAMBLE’ Live Wire Series
3.5K M/Code £7.95
SP02 ‘JUMPIN’ JACK’ Live Wire Series3.5K M/Code £7.95
3.5K M/Code £7.95
SP03 ‘TRIAD’ Live Wire Series
3.5K M/Code £7.95
SP04 ‘GRIDTRAP’ Live Wire Series
3.5K M/Code £7.95
SP05 ‘PITFALL’ Live Wire Series
3.5K M/Code £6.95
SP06 ‘ASTRO FIGHTERS' (2 player)
3.5K M/Code £6.95
SP07‘CHOPPER’
3.5K M/Code £7.95
SP08‘DESTROYER’
3.5K M/Code £6.95
SP09 ‘GUNFIGHT’ (2 player)
3.5K M/Code £6.95
SP10‘SPACE RESCUE'
SP11 ‘SPACE BOMBER’ &
£6.95
‘MAN ON THE RUN' 2 Games
£6.95
SP12 PUZZLE PACK’ 6 programs
SP13 ‘STARSHIP ESCAPE'
£9.95
16K M/C Graphic Adventure
SP14 ‘DATA PACK’ A Three Program File Handler
Data File, Data Sort and DataTest Combining a
Utility with an Educational Quiz
£8.95

VIC 3401
VIC 3402
VIC 3403
VIC 3404
VIC 3405
VIC 3406

English Language(C)
Mathematics 1
(C)
Mathematics 2
(C)
Biology
(C)
Chemistry (C)
Physics
(C)

£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95

VIC 20 Dustcover Set £3.75 Printer or Floppy cover £200

£139-50

;«/* VAT
\/AT
inc

VIC 1001

VIC 20 Computer
5K RAM

£23.95
£18.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£18.95
16K.

£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95

SUMLOCK Game Packs
Game Pack 1. ‘Putting’ — ‘Deathmine’ — Hailstones—
Death Race 2001'
£6.95
Game Pack 2. ‘Munchies —Frog’ Requires 3K Exp £6.95
Game Pack 3. ‘3-D Alien Maze’ —‘Death Race 2001 ' —
‘Monsoon’ —‘3-D Doodles’ Requires 3K Expansion
£6.95
Mind Games. ‘Maths Climber’ — ‘NimBug — Calendar’ —
‘Numbercrunch’
£5.95

STACK Accessories
SCI 5 8K Storeboard (Expands to 27K)
£56.35
VICKIT Toolkit Chip
£17.25
VICKIT II (VICKIT and Hi-res)
£32.95
RAM4 4K RAM Pack (Storeboard mem. chips)
£11.95
RAM8 8K RAM Pack (Storeboard mem. chips)
£23.90
1-4K PACK & 2-8K PACKS REQUIRED TO EXPAND TO 32K
SC11 Analogue Joystick
£14.25
SC12 Light Pen with game
£27.95
SC13 RDM Switchboard
£32.95
4 SLOT MOTHERBOARD NOW FITS DIRECTLY
IN THE VIC! RUN 4 CARTRIDGES AT ONCE
SCI4 Low Cost RS232 Interface
£24.95
SC06 Full RS232 Interface
£55.95
SC09 Low Cost 3K Mem. Cart. (Re-produces port)
£28.75
TV-VIC Extension Cable
£2.88
Cassette Port Connector
£1.40

SHOWROOM OPENING
Sat 9.30am to 5.00pm.
HOURS Mon-Frl 9.00am to 5.30pm.
COMMODORE 64
RING NOW FOR AVAILABILITY AND BEST PRICES— GENEROUS VIC 20
PART EXCHANGE WHEN PURCHASING A COMMODORE 64

HOME CASSETTE programs

ADDA SOFTWARE
‘VicStat’ Crunch and Display
£28.95
‘VicGraf’ Graph Plotter
£28.95
‘VicRel’ Control Relay.
6 O/puts 2 l/puts
£28.95
‘VicFORTH’ Op/system &
Prog developing aid
£38.95

STACK LightpenGms
£5.75
£5.75
£5.75
£5.75
£5.75

Draughts
Concentration
Othello
Go
Life
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Programming the 6502. Rodnay Zaks
£11.95
Innovative Computing with VIC 20
£6.95
Start with BASIC on the VIC 20
£6.95
Dr Watsons Intro to6502 Assembly Programming
inc Ass. Cassette
£15.00
ZAP. POW. ZOOM!! Arcade Games for VIC 20
£7.95
6502 Machine Language GUIDE from Abacus
£4.95
THIS IS ONLY A SELECTION FROM OUR LARGE STOCK OF
COMPUTER BOOKS AVAILABLE TO CALLERS
OR MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS.

AUDIOGENIC SOFTWARE

A.S.K Educational Software
‘Twister’
Educational/Logic Game
‘Number Chaser’
Multiplication Tutor
‘Facemaker’
Spelling Tutor
‘We Want To Count’ Number Counting Tutor

Arfon
7 Slot Expansion Units Available again with
independant Power Suply and Lid
£99.95
User Definable Graphics Cartridge
£29.95
BLANK C12 COMPUTER CASSETTE TAPES 63 pence ea.

BOOKS

Junior Maths
VIC 3420 Apple Tree & Birds (4-7yrs) (C)
£4.95
VIC 3421 Engine Shed (7-11yrs) (C)
£4.95
VIC 3422 Lighthouse & SubTraction
(7-11 y r) (G)
£4.95

BUSINESS/UTILITIES
VIC 3301‘SIMPLICALC’Planning Sheet
(D)
VIC 3302‘SIMPLICALC’Planning Sheet
(C)
VIC 3303 STOCK CONTROL'
(D)
VIC 3304‘VICFILE’Database
(D)
VIC 3305 ‘VICWRITER’ Wordprocessor
(D)
VIC 3306 ‘VICWRITER’ Wordprocessor
(C)
NOTE: SIMPLICALC & VICFILE require 16K Exp.
VICWRITER & STOCK CONTROL REQUIRE 8K OR

£74.00

R’ = RDM Cartridge.‘C’ = Cassette
ALL HOME PROGRAMS REQUIRE EITHER 8K or 16K
VIC 3501‘Quizmaster’
(C)
VIC 3502‘Know your own IQ'
(C)
VIC 3504‘Know your own Personality
(C)
VIC 3505‘Robert Carriers Menu Planner)
(C)
VIC 3511 BBC‘MASTERMIND'
(C)
Additional Data Cassettes for Mastermind
VIC 3512 General Knowledge—Data 1
VIC 3513
—Data2
VIC 3514
—Data3
VIC 3515
—Data4
VIC 3522 Special Knowledge—Wine & Music
VIC 3523
—Music
VIC 3524
—Sport & Games
VIC 3525
-Films & TV

EXPN.
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95

‘R’ = ROM Cartridge.‘C‘ = Cassette Tape.
Programs for un-expanded VIC except where indicated
VP010‘Amok’(Robots gone Berserk)
(C)
£6.95
VP011 ‘Simple Simon’ (Simon Says Game)
(C)
£5.60
VP012‘VICALC’(Data handler)
(C)
£8.95
VP023‘Masterwits’(Mastermind Game)
(C)
£5.60
VP024‘Kiddie Checkers’(Childrens Draughts) (C)
£5.60
VP025‘Wall Street’(Stock Market Game)
(C)
£5.60
VP026‘Alien Blitz’(Space Invaders)
(C)
£7.95
VP029 ‘Skymath’ (Multiplication Tutor) Reqs. 3K (C) £6.95
VP030 ‘Space Division’ (Division Tutor) Reqs. 3K (C) £6.95
VP032 ‘Invader Fall’ (Alien Invasion)
(C)
£5.95
VP020 ‘Vicat' Reqs. min. 3K Exp. (Database)
(C)
£8.95
VP044 ‘Hangman/Hangmath’ (Tutorial Game) (C)
£7.95
VP045 ‘Maths Hurdler/Monster Maze (Tutor/Game) (C)£7.95
VP046 ‘Sea Wolf/Bounceout/VICtrap’
(C)
£8.95
VP047‘Code Maker/Code Breaker’
(C)
£6.95
VP053‘Kosaic Kamikaze'
(C)
£7.95
VP054‘Minikit’(Programmers Toolkit)
(C)
£7.95
VP055‘GOLF'(Play Golf on VIC!) 3K or more (C)
£7.95
VP014‘Spiders of Mars’(Defender)
(R) £19.95
VP048‘Cloudburst’
(FI) £19.95
VP049‘Renaissance’(Othello Game)
(R) £19.95
VP050‘Satellites and Meteorites'
(R) £19.95
VP051‘Meteor Run'
(R) £19.95
VP058‘Hesplot’Hi-res Plotting Program
(C) £14.95
VP059‘Hescount’Degugging Program
(C) £14.95
VP060 ‘Wordcraft 20’ Wordprocessor
(R) £125.00
VP060 ‘Vixel’ Magazine Program
(C)
£9.95
VP061 ‘Vixel' Magazine Program
(C)
£9.99
VP063 ‘BOSS' Chess Game. 8K reqd.
(C) £14.99
VP064‘Bonzo’Panic Game. 8K reqd.
(C)
£7.95
VP065 ‘TheTombof DREWAN’Adventure 16K req.(C) £12.95
VP066 ‘Home Office' Wrdpro & Database 8K req. (C) £12.95
VP067‘Trashman’PacMan Game
(R) £19.95
VP068‘Tank Atak’Desert Tank Battle Game
(R) £19.95
VP069‘Outworld’Space City Defence Game (R) £19.95
VP052‘BUTI’Programmers Aid with 3K RAM (R) £38.95
VP070‘Blockade’Connect Five game
(C)
£6.95
VP057 ‘6502 Assembler Package’ Including Hesab-a one or
two pass assembler and Hesedit screen editor
£14.95

Hex.convertor calculators
SHARP EL-506H
Slim Wallet Style L.C.D. Battery Powered
SHARP EL-515
Slim Wallet Style L.C.D. Solar Powered

VIC Computing Magazines
December 1981, February 1982, August 1982, October 1982.
95 pence + 50pp&peach

INSTANT CREDIT—
keep up to DATETr?'NG °R WRITE
TO JOIN OUR FREF
MAILING LIST

NAME

ADDRESS
POSTCODE

PLEASE SUPPLY

SUMLOCK MANCHESTER DEPT VC2 ROYAL LONDON HOUSE 198 DEANSGATE MANCHESTER M33NE
MAIL ORDER POST PACKING AND INSURANCE CHARGES—DISPATCH BY RETURN POST—ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
VIC 20 COMPUTER add £3.25—Printers add £3.25—VIC Floppy Disk Drive add £3.25—VIC Cassette Unit add £1.75—Cartridges & Calculators add £1.00— Intro to Basic 1 & 2 add £1.00—Joysticks
and Paddles add 50p—Stack Storeboard add £1.00—Stack RS232 Int. add £1.00—Other Stack Accessories add 50p— Dustcovers add 50p—Cassettes add 50p—Books add 50p.

Using Joysticks on the Vic
by Chris Preston
One of the interesting features of the
Vic is the possibility of adding a joystick
for extra realism in 'simulation' games.

Without a joystick you have to rely on four
standard keys in a diamond shape to move
the cursor or some other object on the
screen.
But it is all too easy to hit the wrong key in
the heat of the moment and send your
lunar lander crashing into the surface of
the moon. How much easier it would be if
you had a control stick just like that on an
aircraft!
There are two possible kinds of joystick
which can be added to a Vic. Both types
plug into the game I/O port.
Switch joysticks

The simpler (and cheaper) type of joystick
consists of four switches, again arranged
in a diamond shape:

So how do we program this device? Well,
inside the Vic there are two powerful I/O
chips called VIAs (and numbered 6522 as
the MOSD Technology part). Switches 0,
1,2, and the fire button are connected to
VIA 1, while switch 3 goes to VIA 2.
A VIA has (among other things) two 8-bit
output registers, A and B. Each line in
each register can be individually
programmed to be an input or an output,
by writing a value into another register
called the Data Direction Register.
There are two of these, one for output
register A and one for output register B.
To set a particular line in say register A to
be an output, we write a ‘1’ bit to the
corresponding bit in the data direction
register; a ‘0’ means that the
corresponding bit in the output register
will be an input.
Here is a table showing which bits in the
two VIAs we are interested in:

Switch 0
* Switch 3

Switch 2 +

Decimal

Hex

Function

Switch 1

37137

$9111 Output Register A
Bit 2—Switch 0
Bit 3—Switch 1
Bit 4—Switch 2
Bit 5—Fire
Button

Fancier versions will also have another
advantage over the ‘four keys’ method in
that if you push the stick forward and to
the right at the same time, switches 0 and
3 will both close.

37139

$9113 Data Direction
Register A

37152

$9120 Output Register B

There is also a ‘fire’ button, for shooting
down the dastardly invaders.

37154

$9122 Data Direction
Register B

Normally the joystick is in the central
position and none of the switches are
closed. If you push the stick away from
you, switch
will close; if you move it to
the right switch 3 will close.

Bit 7—Switch 3

To read the joystick, we need to set the
corresponding bits in the two ports above
to be inputs. Here a tiny little snag crops
up. Port B on VIA 2 is used as a column
select for the keyboard — which means
that if we are using the joystick, the
keyboard will be partly disabled (the keys
which will not work are: 2 4 6 8 0 — and
CLR/HOME). So the data direction
registers should always be restored after
you have finished with the joystick.
Here is a sample program showing the
principles of how it works:
1000 POKE 37139,0 : POKE 27154,127 :
REM SET UP DDRs
1010 A = PEEK (37137): REM LOOK AT
VIA.
1020 IF (A AND 4) THEN PRINT
“SWITCH 0“
1030 IF (A AND 8) THEN PRINT
“SWITCH 1“
1040 IF (A AND 16) THEN PRINT
“SWITCH 2“
1050 IF (A AND 32) THEN PRINT
“FIRE BUTTON”
1060 A = PEEK (37152): REM LOOK
AT VIA 2
1070 IF (A AND 128) THEN PRINT
“SWITCH 3”
This is OK for getting the feel of how the
joystick operates, but what we want is a
way of converting a program from the
‘four keys’ method to the joystick. It is
obviously difficult to give a completely
general solution as every program is
written differently, but typically there
will be a GET statement to test the
keyboard followed by a number of IF
statements to see if a key has been
pressed. For instance:
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060

GET A$ : IF A$ = “ ” THEN 1000
IF A$ = “I” THEN 1100
IF A$ = “J” THEN 1200
IF A$ = “K” THEN 1300
IF A$ = “M” THEN 1400
IF A$ = “ ” THEN 1500 ; REM FIRE
GOTO 1000

Well then, we can replace the GET
statement by a subroutine which is called
instead of the GET:
9000 POKE 37139,0 : POKE 37154,127 :
REM SET UP DDRs
9010 J1 = PEEK(37137): REM TEST VIA 1
9020 J2 = PEEK(37152): REM TEST VIA 2
9030 JS = J1 or J2 : RETURN
then replace the tests on the value of A$
with tests on the value of JS:
1000 GOSUB 9000
1010 IF (JS AND 4) THEN 1100
1020 IF (JS AND 16) THEN 1200
1030 IF (JS AND 128) THEN 1300
1040 IF (JS AND 8) THEN 1400
1050 IF (JS AND 32) THEN 1500 :
REM FIRE
1060 GOTO 1000

Next issue: potentiometer joysticks.
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FIND

COMING SOON

by Tim Duncan
My offering this month is a short machine
code version of the “FIND’ utility, similar
to that provided on Vickit and the
Programmers' Aid cartridge. This routine
is most useful when writing and
debugging programs.
When you type in the listing below and
RUN it (don’t forget to SAVE it first!) The
program will poke a machine code
routine into a safe area of memory
($02 A1-$02FF) where it will stay until you
switch off the machine. You can load
other programs without affecting the
routine.
To find a particular bit of Basic code or a
particular string of characters in your
program, all you have to do is write the
expression you want found as the first
line of your program; then type SYS 673
(RETURN). The routine will print out the
line numbers of every line which contains
that expression. If your first line was
‘A = the routine would find lines such as
A = 3 or A = A + 1, but would also find
BA = 5 since this also contains “A = ”.
To understand how the routine works,
Suffice it to say that each line is stored in
the following format:
LO

HI

LO
Line

Link

0

HI
Basic Statements

End of

The link address points to the address
where the next line starts. The link
address and the line number take up two
bytes each, so the Basic statements start
with the fifth byte. We know when we
have reached the end of the line when we
find a zero byte, and we can find the
beginning of the next line by using the link
address.

Now let’s see how the routine works. The
first thing is to find where the program
starts. This depends on how much
memory you have added to your Vic, so
we look at locations 43 and 44 to find out.
Skipping the link address and line
number, each byte of the line is compared
in turn to the first byte of the expression in
line 1. Since we know it’s the first line of
the program, the expression must start at
the start of memory plus four bytes.
We continue comparing bytes until we
find one that matches or until we come to
the end of the line. If they match we must
compare the next byte with the second
byte of the expression — and so on. If they
fail to match we go back to where we
were and continue looking for a match
with the first byte. If we reach the end of
the expression we know we have found it,
and print the line number.
When the routine finds the end of the line,
it uses the link address to get the next line.
A link address of zero means we have
found the end of the program.

, 133.3,165 -• 44 .« 133.« i .* 160 .* 3.«200
IniTfi 177,8,285 , ### , 248,26 .■ 281 , W , 238 >244
BflTfl i 68.. 8 .■ 177,8.. i33 .■ 2,288,177,3 .• i83 , 1
BflTfl 165,2,133,8,5,1,281,0 , 208,221 > 96 _
BflTfl 132,2,162,8,232,288,189,*** ,201 >3
BflTfl 248,6,289,0,248,243,288,16,163,2
70 BflTfl 177,0,178,288,177,8,32,28b,221,169
80 BflTfl 32,32,218,255,164,2, i84,88,182,234
90 PRINT"T2S LORDING MACHINE CODE JR1
n.«.w*WT
188 M-PEEK\43) +256#PEEK (44) +4 : HI = iN ? iV 2-jo > ■ Lu-i i ■=■ 1

i L

J.U I! Qt T M

?0
3ft
4ft
58
68

110 FQRL-fi < «J i 0< 5 »*'
138
148
158
168

IFE$=""THEHF'OKEL, L0 • L=L+1: POKEL, HI '■ G0T0158
POKEL, VflLBf)
HEHTL
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• Tinymon on the Vic —
Richard Hunt’s helpful
implementation of
Butterfield’s monitor. Next
issue, hopefully.
• Programmers’ Aids
reviewed - three
packages from
Commodore, Stack and
Audiogenic.
e Machine Code
Monitors reviewed —
HESBAL, Dr Watson and
Commodore’s own MCM.
e Games reviewed —
JD Collins gives his next
‘punter’s progress’ page
over to star-rated reviews.
e Type ’n Talk — review
of speech input and voice
output devices: win one in
a brand new competition:
a program for the blind.
e Word processing bh
the Vic — at last we’ve
completed our review of
all the WP packages we
can find.
e Beginners colour — a
run-down on Vic colour
basics from Chris Preston.
e RTTY and the Vic radio ham Mike Todd
looks at the possibilities.
e Beginning Assembler
— start of a major multi¬
part series.
e The Complete
Advanced Graphics —
amazing series from an
extraordinarily young
reader.
e Turning Turtle — the
wonderfurTurtle
Controller' language: a
Vic version this month,
build your own Turtle to
follow.
e Structured
programming — what is
it? Why should you
bother? More Good
Programming hints from
Chris Preston.

VIC PRINTER
for £79.90 inc VAT

Fifty

(Also fits most PET computers)

outstanding
programs

Put a ZX-PRINTER
(Order from Sinclair Research,
Freepost, Camberley,
GUI5 3BR, cost £59.90 inc VAT)
on your VIC/PET using

for the
VIC 20!

costing only ... £19.95 + £1 p&p

SOFTEX PRINTERFACE
★ ★ Very High resolution graphics (higher than VIC)

This is a totally revised edition of the best-selling
program book 'Symphony for a Melancholy
Computer' by Tim Hartnell.
There are now more than 50 programs (double the number in
the first edition) and all programs fit the unexpanded VIC 20.

★ ★ Full VIC/PET character set + user defined graphic
characters
★ ★ 42 column printer with superb formatting facilities
★ ★ Operating commands same as the VIC printer
★ ★ Simple to use! No extras required

Send orders/enquiries (state computer model) to: •
SOFTEX COMPUTERS

This incredible book includes:
Zombie Island
Spacetrek
Billboard
Monte Carlo Molecule
Othello
Tranquillity Base
Speedway
Tight Squeeze
Sepulchre Organ
Breakout
Noughts and Crosses
Colourmind
Monza
Superbowl
Robot Nim
Evolution
Symphony for a
Melancholy Computer
Vic Checkers
Battle

Lodestar/3-D Maze
Reaction
Magic Square
Biorhythms
Dr Watson and Dr Audio
Vincent Van Vic
Treacle Balls
Fruit Machine
Traffic Jam
Night on a Wild
Mountain
Mastermind
Victim
Menta
Gomoku
Zauper Attack
Superpoet
Jelly Bean Space Swarm
Caveman

Roulette
Quack (Duck Shoot)
Simon
Cannibal Charlie
Zodiac Fortune Teller
Craps
Engulf
Reverse
Long John Silver
Space Fighter
Motorcycle Jump
Time Guardian
Fairway
Vic-et-Un
Hangman
SMC with Zen Show
Flip
Reference section

SYMPHONY FOR A MELANCHOLY COMPUTER 50 OUTSTANDING PROGRAMS FOR YOUR VIC
20, is just £6.95.
INTERFACE, Dept. VC, 44-46 Earls Court Road,
London, W8 6EJ
Please send me (
(
(

I enclose £.
Name _
Address.

) Symphony for a Melancholy Computer £6.95
) ZAP! POW! BOOM! Arcade Games for
the VIC 20-£7.95
) Getting Acquainted with Your VIC 20 £6.95

37 Wheaton Road, Bournemouth, BH7 6LH
Telephone 0202 422028

vie ie

DOES THE
POOLS
Win on the Pools with the help of this
great package. The cassette contains
three files:
CLUB FILE — holds the names of the first
and second division football clubs
FORECAST — does the forecasts for you
RESULT — type in the results each week
and hold the records
— Plus a comprehensive instruction manual
which tells you exactly what to do.
All this at a recommended price of only £12.00
(this includes cassette, manual, VAT and P&P).
So send now to:

DANISO
PO BOX 743 2450 COPENHAGEN SV
DENMARK

Flyover
This one comes from A Millett of
Softex, who has a vested interest
in the form of the listing — it
comes from the £50 Sinclair ZX
printer via the interface that his
company sells (end of sales plug:
see the ad in this issue for more in¬
fo!). The game itself is long and
traditional, but it’s a pretty good
hi-res action game.

ly, which means in effect that the
print head removes the silver to
reveal the black underneath
when it wants to create a
character.
As for the listing, we had to
reduce the original photo¬
graphically to fit on the page; but
here’s a sample of the true size
and actual width:

The ZX printer uses silver-coated
paper and works electrostatical¬

1650
1660
1670
1690
1700
1785
1710

SC=SC+<a-38>#5:T=T+1
MS=MS-1
POKEMP,0
RETURN
POKESW,0:P0KES3,0
IFMI>VDUTHEN1850
A1-PEEK<MP>:POKEMP,42

38 REN#####*###*###*#*#*#****#
31 REM
92 REM FLYOVER <C> A.MILLETT
93 REM LISTED ON A ZX-PR INTER
94 REM USING THE SOFTEX
95 REM V1C/ZX PR INTERFACE
96 REM
98 REM#**##*******##*#********
100 POKES1,0:P0KE52,28•P0KE55,8
P0KE56,28 ■' CLR
120 P0KE36879,8
130 GOSUB7000
150 PRINT"UBBDEFINING CHARCTERS"
160 FORX-0TO63.P0KE7724+X+INT <X/
16)#6,X:NEXT
.700 KK =25600 F0RX—7168T07679
210 POKEX,PEEK (KK+X)
220 NEXT
250 P0KE36869,255•P0KE36866,PEEK
( 36866)OR 128
330 GOSUBS000
980 P0KE36869,240 P0KE36866,150
985 GOSUB20000
990 END
7000 PR1NT"LHVER IFYING DATA...."
7050 RESTORE X=0
7060 READA*
7065 X=4095 ANDCX+VAL<A*)>
7070 IFVAL < A*) O-99THEN7068
7100 IFX0-2829THENPR INT"LSTYP ING
ERROR IN DATA'" STOP
7400 RESTORE
7490 RE IURN
6060 REM DATA-OX
8005 READX:X=7168+X*8
8907 IFXC7000 THENRE TURN
8018 READA* IFLEN( A*>=8THEN8100
3015 IFLEFT * <A*, i>=" = ‘- THEN8200
3020 POKEX.VAL<A*>
3630 F0RY=1T07
8040 READA POKEX+Y,A
8050 NEXT
8060 GO TO8000
8100 GOSUB8910
8110 F0RX-X+1T0X+6
8120 GOSUB8900 NEXT
8190 GO T08000
8200 A=VALCMID*CA*,2>)*8+32768
8210 F0RY=8T0?•POKEX+V,PEEK<ft+V)
NEXT
8290 GOTO8000
8900 READA*

8910 A=0:F0RY—1T08
8920 A=A#2— CM ID$ < A*,V , 1)
XT
8980 POKEX,A
8990 RETURN
10000 REM * HIRES
10W5W DATA 0,102, 60,24,60,60,60,
60,2 4
•0100

DATA

£7,8,123,128,128,192,

•°£•192■224
i0113'DATA 28,224,224,240,244,24
A 254,255.255
10138 DATA 29,0,128,128,192,196,
223,238,254
_ _
10150 DATA 38,8,1,1,1,3,3,3,c
13170 DATA 31,7,7,15,47,111,127,
£55,255
10208 DATA 33,0,1,1,3,35,39,119,
127
18220 DATA 34,255,255,255,255,20
5,255,255,255
10250 DATA 58,0,0,0,8,11,15,9,8
1Q260

DATA

59,0,0,124,255,255,19

10270 DATA
4,192
10300 DATA
,255,127,0
10318 DATA
,7,254
10320 DATA
44,16
18330 DATA
10335 DATA
10340 DATA
10345 DATA
10350 DATA
10355 DATA
10360 DATA
19365 DATA

60.2,7,7,7,255,255,25
61,64,224,224,224,255
62,0,8,62,255,255,131

28580
YON"
20590

PRINT "IS IF

YOU

20608

PR INT"B0SPEC. IAL

PR IN T"WALLS.

20610 PRIHT"HHIT,
A"
20620 PR IN T "SHORE

BOMB
WHEN

THE
ALL

CAN
THE"

TARGETS

YOU

ARE

PROCESS

ADVANCED

TO

SCREE

2W640 PR INT "BSftaaH I T SPACE TO CONT
INUE«".
28658 GETAi IFA*<>" " THEN20650
29660 PRINT"LEARNING 1 FLYING OVE

R"

20670

PR INT"2BW I THOUT

2068O

PR INT "KJEOMB

20700

PR INT"STIRS: -

OU"
29710
PER 1
f-20

PRINT"BARE
PR INT"THE

DROPPING

LOOSES
THE

BOMBS

PRINT"8PTRV

TO

,••->7 40

PRINT"

76750

PRINT"BAVO ID

A"

LIFE'

HIGHER

FLYING,

20730

A

THE

V

DEE

PENETRATE.

HIT

TARGETS

THE
SIDE

LEAVING

COLO
ON

T

SPEC!

.-0760 PR IN-"BTARCET - ISOLATED."
• !?S00 PF. IHT"«BflalH I T SPACE TO CONT
fHUE9"•
.8810 GETA* IFAiO" "THEN20810
.'9988 PR 1NT "LiTURN VOLUME UP FOR'
2U890
‘9900
.0910

PR INfBSOUND EFFECTS ! "
PR IN 1"KNOW l_OAI & RUN"
PR IMT"BFL VOVER 2. GOOD

FLYOVER

2

BY

LUC

10367 DATA 22,0,0,192,240,255,31
,15,252
10370 DATA 23,32,112,112,112,240
,240,224,0
10372 DATA 24,4.14,14,14,15,15,7
10375 DATA 25,0,0,3,15,255,248,2
40,63
10377 DATA 26,0,0,224,241,253,63
,121,225
19998 DATA-99
20000 PR INT"UH8FLVOVER BY A.MILL

2100
2110
2128
2125

M=M +1
POKE8173,M+48
F0RX-1T015
POKESW,128+X#5

2130

P0KE36864,10

2146

P0KE36864, 9 • FOR.Y= 1 TO30

2150
2160
2190
9S00
14
3810
8015

NEXT
POKESW,0
RETURN
SN=SN+1:POKESW,0;P0KE36379,

POKEVOL,15-X

A.MILLETT

190 REM FLYOVER COAM,
105 DIMAC2..2)
196 D IM MX, V
i, VDU , COL . 8si, PL , F ."•
. PD , MP , MD , M I . MS , SC , T , MU , CI>, VOL., S
1,S2,S3,SW
167 FORX=0TO2:READA<X,0) ,A<X,2> :
NEXT
108 F0RX-1T07•READS<X> NEXT
110 P0KE36864,9:POKE36866,154 PO
KE3S867.166
12Q P0KE36869,255:P0KE36866,PEEK
f36866)OR128
142 VDU=7680:COL-30720
143 VOL—36878 ■ Sl=V0L-4:S2=V0L-3
S3=V0L—2;SW-VOL—1
145 SN=8:M=0 SC=0
150 GOSUB800S
160 PX=0 : PD—1 = PL = ?724 : T = 0
170 MP=3■MD = 0 MI=0:MS=0:MU=0
208 GOSUB1000
210 GOSUB1590
223 POKEPX+PL,A <8,PD + i>-37
225 POKEPXFFL +PD,A C1,PD +1)-37
230 POKEPX+PL+PD+PD,A <2,PD + 1)-37

63,0,6,0,16,208,240,1
39,=81
40,-87
41,=90
44,=35
45,=86
46,=102
47,=33
21,8,0,7,143,191,252,

i110 PX'=FX+PD
1170 POKEPX+PL,AC0.PD + 1 >
11.30 POKEPX + PL +PD ,fi(l, PD + 1 >
1140 POKEPX +FL+PD+PD,A<2,PD + 1)
1400 IF PEEK \ 197) O320RMP>VDUTHEf :
RETURN
1458 MP-PL+PX+PD+26 MD-26+PD : MI ~
« MS--0 : MU-0
• 60 POKEVOL,3
.5 42 8 GO TO 1600
1580 IFMPCVDUTHENPOKESM.150:FOP: ,
3T10STEP-1.POKEVOL,X NEXT POKES
. e • RE TURN
1510 IFMI< vIU THENPOKES3,248-MS*4
1520 POKEMP,32
1550 MP-MP+MD
1600 A=PEEK < MP >
1610 IFA-32 THENMS—MS +1:POKEMP,0
RETURN
1620 IFAC39THEN1700
1625 IFMSC1THEN1850
1627 POKESW,128+RND 11) *100
1630 IFMICVDUTHENMI=MP:MD-26: POX
ES3,0
1640 1FA>4STHENSC=SC+A~48 G0T016
60
1650 SC=SC+CA~38> *5 : T-T+l
1660 MS-MS-1
1670 POKEMP,0
1690 RETURN
1700 POKESW,0 POKES3,0
1705 IFMI>VDU THEN1850
1710 Al—PEEK <MP) POKEMP,42
1720 G0SUB2100
1750 POKEMP,A1 MP=0 RETURN
1850 X=MI-MD
1860 IFPEEKCX>>3STHENX=X-MD GOTO
1860
1870 FORY=MI-MDTOX +MDSTEP-26
1880 POKEY+MP-MI,PEEK<V) :POKEY,3
2 NEXT
1885 MP=0:GOSUB2000
1890 RETURN
2000 PRINT"0"SC"|| POINTS" RETURN

250 IFT=BCSN> THEN150
490 IFM<4 THEN200
,530 P0KE36879,46:FORX-1TO2800 NE
XT
900 P0KE36S64,12:F0KE36866,150:P
0KE36S67,174
910 P0KE36879,8
920 P0KE36S69,240:P0KE36S66,150
948 IFSOH I THENH I = SC
950 PRINT"UnSCORE:"MID*CSTR*CSC)
•2>;",HIGH:"MID*<STR*<HI),2)
960 PRINT"2fiAN0THER GO ? <Y/N>"
970 GETA* : IFA*-*1 Y" THEN1 10
938 IFA*0"M" THEN970
998 END
1000 IF CPX>2ANDPD<0)OR CPXC23ANDP
0 > 0)THEN1100
ii310 IFMUTHENGOSUB2100
1815 I FMP>VDUANDMICVDU THENPOKEMP
.32 MP=0;GOSUB2100
1020 POKEPL+PX,32:POKEPL+PX+PD,3
I; ■ POKEPL +PX+PD+PD , 32

FORV-1TO30:NEX
NEXT

PR INT "LiHSCP.EEN,'SN . TAB <26 > .
F0RX-1T0SN:PRINTSPC(26)MID*
X,1)" IS"X*5"P0 INTS"S
PC <12— <X—1)> ; NEXT
8020 POKEVOL,6
8025 FORX—191T0255STEP32 FORY-12
3T0X:P0KES3,V:A=l.1:NEXT NEXT
3030 POKES3,0
8340 PRINT"L.
8050 FORX=0TO6 FORY=VDU+286+X*2£
TOY+25
8060 IFXC7-SNTHENP0KEV,49+X:GOTO
8070 POKEY,ASC CM ID* <"-,+#) C
.X+
1,1))
8080 POKE Y +COL,3
3090 NEXT:NEXT
8100 A*="1 324*-#C£2l **£22<-***C20 >
****£20+-****#C18t*#****£06 ! 3 ‘ C * 3
06«-# #*##*# 3
8110 A*=A*+" ! 1 ! 1 1 ***£*-•* T ' I ! T ' ** »
8120 X=7965
3130 IFA*=""THEN8209
8140 IFVALCA*)THENX-X+VALCA*> A*
=MID*CA*,3) GOTO8130
9150 A=ASC<A*> ■ A *=M I D * <. A * , 2 )
8160 IFA—42THENA—34
3170 IF A>64 THENA=A—64
8180 POKEX,A ■ POKEX+COL,5
3190 X=X + i GO TVS130
8200 F ORX= 17 09 FOR V=VDU +COL+X * 26TOY+25
3210 POKEY,VALCHID*<"443355771"
X , 1> >
8220 NEXT-NEXT
8300 GOSUB2000:P0KE8173.M+48
84S0 RETURN
9500 DATA 60,61,59,62,58,63
9600 DATA12.30.50,70,92,114,13S

II

IF YOITVE BEEN
WAITING FOR USEFUL
PROGRAMS FOR YOUR
VIC 2ft PRODUCED
BY PROFESSIONALS AT
UNBEATABLE PRICES.
THE WAITING
IS OVER!
FINDER
Price £8.00
Alphabet game. A good test of
memory and concentration.
Requires no expansion.

SPRINT
Price £8.00
Easy to use text editor, ideal for
correspondence, etc.
Requires 8K Expansion
+ VIC Printer

QUIZ MASTER
Superb Quiz system.
Program only
Price £8.00
Selection of subjects
Price £ 1.85 each
Or set up your own with
QUIZ SET UP
Price £8.00
Subjects include:
General Knowledge 1
General Knowledge 2
Junior General Knowledge 1
Junior General Knowledge 2
Capitals — Collectives
Words ending in logy' and 'ist'
plus proverbs/Sports/Sums —
Add, Subtract, Divide and
Multiply/Junior Maths/French.
Requires a minimum of
3K Expansion.

FLOW
Price £8.00
Unique program to construct
flow charts.
Requires 16K Expansion
+ VIC Printer

CAR SALES
Price £40.25
Specially designed for Motor
Traders to produce quotations.
Requires 8K Expansion
+ VIC Printer

NIM
Price £6.00
Age old matchstick game,
hard to beat — great fun!
Requires no expansion.
LABEL
Price £8.00
Store and print name and
address labels.
Requires 8K Expansion
4- VIC Printer
SUPERNEWS Price £385 Ex VAT
Designed for Newsagents to
look after accounting and
delivery of papers and
magazines.
Requires 16K Expansion,
Disk Drive + Printer.

PLEASE COMPLETE USING BLOCK CAPITALS
POST
Price £14.00
Produce your own leaflets, for
special offers. Club news, etc.
Requires 8K Expansion
+ VIC Printer

Name
Address
Postcode
Description of item

Qty

Total Price

Description of item

Qty

Order direct from Computer Room or from all good
Dealers nationwide. For details phone Computer Room
(0732 355962) or consult your VICSOFT catalogue.
Please forward cheque/Postal order for total amount,
accompanied by your order form to.

COMPUTER ROOM
87 High Street, Tonbridge, Kent.

Total Amount

Total Price
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by J D Collins
Hello Comrades. I want to start by
correcting a couple of comments I made
in my last epistle. I speak of the games
ROX from DK’tronics, Vic Gammon from
Bug Byte and Space Storm from Rabbit
Software.
I finally cracked the colour problem in
ROX and got it to play on a light purple
backgound: and all was revealed! It’s not
the most thrilling game action-wise but it
was fairly challenging.
I also learned how to play Vic Gammon
and heartily recommend it — but more
about that later.
My congratulations to Rabbit Software on
Space Storm; I had a really pleasant chat
with one of their staff on the phone about
the loading problem, he was most helpful
and sent me a loadable program by return
of post. Space Storm is the best thing I’ve
seen so far; at first I thought the graphics
were good but the pace a bit slow — then
it speeded up on me and Pow! Excellente!
If you are starting out in computing from
the ground up like me, but have not got a
Vic 20 yet, maybe I can offer a
preliminary word. When you buy your
Vic get at least one games program to
keep your spirits up (not withstanding my
comments on program quality). And get
the Commodore joystick too — it is useful,
cheap and robust, and it works! I’d also
advise you to take a vow of abstinence on
your social life and work through the
Commodore Introduction to BASIC Part 1
before doing anything else. I wish I had.
Lastly, if you can, do it with a friend. Then
you will have both a shoulder to cry on
and someone to share your triumphs. I
feel really good when I get the hang of

something and want to say “look what
I’ve done!’’
Oh, and don’t forget to take out a
subscription to Vic Computing; the
programs alone will be worth it and all
that TechnoBabble will make sense
eventually. Then you too can show off at
parties!
I am still working through the
Introduction to BASIC in between

entering more games programs from
various magazines. I may not become a
proper programmer; but it is surprisingly
satisfying to have entered a program and
got it working, maybe adding a few extra
bits like easier instructions, a change of
sound effect, a simple flashing “you
crashed’’ message somewhere else.
One odd thing: I keep having trouble with
programs that have DATA statements in
them. Somehow my Vic reads one less
data item than is listed. Yes, I checked
that the number of data items corres¬
ponds to the number of items to be read.
The only answer I have come up with so
far is to add a zero data item to the end of
the last line of data items. Anyone got any
idea where I am going wrong?
Another problem I would like to solve is
the One Armed Bandit program in Vic
Computing April 82. The ‘HOLD’ option
only works on the third box, and the third
box also has part of its frame missing. I
have pored over the listing for hours: but
as I don’t understand the details of the
program, nor the overall structure I
cannot see where the fault lies. I would
also like to add tumbling dice and jackpot
sound efects but cannot work out how to
do it even with my extra 3K memory. I
suspect that to add sound I would have to

juggle with those mysterious memory
locations that I don’t understand as yet.
Shame about that, it is quite a good game
otherwise.
I have recently had my Vic ‘touch-tested’
by family and friends, and it was
interesting to see how they got on. My
brother, sister-in-law and nine-year-old
nephew Andrew came to stay recently
and I thought it would be a good chance to
see how Andrew got on with a MicroComputer. At first I had to load and run all
the games for him and help out with the
controls. I think it was his first sight of a
keyboard, especially one that was not his,
but that did not last long.
I think I made it all more complicated than
it need have been by teaching Andrew to
load programs by name instead of just the
simple LOAD command, there being only
one game per tape; but the keyboard
practice probably came in useful later on.
By mid-week Andrew had enough skill to
load, rim and reload programs on his own,
only calling for help when the 3K memory
expansion had to be added or removed.
By that time my brother had muscled in on
the act and Andrew was faced with
competion!
My sister in law was not at all interested. I
wondered if this was all part of the boys
versus girls thing we have in our culture,
but that is a can of worms I won’t open up
here.
Two things struck me about Andrew’s
handling of the Vic. First he had a lot of
trouble remembering to use the Return
key; maybe Andrew just needed time to
settle down with the thing. Or maybe it
should have a new name like ‘Command’
or something.
. . .page 38
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DROP IN ON ALL THE BITS
AND PIECES FOR YOUR VIC 20
Tempo di marcia

iilll

New

THE ORATOR
A VIC 20 SPEECH SYNTHESISER WITH 64 WORD
VOCABULARY PLUGS INTO USER PORT

£49.95
£7.00
£7.00
£7.00
£7.00

HANGMAN
MATHMAN
ALPHAMAN
SPELLMAN

FOR USE WITH

VIC MUSIC SYSTEM
★ PROVIDES A MEANS OF DEFINING AND PLAYING
MUSIC USING THE THREE VOICES OF VIC
★ FULL SCREEN MENUS, FOR MUSIC DEFINITION,
AND MACHINE CODED ROUTINES TO CONTROL
MUSIC PLAYING
★ VARIOUS DEMONSTRATION MUSIC PIECES
★ NEEDS 16K MEMORY EXPANSION

£15.00

CARTRIDGES
TO HELP YOUR VIC
GROW UP
MEMORY EXPANSION
VIC3K RAM
VIC 8K RAM
I VIC 16K RAM
] PROGRAMMERS AID
(SUPER EXPANDER HI RES
MACHINE CODE MONITOR

Jj

£23.00
£35.00
£56.00
£27.00
£27.00
£27.00

WORD PROCESSING
AUDIOGENIC WORDCRAFT 20
INCLUDES EXTRA 8K OF RAM WHICH
CAN BE USED FOR OTHER PROGRAMS,
FULL COMPATIBILITY WITH VIC 1515
PRINTER, PARALLEL AND RS232C
PRINTERS WORKS ON DISK OR
CASSETTE

ONLY £105.00

EXPANSION BOARDS

AVENGER
STAR BATTLE
SUPER SLOT
JELLY MONSTERS
ALIEN
SUPER LANDER
MOLE ATTACK

OFFER TWO — ANY 3 FOR

£56
SARGON II CHESS

STACK 4 SLOT EXPANSION
(INCLUDES EXTRA 3K)
ARFON 7 SLOT EXPANSION
(INCLUDES SEPARATE POWER
SUPPLY AND LID)

OMEGA RACE

PRINTERS

£41.00

VIC 1515

THE COUNT

£170.00

£80.00

OLIVETTI PRAXIS
LETTER QUALITY
PRINTER,
COMPLETE
HARDWARE
WITH INTERFACE
135.00
VIC 20
TO VIC
279.00
CBM 64

OFFER ONE — ANY 3 FOR

£45

£485

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
ADVENTURELAND
PIRATE COVE
VOODOO CASTLE

SPECIAL
vic^disiTdrive

ONLY £225

Comprehensive range of supplies, diskettes, ribbons listing paper etc.
All prices Exclusive of VAT
Showrooms open Mon-Fri 9-6pm Sat 9-1 pm
FOR MAIL ORDER — orders up to £100 add £2 for P + P + insurance
— orders over £100 add £4 for P + P + insurance

SIMMONS MAGEE
TWICKENHAM
Simmons Magee Computers Ltd. 13 York Street, Twickenham Middx. 01-891-4477
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Extending the Arfon Expander
by Chris Durham
The Arfon expansion unit is a popular
method of plugging up to seven
cartridges into the Vic simultaneously.
Unfortunately there is no way to switch
off any unwanted cartridges. And
‘clashing’ cartridges, two or more
which use the same area of memory,
cannot be plugged in at the same time:
this means a lot of cartridge changing
with resultant wear on the connectors.
Also, because of the change of memory
locations, programs written for the
unexpanded Vic will not run when more
than an extra 3K RAM is plugged in.
The following modification allows all
seven sockets to be used by any
combination of cartridges, selection
being made by a small switch bank at
the rear of the expansion unit PCB. Total
cost of the modification is about £3 and
the job takes approximately 45 minutes.

The theory is quite simple. If you remove
the + 5v power from a cartridge it
ceases to exist as far as the operating
system of the Vic is concerned. By
switching the power connection to each
socket individually you can make the Vic
see only those cartridges you have
selected.
The Actual Work

Before carrying out the modification
ensure that the mains plug is removed
from the socket. Start by removing the
Vic from the expansion unit and then
undo the six bolts holding the PCB in
place, making sure that you do not lose
the nuts and locking washers beneath
the unit. Turn the board over and find the
main + 5v supply line on the printed
circuit (see fig. 1). Decide how many
sockets you wish to be able to switch out
(six are shown in the diagrams here) and
cut the printed circuits where indicated,
using a sharp modelling knife. The
supply line for socket No. 1 is situated on
the top of the PCB as shown in fig. 2. To
ensure a good break make two cuts
approximately 1mm apart and remove
the copper in between.
Cut the veroboard to size and mount on
the underside of the PCB as follows: drill
two 3mm holes approximately 5mm
apart and 7mm from the edge as shown
in fig. 2. Make up some five-minute epoxy
resin glue and coat the top half of the
veroboard as indicated in fig. 3A. Fix the
veroboard to the underside of the PCB
ensuring a good ‘key’ through the two
holes. Make sure that the glue does not
spread too far along the copper strips
underneath the veroboard or block any
holes outside the glued area.

After the veroboard is firmly glued,
solder the wire connections between the
veroboard and the pins as shown in fig.
3B. Use single-core wire and route
cables neatly along the board, sticking
down with a small spot of superglue.
When soldering the wire to the pins,
ensure a good physical connection by
wrapping the wire around the pin before
applying the soldering iron. Where the
wire joins the veroboard from
underneath, fit the wires as shown in fig.
3C to ensure a good connection.
When all the wires are connected, fit the
wire links across the veroboard (fig. 3A)
together with the connection to the 5v
power supply (red cable on the PCB).
Now fit the switch bank onto the
veroboard and solder the pins.
Alternatively, a socket can be soldered
to the veroboard and the switch bank
can be mounted on the socket. If you use
the latter method then ensure that you
firmly support the veroboard from
underneath when you fit the switch into
the socket.
Testing

If you have a test-meter you should now
check that with all switches in the ‘off’

position there is no connection between
the pins marked A-F and the 5v power
supply cable. Then test that a connection
exists for each socket when the relevant
switch is moved to the ‘on’ position.
Once you are satisfied that the wiring is
correct and that there are no solder
‘bridges’ between tracks, re-mount the
PCB with the six bolts: remember to
replace the plastic spacers and the
locking washers.
Finally, refit the Vic — you may have to
adjust the position of the PCB slightly to
ensure a correct fit. Once the Vic is
installed, turn on the power and ensure
that the Vic functions correctly. Turn the
power off again and fit all your
cartridges. Select either a games
cartridge or a particular combination of
memory and switch on. The Vic should
respond as if only the selected
cartridges are plugged in. If you have left
any sockets permanently connected then
these should only be used for cartridges
such as the Machine Code Monitor or the
Programmers’ Aid, which require a SYS
command to activate them, on the IEEE
488 interface.
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RABBIT SOFTWARE
^

380 STATION ROAD,
HARROW, MIDDX.
HA1 2DE.

FROGGER

Bring the famous pub game home. First cross
the motorway without getting run over and
then home across logs and turtles. But beware
of snakes crocodiles and submerging turtles.
Incredible multi-colour mode graphics written
in machine code.

Tel: 01-863-0833

RABBIT BASE
Your own personal Database Management System
for your VIC-20. Ideal for any storage and retrieval
of any type of record. Powerful search, sort and
calculation features.
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RETAIL PRICE £14.99

SPACE STORM

RABBIT WRITER

Amazing 3D Graphics of the popular asteroid
game. Superb value for money. One of Rabbits
best-selling games.
•

The wordprocessor for your VIC-20. This program
requires 16K RAM Expansion. 'Rabbit Writer* 1 enables
the rapid and easy creation of text and its printing to
the printer. 'Rabbit Writer' has powerful editing and
right hand justification and has many other Word¬
processing features via the appropriate function keys
such as indenting, centering, etc. and enables expanded
characters to be printed. It also has the facility to merge
i.e. names and addresses from Rabbit Base.

RETAIL PRICE £19.99
Super Worm
Night Flight
Charpet 20

£4.99
£4.99
£4.99

Available from Vic Dealers or Direct from:
Rabbit Software
380 Station Road,
Harrow, Middlesex HA1 2DE.
Telephone: 01-863 0833
Credit Cards Accepted.

RETAIL PRICE £6.99
Rabbit Functions
Ski-Run
Dune Buggy

£4.99
£4.99
£4.99

Cosmic Battle
Rabbit Chase
Code Breaker

£4.99
£4.99
£4.99
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send me-I I enclose cheque/PO for -r OR Please debit my Access 522*_
■ Berciaycard 4929_Expiry date_
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Address
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RABBIT SOFTWARE
16

Dealers discount available
| ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD ORDERS WELCOME
Mail to: RABBIT SOFTWARE
I 380 STATION ROAD, HARROW,
MIDDX. HA1 2DE.
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An introduction to user-defined
graphics
5

by Trevor Pitts
It is possible to have characters
of your own design accessible
via the keyboard on the Vic 20.
This means you can have alien
spaceships or little men running
around the screen at your
command.
First, some explanation of the
character ROM. The 4K
character generator ROM
resides between locations 32768
and 36863 and is split as follows:
32768-33791. . . upper case and
graphics
33792-34815. . . reverse upper
case and
graphics
34816-35839. . . upper and lower
case
35840-36863. . . reverse upper
and lower case
Control Register No 6 (location
36869) normally points to the
lower 2K of the character
generator ROM; but by pressing
the shift and Commodore logo
keys together, lower-case
characters are displayed. All that
has happened is that Control
Register No 6 has increased in
value pointing 2K further up in
memory. The value held in
Control Register No 6 has moved
from 240 to 242.

IK for your program, which isn’t
much. There are ways around
this, however, and I will expand
on that later.
First Steps
Each character is made up of 8x8
matrix — an example of the
standard keyboard character A is
shown in figure 1.
For your own characters, you
must first have a design. The
easiest way to do this is to draw
the shape on paper with an 8x8
grid on it (see figure 1 again). The
numbers across the top of the
matrix in figure 2 are what
concern us, and they rim from
right to left in normal binary
numbering — that is, the first
number is 1 and each successive
number is double that of the last
up to 128. In figure 21 have shown
a “space invader” character with
the eight number totals that make
up this shape.

One major problem is that by
taking 2.5K of the available 3.5K
of user RAM vou will onlv leave

Line 10 moves the top of memory
pointers and the string pointers.
Lines 20-30 move the lower 2K of
the character ROM into RAM
starting at location 5120.
Lines 40-60 read the DATA state¬
ments and POKEs each into
locations 6144 on; these
statements
contain your
characters (in this case, only one
character).

In most games you will never need

Val

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Line 50 allows you to jump out of
the loop when all the characters
have been read, therefore
allowing you to add more
characters when you like without
altering the program.

Once you have designed your
character you take the eight
horizontal lines separately and
add the values above each of the
filled squares to give a total for
that line. If the square is empty,
ignore the value at the top of it.
Start a new total when you have
finished each line. You should end
up with eight line totals for each
character. (If a line has no filledin squares, its total is zero and
this must be included as one of
your eight totals).

When this program is run you can
use all the characters on the
keyboard as usual — except that
the Reverse On characters are
not now available. Now when you
press the Reverse On key and
then type @ the ‘space invader’
will appear. Similarly if you want
to POKE this character to the
screen, you must use the POKE
value of Reverse On @ (which is
128).

4

@
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U

Val

Char

Char

/
-

•
/
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
;
<
=
>
?

that many. So by making the
following alterations to the
program we can get 64 userdefined characters and leave 2K

2

1

Line 2 - 60
Line 3 = 102
Line 4 = 231
Line 5 = 255
Line 6 = 36
Line 7 = 66
Line 8 = 36
Figure 2

Val

44
V
22
w
45
23
46
X
24
47
Y
25
48
Z
26
49
27
[
50
28
\
51
29
]
52
I
30
—
53
31
32 space 54
1
55
33
”
56
34
57
#
35
58
36
$
59
%
37
60
38
&
’
61
39
62
40
(
63
41
)
*
42
+
43

Line 1 ~ 24

These totals are then put into a
DATA statement, as in this
program to move the character
generator to RAM and include the
user defined-character in figure
2:
10 POKE 51,255: POKE 52,19:
POKE 55,255: POKE 56,19
20 FOR 1 = 0 TO 1023

8

Char

Figure 3

Remember that you must either

128 64 32 16

POKE

POKE

POKE

Line 500 moves the character
generator pointer (Control
Register No 6) to point to location
5120.

By moving the character
generator user-definable
characters can be added to it.

By starting the character
generator at this address, then,
there is the 2K required — but we
will take the second IK for our
user-defined characters. It will
be necessary to prevent the
character generator from being
overwritten, so the top-of-memory
pointers must be altered.

More memory
So now you have your own
characters, but with only IK left
for your programs. The program
we have just used allows for 128
user-defined characters, and
incidently wastes 0.5K of RAM
inbetween the end of the
character generator and the start
of screen RAM at location 7680;
but do you need 128 new
characters?

Line 80 is a dummy DATA
statement to mark the end of the
user-defined character data: its
value is used in Line 50.

The character generator, or any
part of it, can be moved into RAM
at any of locations 4096, 5120,
6144 and 7168.

Your first task must therefore be
to set aside enough RAM to store
the character generator. If we
wish to have the lower 2K
character genrator in RAM, we
must allocate 2K of RAM in which
to store it. On the unexpanded Vic
the user Basic is between
locations 4096 and 7679; so to
save 2K of RAM using the start
locations shown above, the only
available start address is 5120.

poke a colour into the colour RAM
or change the screen colour from
white; otherwise the POKEd
character will be invisible.

30 POKE 5120 +I,
PEEK(32768 +1): NEXT
40 FOR I = 0 TO 1023: READ A
50 IF A = 999 THEN 500
60 POKE 6144 +I, A: NEXT
70 DATA
24,60,102,231,255,36,66,36
80 DATA 999
500 POKE 36869,253
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of RAM free for user programs:
1. Alter Line 10 to POKE 51,255:
POKE 52,27: POKE 55,255:
POKE 56,23
2. Alter Line 30 to POKE
6144 + I, PEEK(32768 + I):
NEXT
3. Alter Line 40 to FOR I = 0 TO
511: READ A
4. Alter Line 60 to POKE
7168 + 1, A
5. Alter Line 500 to POKE
36869,254

The same rules for printing and
poking the characters apply as
before.
It is also possible to move the
character generator a further IK
up in RAM. There are only 512
bytes available here, though, so
this means we can have no more
than 64 characters in total. If you
look at figure 3 you will see that
this will allow you all of the upper¬
case letters and all of the
numbers
plus
various
punctuation characters (POKE
values 0-63): in fact all that we
have lost are the block graphics.

0

In many games, very few
characters are required —
perhaps five or six different
aliens, a starship, and asterisks
and full stops as asteroids. We
could therefore put our newlydefined characters in the
character generator to replace
any that we do not want — for
instance, = , + ,(,%.
To do this the following
alterations to our main program
are necessary:
1. Alter Line 10 to POKE 51,255:
POKE 52,27: POKE 55,255:
POKE 56,27
2. Alter Line 20 to FOR 1 = 0 TO
511
3. Alter Line 30 to POKE
7168 + I(PEEK 32768 + I):
NEXT
4. Alter Line 40 to FOR I 0 TO 7:
READ A
Alter Line 50 to POKE
7168 + I + (n*8),A: NEXT
Delete Line 60
Alter Line 500 to POKE
36869,255

. . . Where n in line 50 is the poke
value of the character that you

are replacing. So if you replace
the equals sign with the ‘space
invader’, line 50 would read:
POKE 7168 + I + (61*8),A: NEXT
You should be able to find enough
‘spare’ characters from those
shown in figure 3 to replace them
with quite a few of your own.
Each character can be put in
separately, as above: but if you
find a whole block of them that

you wish to replace (poke values
33 to 41, for instance), just change
line 40 to read:
FOR 1 = 0 TO (m*8-l)
.. . where m is the number of
characters you are replacing.
Using our example of the
characters 33 to 41 inclusive,
Line 40 would become:

But remember you must have nine
DATA statements each consisting
of eight figures, one DATA
statement for each character.
Carry on keying
There are many variations on this
theme that you can try. Perhaps
you may require normal and
Reverse On characters but not
block graphics in your character
generator. To do this just load into
RAM the parts of the ROM
generator you require. Try this:
1. Alter Line 20 to FOR I = 0 TO
511
2. Alter Line &0 to POKE
5120 + I, PEE£(32768 + I):
NEXT
3. Add a new line 34: FOR 1 = 0
TO 511
4. Add a new line 36: POKE
5632 + I, PEEK(33792 + I):
NEXT
You will find that you now have
ordinary upper-case letters, or
Reverse On upper-case letters
with the shift key pressed.
So try a little experimenting:
games really come to life when
you use your own characters, gj

FOR I = 0 TO (9*8-1): READ A

PEDRO COMPUTER

Exhibition, Films and Talks on Microcomputer
Hardware, Software and Peripherals
10 Free draw fop MIGOO compotep
20 Glob Stands
30 Oping and Guy stall
40 fpee parking
SO Review of Sinclair Spectrum
40 Lectures on small micpo applications
70 Fpee Films
$0 Gap and refreshments
70 Glose to centre and Piccadilly station
100 Fpee Coffee
110 Facilities fop tile Disabled

SERVICES

VIC GAMES AND OTHER PROGRAMS
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
■VIC

DEFENDERS.£ 8.05
DATABASE
£11.50
STARTREK
£11.50
BIG FOUR
£ 5.75
ADDRESSBOOK (disk or cassette)
£33.06
STOCKCONTROL (disk or cassette)
£33.06
GOLD DIGGER
£11.50
TELEPHONE DIALER
£23.00

VIC CARTRIDGES
VIC ADVENTURELAND.£24.96
VIC PIRATE COVE.£24.96
VIC MISSION IMPOSSIBLE.£24.96
VIC THE COUNT ADVENTURE
£24.96
VIC VOODOO CASTLE.£24.96
VIC SPIDERS OF MARS
£24.96
VIC TANK ATAK.£24.99

VIC HARDWARE
VIC 20 Computer
VIC Printer
NEC Printer

8AT11 DEC 10.30-17.00 80N120EC 1C.3C~1S.00
ENTRY- ADULTS £2 CHILDREN £1

18

We also stock a range of PET hardware and software.
Phone for prices or send large sae for our latest
catalogue.

All prices include VAT. Please include £0.50 p&p
per cassette with your order.

Half Price with this Coupon I

UMIST

VIC Cassette Deck
EPSOM Printers
VIC Joystick

4 Cowcross Street

Manchester

London EC1

01-250 1481

A NEW ERA OF
HID PROCESSING
r.....

-TT

The introduction of Wordcraft 20 for the VIC brings stops, decimal tabs, justified output, multiple
copies. Complete control of the final output.
the benefits and advantages of full scale word
★ Automatic underlining and emboldening.
processing directly to the general public.
Until now only the business world could afford word ★ Full screen display with automatic paging.
★ Full storage and retrieval facilities from disk and
processing systems but this amazing price
tape.
breakthrough makes it available to everyone.
★ Full compatibility with Wordcraft 80.
Wordcraft 20 comes on a cartridge ready to plug
into the back of the VIC. Included in the cartridge is ★ Name and address capabilities - including
labels.
an extra 8K of RAM that is also available for use
★ Full document merging facilities.
with other programs - so not only do you get a
Wordcraft
20. The package that the VIC user has
word processor but you also get a memory
been
waiting
for. A word processor of proven
expansion thrown in. The system also comes with
quality
at
a
low
price.
complete documentation catering both for the
For
the
first
time
ever, every home can have one.
inexperienced user and for those already familiar
with Wordcraft 80.
Just look at these features:
★ Full use of colour and sound.
★ Full compatibility with VIC 1515 printer, parallel
Wordcraft 20: ei 25.00 inc. VAT and p&p. Available from all VIC dealers or direct from
printers or RS232C serial printers.
Audiogenic Ltd. PO Box 88. Reading, Berks. Tel: 0724 586334.
Wordcraft 20 is copyright P.L Dowson 1982.
★ Full control over margins, document width, tab
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The compleat software M
catalogue — part Ttoo*^
There’s a lot of software for the Vic, so
we’ve had to split this Catalogue alpha¬
betically by name of supplier over two
issues. Part One appeared in October.

include a comment from us. We are how¬
ever preparing a fuller review with star
rating of all the games and business
packages we can get hold of.

Prices include VAT and p&p except
where noted. Most of the programs are
available from Vic dealers or by mail
order, and most are cassettes that run on
the unexpanded Vic. You can assume
that’s the case unless the text says it isn’t.
Some we have reviewed and/or bought,
so in a few cases the descriptions also

Each entry here is coded by use into one
or more categories, as follows:

Honeyfold Software
Standfast House
Bath Place
High Street
Barnet
Herts
Complete Assembler Course:
Comprises a 200-page paperback
containing a complete self-paced
instruction course on the 6502
instruction set (book available
separately at £10) and a cassette
or disk with four programs —
assembler for unexpanded Vic
and for 3K expansion, a
BIN/BCD/Hex tutor (shows the
interrelationship between the
binary, decimal and hex number
bases, and also demonstrates
operation of the 6502 carry flag),
and a set of BIN/BCD/Hex
exercises. Price for book and soft¬
ware is £15 on cassette, £17 for a
disk.
E
TOTL TEXT: Good-looking word
processor. Price £16.95
52
TOTL LABEL: Mailing list and
label print program. Price £14.95

m

TOTL TIME: Time use program —
output in various formats
organised by person, project or
activity. Price £16.95
53
Research Assistant: Compile and
organise information — with
reference to it by keyword. Price
£16.95
El
Bouncing Games: Four levels of
skill for six ball games. Price £9.95

0
Peter V Hunt
62 Copythorne Road
Brixham
Devon TQ5 8PU
Hangman: The old favourite.
Three programs on the tape each
with 50 words. Mail order only.
Price £4.
0
Beetle Drive: Another standard —
roll a dice to create the shape. Mail
order only. Price £4.
0
Word Perfect: A word test — you
choose the nearest meaning to the
word Vic gives you. Three pro¬
grams on the tape each with 30

20

(g) games

IS
®
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®

business
education and school
home
programming tools

tests and 90 possible answers.
Mail order only. Price £4.
0

has befallen your homelands.
Price £9.95
0

Impact Software
70 Redford Avenue
Edinburgh EH 13 OBW
Games Pack: Alien, Road Race,
The Island, Pontoon. Sounds good
at the price which includes P&P.
Price £5
0

Llamasoft
Undon House
The Green
Tadley
Basingstoke
Hampshire
All these are mail-order only —
add 50p to the total order for p&p.

Kayde Electronic Systems
The Conge
Great Yarmouth
Norfolk NR30 1PJ
Free catalogue available.
Kayde Valley: “The ultimate in
adventure games”. Price £7.95 23
Othello: Traditional Japanese
board game. Price £7.95
0
L&J Computers
192 Honeypot Lane
Queensbury
Stanmore
Middlesex
Stock Control: Reviewed pretty
favourably by us two issues ago.
Handles 110 items with 8K expan¬
sion, 300 with 16K; gives total
inventory value, stock list, and
stock-low items. Price £28.75. 1]
Address Book: Also reviewed.
Handles 50 name-and-address
records with 8K expansion, 130
with 16K; gives search, list,
amend, and print options including
labels. Price £28.75.
0
Leisuronics
64 Abingdon Street
Blackpool
Lancs FY11NH
All these need 8K expansion. Add
50p for P&P.
Golden Baton: Venture into a
strange province of danger and
evil magic to retrieve the stolen
Baton of King Ferrenuil (who he?).
Price £9.95
23
Time Machine: As a newspaper
reporter you have been sent to the
old house on the moors to
investigate the eccentric Dr
Potter. . . price£9.95
0
Arrow of Death: Find and destroy
the source of the evil blight which

Graphics/Character Creator:
Define lots of your own shapes.
Price £8.
E
Utility Program: A useful-looking
parcel of a limited editor for games
graphics and Softkey, a way of
assigning Basic commands to func¬
tion keys. Price £6.
E
Breakout and Deflex: One speaks
for itself, we know nothing about
the other game here. Price only
£3.95 though.
0
Defenda: Full-feature version of
the ‘invaders’ arcade game. Needs
8K expansion. Price £ 10.
0
Ratman: Zap the rats with your
hammer as they fall from the sky
and before they mutate. Needs 8K
expansion. Price £8.95.
0
Blitzkrieg: Originally ‘Bomb
Buenos Aires’ — fly your Vulcan
bomber past the flak and raze the
city. Price £4.95.
0
Traxx: Version of the arcade game
‘Amidar’ and with echoes of
‘Pacman’. We’ve seen this one and
it looks very good — fast, colourful,
fun. Needs 8K expansion. Price
£10.
0
Melbourne House
131 Trafalgar Road
London SE10
Three cassettes containing some
of the programs in Clifford
Ramshaw’s Vic Innovative
Computing book.
Vic Innovative Computing 1:
Seven ok games — ‘dumper’ is a
neat one, so is ‘nuclear attack’.
Price £5.95
0
Vic Innovative Computing 2:
Seven more games. Price £5.95 23
Vic Innovative Computing 3:
Seven more games. Price £5.95 ED

Micro Computer Software
Unit D6
Pear Industrial Estate
Stockport Road
Lower Bredbury
Stockport
Cheshire SK6 2BP
Rogue Elephant: Version of
‘Rhino’ with six skill levels. Mail
order only. Price £4.99.
0
Music Tutor: Use cursor and func¬
tion keys to enter a tune on the
stave displayed. Mail order only.
Price £7.99.
0
Music Tutor 2: Extended version
that requires 16K expansion. Mail
order only. Price £8.99.
0
Bill Sowerbutts’ Gardening Hints:
For houseplants (maybe others to
follow). Needs 8K expansion. Mail
order only. Price £4.99.
0
Higgles Wine Cellar: Questions
you and then suggests a wine for
the occasion. Needs 16K
expansion. Mail order only. Price
£4.99.
0
Higgles Kitchen: Three separate
volumes of tried and tested recipes
— worldwide cookery, European,
and “everyday family meals”. All
need 16K expansion. Mail order
only. Price £4.99 a piece, two for
£9.
0
Micro Machines
64 Burgate
Canterbury
Kent CT1 2HJ
Spellings: Master tape allows you
to create and score spelling tests ol
increasing difficulty. Mail order
only. Price £5.50.
E
Maths Tester: Five grades of kids’
arithmetic tests. Mail order only.
Price £5.50.
E
British Isles Geography: Master
tape keeps score, displays a map ol
Britain and asks questions about
towns. Price £9.50. Follow-up data
tapes (£3.39 each) add questions
on counties and ports, industries
and physical features, places oi
interest etc. Mail order only.
E
Space Hero: Adventure game,
needs 16K expansion. Mail order
only. Price £9.95.
0
Quest: Adventure game, needs
16K expansion. Mail order only
Price £9.95.
0
Microworld
40 Broadfield Barton
Crawley
Sussex RH11 9BA
Sorry but we have no further infor¬
mation on these. Mail order only
Add £2.50 p&p to total order il
you’re spending less than £100.
Data Base: price £19.95.
0
Inventory control: price £ 19.95 E
Mailing List: price £19.95.
0
Invoicing: price £19.95.
0
Sales Ledger: price £19.95.
0
Purchase Ledger: price £19.95. 0
Credit Sales: price £19;95.
0
Cash Sales: price £19.95.
0
Credit Purchases: price £19.95 0
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Morris Associates
37 Catherines Road
Baglan
Port Talbot
West Glamorgan SA12 8AT
Puckman: Sound familiar? A
gobbler game with keyboard or
joystick control. Mail order only.
Price £6.50.
E
Dive Bomber: Pilot your (damaged)
plane, drop the bombs, clear the
high buildings and land — and it
gets more difficult as you go on.
Mail order only. Price £4.95.
CQ]
Space Travel: Zap the space birds
(?) and avoid the bombs — and
when you’ve gone 3,000 km it gets
more difficult. Mail order only.
Price £4.95.
El
Scram: Defend your bit of space
against the invaders, avoid hitting
the (moving) ground contours, by
using keyboard or joystick. Mail
order only. Price £4.95.
El
Balloon: Use an air pump to blow a
balloon through a gap in a wall full
of sharp flints. Price £5.50.
El
Wheel of Fortune: Gambling game
that needs 3K expansion. Price

£4.95.
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El

Dice: Explicitly named game. Price
£5.50.
El
They’re Off: Horse-racing game.
Price £5.50.
El
Cosmic Blaster: Zap the aliens,
avoid the missiles. Price £5.50. El
Boxing: You’re Rocky, Vic is the
champ. Price £4.95.
El
Alien Blaster: Well, the um object
is to er blast the ah aliens (we
think). Price £5.50.
El
Moonlander: Vic version of the
classic game that juggles velocity,
fuel and distance. Price £5.50. El
Booby Trap: Save injured buddies
from minefield: “great fun”, it says
here. Price £5.50.
El
Surround: Box the computer in
before it does that to you. Price
£5.50.
El
Mr Micro
PO Box 24
Swinton
Manchester M27 3AL
Gold Rush: Remember the
bejewelled rabbit ‘buried some¬
where in Britain’? Here’s one
microcomputer equivalent. Real
cash to the winner! Price £ 16.
El
Great Balloon Race: Graphics
game for keyboard or joystick.
Price £16.
El
Mysterious Island: Recommended
multi-tape adventure game for
keyboard or joystick — needs 16K
expansion though. Price£16.
El
VIGIL: A ‘Video Interactive Games
Interpreter Language’ — in other
words, a programming language
with over 60 commands specifi¬
cally devised for writing games.
The tape includes nine sample
games as well. We haven’t tested
it, but secondhand reports are
good. Supports input from joystick,
paddles, and lightpen as well as
keyboard; needs at least 3K
expansion. Price £25.
E

Graphvics: Cassette alternative to
plug-in graphics cartridges, a
utility which adds 18 commands
for hi-res multi-colour graphics
(152x60 points). Supports input
from joystick, paddles, and lightpen as well as keyboard; needs 3K
expansion. Price £ 18.50.
E
Hi-Res and Multi-colour: Slimmeddown version of Graphvics for
unexpanded Vic — 104x152
points. Price £15.75.
E
Piper: Music composer with
sample programs. Price £18.50 0
Muvic: Converts Vic into a pretty
full sound synthesiser — define
waveform, ASDR envelope, etc.
Price £15.75.
0
Vic Value No 1: Keyboard or joy¬
stick control on four games
programs — Helicopter Lander,
Dragon, Alien Pilot, Hunter. Price
£7.95.
El
Tiny Pilot: easy-to-learn computeraided-instruction language. Good
for kids. Price about £18.50.
E
Budgeteer: Plan your personal ex¬
penditure. Price about £ 18.50 0
Tiny Basic: You really want a cutdown version of Basic? Price about
£18.50
El
Joystick Painter: Requires expan¬
sion (and a joystick) to ‘draw’
colours. Price about £ 15
El
Super Expander Screen Dump:
Copies displays in various
magnifications — sounds great.
Obviously needs the Super
Expander. Price about £15.
E

Astro-command: Protect your city
from the aliens (again). Price
£5.95.
El
Damsel: Two to four players
rescue the maiden. Yuk. Price
£5.95.
El
Vic Trek: Boldly go where several
dozen other people have gone
before. Price £5.95.
El
Jupiter Lander: Spaceship lander
game. Price £5.95.
El
Yahtzee: “Computer classic
game” says Mr Micro, somewhat
unforgivingly. Price £5.95.
El
Mastervic: ‘Mastermind’ style
code game. Price £5.95.
El
Etch-a-Vic: Clever if limited tool
for drawing on the screen and
saving the results. Recommended.
Price £5.95.
El
Vic Nab: Outrun the Vic’s blob as it
chases you around a maze. Price
£5.95,
Jg

El

Alphasquare and Switchback:
One is a pattern recognition game,
the other is a ‘switch and match’
puzzle. Price £5.95.
El
Brainbox: Four ‘educational’ pro¬
grams — Blaster Maths, UK Quiz,
Math Machine, Spell-a-gram.
Price £5.95.
E
Star Stream and Snake Trap: One
game has you avoiding the stars to
land, the other guides the snake
into the pit. Price £5.95.
El
Upset Me Not and Vic Boxes: One
is described as “weird roulette
game”, the other is a classic twoplayer boxes game. Price £5.95 El
Laseroids and Beserk: ‘Invaders’
style arcade game plus a ‘zap the
robots ’ mission. Price£5.95.
El
Victhello and Subaqua: A version
of ‘Othello’ and an underwater
game. Need 3K expansion. Price
£5.95.
El
Rainbow Passage and Pot Shot:
First is a you-vs-Vic board game,
second is a reaction game. Price
£4.95.
El
Flyer: Fast reaction game. Price
£5.95.
El
Protect: Prevent your base from
being attacked by nasties. Price
£5.95.
El
Flash: Fast two-player game. Price
£5.95.
El

Opus Z Software
525-531 London Road
Westcliff-on-Sea
Essex
Bugbasher: Endless green
meanies, rotating maze, five levels
of play. Price £3.00.
E)
Bomber Run: Blast out the enemy
defences and fighter planes to
capture the base. Price £3.00. E
Encounter: crack the lights and
music code to land the giant
spaceship. Price £3.00.
E
Vicpendium 1: Four games —
invaders, hangman with numbers,
Othello, Gorgon’s Tomb (grab
swag before serpent strikes). Price
£4.20.
E
Pedro Computer Services
4 Cowcross Street
London EC1
Cyber Men: Fast machine-code
game scoring points by eliminating
and/or dodging the androids. Mail
order or from the retail shop. Price
£7 plus £1.75 p&p.
E

Rayflection and Micromind: One
game involves firing out rays to
find the atoms, the other is a
variant of ‘Mastermind’. Price

£5.95.

Northern Ireland Computer
Centre
4 High Street
Holywood
Northern Ireland
Vicstock: Inventory control for up
to 100 stock lines; reports on
current stock position and re-order
requirements. Needs at least 16K
expansion; tape or disk formats.
Mail order only. Price varies
between £60 and £88.
0

Nab Plus: . . . and again, with
extras. Price £5.95.
El
Vico: ‘Simon’ type sound sequence
game. Price £5.95.
E
Vic-Tac-Toe: Noughts and crosses.
Price £5.95.
El
VLIP: Chase and catch numbers.
Keyboard or joystick. Price £5.95.

El
Beast Catch: Move walls, catch
monsters. Keyboard or joystick.
Price £5.95.
E
Breakaway and Breakout: Classic
arcade games. Price £5.95.
E
Metric Conversion: Explicit title
for both-ways conversion. Price
£5.95.
E
Alphabet: Letter teacher for kids.
Price £5.95.
E
Multiply: Kids tutor. Price £5.95.

E
Horse Division: Correct results
move the gee-gees. Price £5.95. E
Addition: Teaches basic sums.
Price £5.95.
E
Maths Test: Varied questions with
scoring. Price £5.95.
E
Maths Invaders: Answer before
the nasties land. Price £5.95.
E
VGEN: Define up to 64 of your own
screen characters. Price £5.95. E

Vic Defender: Fast version of the
arcade game — fly low, avoid
missiles, zap the enemy ship. Mail
order or from the retail shop. Price
£7 plus £1.75 p&p.
E
Big Four: Meteorites (blast your
way out of the meteor shower),
Minefield (try to keep with your
fast-moving mine detector!),
Hunter (zap sheep, avoid the
holes), and Lander (moonlander
game). Mail order or from the
retail shop. Price £5 plus £1.75
p&p.
E
Star Trek: Zip around the universe
eliminating Klingons with plasma
bolts and lasers. Needs at least 3K
expansion. Mail order or from the
retail shop. Price £5 plus £1.75
p&p.
E
Data Base: Define up to seven
fields per record. Needs 8K
expansion. Mail order or from the
retail shop. Price £7 plus £1.75
p&p.
E
Hi-res Character Generator: Easy
editing to create your own charac¬
ters and shapes. Needs 8K
expansion. Mail order or from the
retail shop. Price £7 plus £1.75
p&p.
E
Tiny Pilot: easy-to-learn computeraided-instruction language. Good
for kids. Price about £18.50
E
Budgeteer: Plan your personal
expenditure. Price about £ 18.50 0
Graphvics: Hi-res (152x160 points)
and multicolour (76x80) from 18
new commands. Price about
£18.50.
E
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NEW DEAL FOR AUTHORS
We have developed a new package deal for software
authors which can mean ten to one hundred times the
earnings obtainable elsewhere for successful contributors
to our long list of software titles. If you have a good
program send it to us for IMMEDIATE RESPONSE. Our
detailed booklet "MR MICRO & SOFTWARE AUTHORS"
will accompany all replies. The booklet covers our
agreement, sales policy, marketing, support, equipment
loan schemes, special project commission, future plans and
outlines the access your software will have to markets
throughout Great Britain and the World.

MR MICRO

APPOINTED
SPECTRUM DEALER You should have noticed by now
that the SPECTRUM COMPUTER GROUP offers a great
range of equipment. At attractive prices. We are pleased
to announce that from November 1982 we will be
offering our customers all of the products listed in the
Spectrum ads as well as our own extensive list of
software. If you are in the Manchester area come to see
us at our shop in SWINTON. We're just off the M61,
M62, M63 or East Lancs Road, and will be open until
7.30pm every Thursday and Friday.

NEW PRODUCTS

AVAILABLE
NOW You may be familiar with some of the many tune
playing programs available for the VIC but we now offer
something which takes the VIC to new musical and sound
heights. The VIC SOUND LANAGUAGE or V.S.L. gives full
control over the sound envelope it's attack, sustain, decay
and volume. In fact V.S.L. converts the VIC into a sound
synthesiser. Once loaded the new fully tokenised command
can be incorporated into other programs to make sound
effects, effective and music, musical. The package
includes versions for any expanded VIC, sample
performances and instruction manual.

V.S.L is only £10.95 inc VAT & P&P.
EVER WISHED THERE WAS AN EASY WAY TO
PRODUCE MACHINE CODE?
Your wish is now granted because we are now able to
supply the "ABACUS COMPILER". This nifty software
turns a subset of VIC basic into machine code quickly and
easily. The compiler comes with a full instruction booklet
and works with any expanded VIC 20. INTRODUCTORY

PRICE: £17.95 inc VAT & P&P.
Please make cheques payable to: MR MICRO LTD. and send to
MR MICRO LTD., 69, PARTINGTON LANE, SWINTON,
GTR. MANCHESTER M27 3AL.

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ORDERS tel 061 728
2282.
or send a large s.a.e. for our latest lists.
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Hires/Multicolour; Slimmed-down
version. Price about £15.
IS
Vigil: Write-your-own-games
language. Price about £25.
E
Piper: Music composer. Price
about £18.50.
E
Tiny Basic: You really want a cutdown version of Basic? Price about
£18.50.
E
Joystick Painter: Requires
expansion (and a joystick) to
‘draw’ colours. Price about £ 15 23
Super Expander Screen Dump:
Copies displays in various
magnifications — sounds great.
Obviously needs the Super
Expander. Price about £15.
E
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unpredictable side efects”, again
featured in Tsader. Mine’s a pint,
please.) Hi-res graphics. Price
£4.50.
E
Guitar Pix 1: First of a guitar tutor
series. Price £4.50.
E
Vic Pix: Generate your own video
paintings “in the style of modern
artists’’. Needs Super Expander.
Price £4.50.
E

Personal Computer Palace
4-6 Castle Street
Reading
Berks
Add 50p P&P per order.
Headbanger: Grab cash, avoid
raining hammers, embrace
revivifying aspirin. Sounds great!
Price £9.95.
E
Rotf: Blash incoming boulders.
Price £5.95.
E
3D Maze: Price £4.95.
E
Pixel Productions
39 Ripley Gardens
London SW14 8HF
The first six of these require 16K
expansion, the rest are for unex¬
panded Vic. Mail order only
Subspace Striker: Most Pixel
tapes are sci-fi games, all make
excellent use of graphics (low-res,
but the cleverest low-res we’ve
seen) and sound: they also go in for
a lot of detail — much background
narrative, much artistry in the dis¬
play (especially on spaceships).
This game, like most of them, is
recognisable: you bounce out of
subspace to zap the enemy ships
and get back before they retaliate.
But it’s still good. Price £9.50.
E
Trader: A long one, maybe a bit too
long. Your spaceship is looking for
a colonisable planet; en route you
find lots with mineral wealth on
which you can stake claims. Avoid
the hazards, though — black holes,
supernovae, aliens, meteorite
storms. Price: £9.50.
[G]
Encounter: Aliens suck you into
their UFO and probe your intel¬
ligence. If you fail, you get thrown
out with the garbage. Recom¬
mended. Price £9.50.
E
Zor: Battle the nasty robot
medieval-style for control of earth.
Price £9.50.
[G]
Demo: A £3.95 trailer giving a
taste of all the above, though it
contains no playable games itself.
If returned in good condition you
get £2 off any one game.
[Gj
Brainstorm: Get three explorers
and their Psion guides (intellectual
snobs, and telepathic to boot —
they figure in Trader too) across a
lake of glup. Hi-res graphics on an
unexpanded Vic. Price £4.50.
E
Harvester: Up to four players reap
rewards in the Boosterspice fields
on the planet Delta. (What’s Boo¬
sterspice? A narcotic “with

*
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PR Software
28 The Fairway
South Ruislip
Middlesex
PRC1 — Six programs: War,
Smashout, Blackjack, Logic, Pick¬
up, Alarm Clock. Mail order only.
Price £7.50.
El
Fly Snatcher: you live in a field of
bushes, and you have to eat all the
flies (blah!) before the weasel gets
you. If your survive you’ll get more
flies and a faster weasel next time.
Clever, fast, reasonable graphics.
Mail order only. Price £7.50.
E
Ant Raiders: Looks easy but isn’t
— the ants shuffle around the
screen, you try to wop them. Mail
order only. Price £7.50.
E
Sub Attack and Missile Command:
Noisy and colourful games, one
with you blasting ships and the
other with you zonking mutants.
Mail order only. Price £7.50.
E
John Probert
Studio
Wootton Hall
Wootton Waven
Warwickshire
Busvic-1: Six accounting programs

for the unexpanded Vic — sales,
purchase, sales totals, purchase
totals, bank account, and bank
reconciliation. Price £ 16.95
E
Busvic-2: A wages system for
businesses employing 2 to 200
people. Tax tables and insurance
contributions are built in; weekly
and monthly versions are on the
tape. Price £16.95
B

Rabbit Software
380 Station Road
Harrow
Middlesex HA1 2DE
Rabbit Calc: Spreadsheet ‘ what-if’
financial calculator with echoes of
‘Visicalc’. Mail order only. Price
£19.00.
B
Rabbit Base: Multi-user data base
program. Mail order only. Price
£14.99.
B
Rabbit Writer: A word processor
with several good-looking exten¬
sions over the usual cassettebased WP packages. Can take a
name-and-address file up by
Rabbit Base. Filing program,
reportedly good. Needs 16K ex¬
pansion. Mail order only. Price
£19.99.
B
Myriad: Traverse the galaxies,
defeat various nasties. Needs 3K
expansion. Mail order only. Price
£9.99.
E
Frogger: Classic pub/arcade game
— bring the frog home across
motorways, logs, and turtles
(which may submerge) while
avoiding the crocs. Good graphics
and machine-code speeds. Mail

Space Storm: Good graphics on
this version of ‘Asteroids’: recom¬
mended. Mail order only. Price
£6.99.
E
Ski Run: Giant slalom with three
types of race and nine skill levels.
Price £4.99.
0
Cosmic Battle: Destroy enemy
fighters with laser and photon
torpedoes, fend off their attacks
with your shields. Price £4.99
E
Night Flight: Try and land your
747 by following the instructions
given. Be careful — your fuel’s
limited. Price £4.99
E
Super Worm: Rabit’s version of
the arcade game “Surround”. Try
and outwit the Vic’s worm by
making it crash into your tail. Price
£4.99.
E
Charset: Design your own
characters. Price £4.99.
E
Rabbit Functions: Define all 16
function keys as'Basic words to
speed up programming. Price
£4.99.
E
Romik Software
24 Church Street
Slough
Berkshire SL1 1PT
Shark Attack: Excellent machinecode game — you’ve been chucked
overboard in shark-infested
waters, and you have to ensnare
them all in your net. Watch out for
the giant jellyfish, too. Very
difficult to get a high score! Price
£9.99
E
Multisound Synthesiser: The best
music-maker we’ve yet found for
the Vic. Plays notes from the
keyboard — but also chords; full
ADSR enveloping and various
‘voices’; built-in drum rhythms . . .
and more. If you really want to
hear what the Vic is capable of
sound-wise, get this tape. Price
£9.99
B
Martian Raider: Skim the planet’s
surface zapping cities, destroying
ammunition dumps (gaining more
time), shooting down the ground to
air missiles and UFOs, dodging or
blasting the meteorites. Price
£9.99
E
Air-Sea Attack: Fly from your
aircraft carrier, battle enemy
planes, bomb the opposition’s
carrier and defend your own.
Price £9.99
E
Mind Twister: Four puzzle games
— Blackjack, Decipher (like
Mastermind with colours), Four
Thought (beat the computer at
making squares). Teaser (add up
numbers in boxes before Vic does).
Price £9.99
E
Moons of Jupiter: Needs
expansion. Price £9.99
E
Space Attack: Beat off aliens as
you weave through space. Price
£9.99
E
David Shambrook
3 Holford Road
Wootton P033 4NL
Vic Games: Grand National,
Mission Zorc, Fruit Machine,
Grand Prix, Tennis, Air Attack.

HIGH QUALITY
NEW PROGRAMS
TO HELP
YOUR CHILD LEARN
PFL is currently testing a new series of educational
software and the first programs are now available for
sale to run on Commodore and Sinclair micro
computers. The software is specifically designed to
provide controlled drill and practice in graded
exercises for children aged 7-11 in the following
subjects:
English
Arithmetic
Verbal Reasoning
Reading & Spelling (with special consideration for
remedial problems).
Each program has been especially designed by
highly qualified, experienced educationalists and
written by professional programmers. Trials have
demonstrated that these programs really stimulate
children’s enthusiasm and do help them to realise their
academic potential. They will be of great value to
parents and teachers for normal, advanced and
remedial training and also for those preparing children
for common entrance examinations.
For further details please write to PFL at the
address below, stating whether you are a parent or
teacher, the type of computer available and in which
subjects you are interested.

Programs For Learning, 4 Stanley Road,
East Sheen, London SW14 7DZ. Tel. 01-878 6498.

Start with BASIC
on the
Commodore VIC 20
by Don Monro
illustrated by Bill Tidy
Put the full power of the VIC 20 at your fingertips with Don
Monro's entertaining and informative guide, as recommended by
VIC Computing magazine.
£5.80(inc. p.&p.).
Tape cassette with 48 programs to accompany the book.
£ 6.50 (inc. p&p.)
Send cheque or postal order to Tiny Publishing Company, P.O.
Box 120, Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, RH16 2TG.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

IN SCOTLAND

Simons Magee Computers
13 York Street
Twickenham
Middlesex
Vic Music: Be a composer (if you
have all of 16K expansion). Price
£15.00.
0
Simple Software
15 Havelock Road
Brighton
Sussex
Nice people with lots of Pet goodies
and now some for the Vic.
Simply Write: Brand new Vic
word processor, needs 16K
expansion. Our pre-production
copy had some bugs, but since then
we’ve heard nothing but praise for
this modest but economical
package. Price £40.25.
0
Simply Link: Cable and programs
to link Vic to Vic or Vic and Pet.
Clever and simple: the price
includes five feet of cable. Price
£42.55
E

RAISMinidisc Drive
Arfon Expansion
3K RAM
8K RAM
16K RAM

Mm

396.00
99.00
29.95
44.95
79.95

Line Printer
229.00
Machine Code ROM
34.95
Prog. Aid ROM
34.95
Hi. Res. ROM
34.95
User Def Graphic Rom 34.95

INTEREST FREE CREDIT OVER £200
RS 232C
Joystick
Multiplexer

55.95
7.50
37.95

Paddles (Pair)
Light Pen

The Software House
146 Oxford Street
London W1
That’s the mail order address (add
60p P&P for postage). Call 01-493
3420 for personal shopping.
Vic Synth: Needs 3K expansion to
make your Vic into a music
synthesiser. Not tested by us,
though. Price £9.95
0

up-counters board game a bit like
Backgammon; Panic Driver is a
racing car game. Mail order only.
Price £7.95.
E
Maze Muncher and Reversi: Con¬
sume dots, ghosts and fruits (?) in a
maze (sound familiar?); then try
your hand at the ‘Othello’ variant.
Mail order only. Price £7.95.
[G]
Skramble: “Probably the best
game available for the unexpan¬
ded Vic” says Terminal Software;
well, it is indeed pretty good. You
fly over a whole series of different
terrains towards your base,
destroying the enemy’s rockets,
helicopters and oilwells as you go.
Lots of variety, reasonable
graphics. Mail order and from
some dealers. Price £7.95.
[G]
Tharstern
Knowlden House
Manchester Road
Bamoldswick
Lancashire BB8 5HQ
Picture Pro: Draw a picture on
screen, press INST to auto¬
matically generate a saveable
program which will reproduce it.
Needs at least 3K expansion. Mail
order only. Price £9.20.
0
Super Fruiter: Great name! It’s a
fruit machine game with hold,
nudge, gamble and shuffles. Needs
8K expansion. Price £9.20.
EH

13.50
28.75

SOFTWARE ROMS
|\

3Starbattle, Radar Rat Race, Jelly Monsters all 19.95 I

Tape Software
Vicalc-Advanced calculator with 10 Memories^
Telephone Directory-Create, ammendj
Skymath and Space Division^
Simple Simon-Colour^
A-maz-ina-Ml
Alien

P*^"6.99
6.99
7.99

VIC Revealed
10.00
Programmers Reference Guide
12.50
Getting Acquainted (Revised)
5.95
NEW SOFTWARE ARRIVING ALL THE TIME SEND FOR FULL LIST

nry BUSINESS & EEECIBONK
MACHINES
7 Castle St, Edinburgh EH2 3BB Tel 031-226 5454
To BEM 7,'Castle Street, Edinburgh EH2 3BB. Tel. 031-226 5454.
ORDER FOR M from NAME
ADDRESS
QUANTITY

PRICE

DESCRIPTION

Flip Disc: Needs 8K expansion.
Described as “a board game like
Othello”. Price £5.95
Ig]
Padded Cells: Needs 3K
expansion. 3D maze game. Price
£4.95
©
Marsh Hoppers: “Arcade action”.
Price £4.95
[G]
Pontoon Master: Price£5.95
[G]
Task Enterprises Computer
Software
131 Gipton Wood Road
Oakwood
Leeds 8
Jouer 1: No French connection, as
far as we can see. Four sound-andcolour games — Shaft, Simon 2.2,
Space Breakout, Submarine
Bomb. Price £4.00
[G]

|

Post FREE OVER £100.00 Add Post £2.50 (50p per item software)

| I enclose my *cheque/charge my Access/

1 Signature
10 «

mlmm P.C.W.D.

|

TOTAL |

CARD HOLDERS ’PHONE YOUR ORDER
-24 HOUR SERVICE. *Delete as applicable

Terminal Software
28 Church Lane
Prestwich
Manchester M25 5AJ
Line Up 4 and Panic Driver: Line
Up is a beat-the-computer stack-

Thom EMI Video
Upper St Martins Lane
London WC2H 9ED
High-quality fast-paced arcadetype games with good graphics and
fine packaging from this offshoot
of the giant concern. More coming
soon. Cartridges only, and only
available from dealers: Thorn EMI
doesn’t recommend retail prices,
so these are our guesstimates.
River Rescue: Navigate tricky
river to reach intrepid but lost
explorers; one or two players,
joystick or keyboard. Recom¬
mended. Price about £21.
ED
Vic Music Composer: Write your
own toons — up to 30 minutes’
worth on an unexpanded Vic, a
symphony of more than four hours
with 16K expansion. Price about
£21.
E
Titan Programs
83 Ashwood Road
Rudloe
Corsham
Wiltshire SN13 0LG

NEW FOR THE
Games Tape One: Six games. Price
£5.
0
Lunar Maths: Apollo to the moon
and back via ten simple maths
questions. Needs 3K expansion.
Price £5.
B
Roadrunner: Run the Roadrunner
through “the space warp of
vehicle molecular” (sic). Price £5.

0
Android Attack: Here they come
again, this time from Jupiter. Price
£5.
0
Missile Panic: “The most
outstanding game yet for the Vic”
according to Titan. Capture
nasties, avoid missiles for £6.
0
Space Hopper: Get your Space
Frog through a crowded universe
without being crushed (or worse).
Fast, hi-res graphics. Price £ 5. 0
Star Wars II: Space battles — get
as many of Them as possible in two
minutes. Price £5
0
Naval Attack: Zap the convoy from
your battle cruiser. Price £ 5.
0
Space Wars and Battlezone: Two
two-player action games. Price £5.
Vic Centre
0
154 Victoria Road
London W3 6UL
St ocks lots of games, especially the
‘official’ Commodore products, as
well as three of its own.
Kestrel Note Writer: Basic word
processing. Needs at least 8K
expansion. Price £8.95
B
Kestrel Chequebook: Personal
accounts. Price £8.95
0
Kestrel Addressbook: Keep track
of your contacts. Price £8.95
0
Victay
12 Leahill Close
Malvern
Worcestershire
Mail order only. Deduct a quid
from your total order if you buy
two, £2 if you buy three.
Mortgage: Calculates repay¬
ments, period, interest rate; plots a
histogram of your outstanding
balance year by year. Very
depressing, but useful. Price
£4.99.
0
Bank Balance: Could be almost as
gloomy and probably as useful —
the Vic shows in and outgoings
with new current balance. Price
£4.99.
0
Spell: Kids’ spelling test. Price
£3.99.
B
Secret Code: The Vic codes or
decodes a secret-message word or
phrase according to your key.
Price £3.99.
0
Maze: Wander around, avoid the
robot. Price £4.99.
B
Dodgem: Avoid the kamikaze
driver as you dodge from track to
track. Sounds like the M4 on
Friday evenings. Price £4.99.
B
Wedge
17 The Meadows
Flackwell Heath
Bucks HP10 9LX
Donkey Cong: Not unrelated to the
arcade game ‘Donkey Kong’. Price
£7.49
0

LATE ENTRIES
Bytewise
8 Valentine Avenue
Sholing
Southampton S02 8CR
House of Horror: With only one
box of machines to light the way,
can you find and steal the treasure
from the unspeakable horrors that
protect it? Ghosts, bats, floating
skulls and zombies await you.
Price £5.99
0
Cobalt Computers
3 South View
Bramshall
Uttoxeter
Staffs
Tacman: Gather ye ghouls while ye
may. Price is for unexpanded Vic
— 8K version is £6.95. Price £5.95

PRICE (inc VAT)
STOCK CONTROL
ADDRESS BOOK
(Cassette Version)
STOCK CONTROL
ADDRESS BOOK
(Disk Version)

m

Games Cassette 1: Ten Pin, Music
Maker, and others. Price £5.95 B
Utilities Cassette 1: User-defined
graphics, miniature characters.
Price £5.95
El
Control Technology
39 Gloucester Road
Gee Cross
Hyde
Cheshire SK14 5JG
Vicsoft 7: Looks good value —
seven sound-and-colour games.
Avoid
cars,
run
down
octogenarians and dogs: stay alive
in space: defend castle against
boulder: a version of Breakout:
squash: multicolour Mastermind:
and sound synthesis. Price £5.00

„
.
Damiso

B

PO Box 743
2450 Copenhagen SV
Denmark
Pools: We haven’t tested this, but it
could make your fortune — only
for Div I and II, though, oddly
enough. You type in results every
week and the program uses the
accumulated data to make the
forecast: we don’t know on what
basis it does that. Price £12.00. 0
Eastmead Computer Systems
Eastmehd House
Lyon Way
Camberley
Surrey GU16 5E2
Home Doctor: “A series of
programs designed to educate and
advise on a comprehensive range
of medical topics whilst being FUN
to use.” The six cassettes series
cover:
1. Basic Medicine
2. Mainly for Women
3. Mainly for Men
4. All About Children
5. How Healthy are you? A Home
Screening Program
6. 101 Home Nursing Tips
Each contains an average of 18
individual programs and ‘‘every
one is packed with advice and
information listed by symptom or
health topic”. Price £7.20 per
cassette.
SO

from
L&J Computers
192 HONEYPOT LANE, QUEENSBURY, STANMORE, MIDDLESEX
01 204 7525

COMPLETE RANGE OF HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE ALWAYS IN STOCK

GIVE YOUR VIC
SOME PIXEL POWER!
PIXEL POWER. . . A powerful utility program that
makes it very easy to create and use up to 255 userdefinable characters on the 8K plus expanded VIC20.
There are no clumsy double loads, Pixel Power is fully
automatic and saves along with your own basic program
plus an optional 400 bytes of machine code.
Features include, View Set Drawing Board, Create,
Amend, Reverse, Sketch Pad, Revert and Save Set. You
can change the entire upper case and graphics to
Japanese or Greek if you wish, create Space Invader
characters or do a video painting of the Mona Lisa.
Comes with comprehensive instruction booklet for
£9.50 including post in the UK. See Pixel Power in action
now in our ‘Subspace Striker’ and ‘Trader’ games, buy
both of them and get it FREE!
SUBSPACE STRIKER. . . Our top selling big screen
graphics game. Blast the Federation battlecraft with your
deadly antimat torpedoes and drive back to the safety of
subspace, quick! VIC 20 + 16K. £9.50.
TRADER. . . An epic 48K graphic adventure that has to
be seen to be believed. On your rounds of the Moons of
Meridien, you meet some very bizarre customers indeed,
but will you live to tell the tale? Runs in 16K in three
parts. £18.50 for disk or tape.
Send SAE for more details of these and other Pixel
software.

PIXEL

PIXEL PRODUCTIONS
39 Ripley Gardens London SW14 8HF

SIMPLY RIGHT FOR VIC!
A good word processor is perhaps the most useful program for any
microcomputer. SIMPLY WRITE has established itself as an
outstanding low-cost word processor for the PET/CBM. Now there is
SIMPLY WRITE FOR VIC, with extras made possible by the VIC's
own special features.
Full-screen edit. Scroll or page forward and back, go direct to start or end of text.
Use Vic, RS 232 or IEEE-488 printer.
Insert, delete, transfer, memorise, append blocks of text.
Format text on output - no sideways scrolling needed to read text on screen.
Margins, margin release, tabs, hyphens, centred headings
Mix graphics and text. Re define keys. Send control characters.
Auto-address form letters. Join sections of text to print and page long reports
automatically.
Fully suitable for report-writing, education and small-business needs. Easy to use, full
manual.
Needs 16K RAM pack. More than 400 text lines in RAM. Remember, the memory is
there for other major programs too, not like an expensive cartridge word processor.

PRICE £35 + VAT (Tape) £40 + VAT (Disk)
Both versions work with tape or disk. Disk has sample files and utilities. Send for full
details. FREE MICROMAIL NEWSLETTER will keep you up to date on unusual VIC,
PET/CBM items.

SIMPLE
SOFTWARE LTD

15 HAVELOCK ROAD
BRIGHTON BN1 6GL
PHONE (0273) 504879

VIC-20 & CBM-64 SOFTWARE
VIC MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE.£4.95
This manual is for VIC owners who wish to gain an
understanding of the built-in machine language routines so
that they can incorporate them into their own programs.
Details are given of over 30 routines including input &
output routines, clocks & timers, arithmetic functions.

TINY BASIC COMPILER.£17.25
Gain the speed advantage of a compiled language, or learn
about the working of compilers. Subset of basic includes
all floating point arithmetic routines. Needs 3k or 8k
expander. 8k version produces commented listing.

HIRES/MULTICOLOR GRAPHICS UTILITIES . .£11.50
For unexpanded VIC. Each utility adds 7 commands to
BASIC to allow easy access to the built-in high resolution
and multicolor plotting facilities. Includes sample
programs and detailed manual.

Commodore's
software
Commodore’s own software
range is now pretty wide, which
is why we’ve separated it from
the independently-supplied of¬
ferings. Most of the Vic dealers
stock most of these: otherwise
you can order them directly from
the Vicsoft catalogue (call 0753
73638 for your copy).

Business
Simplicalc: ‘Electronic work¬
sheet’ for financial calculations,
especially ‘what if’ projections.
Not bad at all, though it lacks
some of the facilities you’d find in
mo^e sophisticated (and more ex¬
pensive) spreadsheet packages
on more sophisticated (and more
expensive) micros. Recommended
if you don’t expect too much —
and certainly if it’s your first try
with one of these programs.
Needs 16K expansion, though.
Price £24.95 (disk) £19.95
(cassette).
Vicwriter: Surprisingly good
word processor, with an unusual¬
ly good manual. You can specify
line widths from 20 to 80
characters (the text scrolls off to
the left of the screen); lots of ‘stan¬
dard’ WP facilities. Needs 8K ex¬
pansion. Price £24.95 (disk)
£19.95 (cassette).
Vic Stock Control: Stores details
on over 700 items; automatic
‘stock low’ indication, stock
valuations and retail value totals
on request. Limited but quick and
effective. Needs 8K. Price £19.95
(cssette only).
Vic File: Store up to 1,000
records, sort or search through
them, do calculations automatic¬
ally on specific items in them.
Another good one, again with a
good manual. Needs 16K — and a
disk. Price £24.95.

SUPER EXPANDER SCREEN DUMP.£11.50
Copies the high resolution graphics screen directly on to
the VIC 1515 printer at 1, 2 or 3x magnification.

JOYSTICK PAINTER (3k or 8k expander).£11.50
Use your joystick to draw pictures in the multicolor
graphics mode. Save picture to tape or disk.
GRAPHVICS .£17.25
TINY PILOT.£17.25
BUDGETEER.£17.25
VIC GAMES from . . . .£4.95
VIGIL .£22.95
PIPER.£17.25
l-CHING.£20.75
SYNTHY-64.£22.95
DR. WATSON BOOK OF ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE +
SOFTWARE .£14.95
All prices inclusive. 10% discount on 2 or more products. Deduct 15% on
orders over £30. Overseas orders add 10% postage. SAE for catalogue.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

ADAMSOFT

18 Norwich Avenue, Rochdale,
Lancs. OL11 5JZ

Programming
Introduction to Basic Part 1: Ex¬
cellent intro — good manual plus
cassettes for example programs.
Highly recommended. Price
£14.95.
Introduction to Basic Part 2:
Follow-on to take you into more
advanced Basic. Review not yet
completed, but it looks good —
same format: manual plus casset¬
tes. Price £14.95.
Super Expander: Cartridge that
adds 3K memory and eight useful
single-word commands for
graphics. Price £34.95, though.
Programmer’s Aid: Cartridge
that provides invaluable
program-development functions.
Price £34.95.

Machine Code Monitor: Get into
6502 assembler via 18 com¬
mands. Currently under review
by us (and being compared with
other options). Cartridge. Price
£34.95.

Games
Sargon II: Best-selling chess game
with six levels of play. Cartridge
only. Price £24.95.
Adventureland: Non-graphic
mind-bending ‘adventure’ game
— using specific English-like com¬
mands from the keyboard you go
into the caverns to collect
treasures and escape the
dragons, bears, killer bees, and
chiggers (sic). Can take ages to
play; but can be totally addictive.
Price £24.95.
Pirate Cove: Similar game that
takes you from London to Treaure
Island hunting treasure with the
aid of magic and carpentry. Avoid
inebriated pirates, parrots, bones
and galleys. Cartridge only. Price
£24.95.
Mission Impossible: And another
— collect Security Passes etc to
find your way around the nuclear
power station before the time
bomb blows. Cartridge only. Price
£24.95.
Voodoo Castle: And another —
save the Good Count with magic.
Cartridge only. Price £24.95.
The Count: And another — this
time the Count is your opponent.
Cartridge only. Price £24.95.
Avenger: Ok version of
‘Invaders’. Keyboard or joystick.
Cartridge only. Price £19.95.
Star Battle: You’ll recognise this
one, too. Aliens appear en bloc,
peel off and come down to zap
you. Keyboard or joystick. Car¬
tridge only. Price £19.95.
Superslot: Good fruit machine
game. Keyboard or joystick. Car¬
tridge only. Price £19.95.
Jelly Monsters: Excellent and ad¬
dictive nephew of ‘Pacman’.
Keyboard or joystick. Cartridge
only. Price £19.95.
Alien: Another old favourite
-—dig holes in maze to trap nasties
before they bop you. Keyboard or
joystick. Cartridge only. Price
£19.95.
Superlander: Good ‘moon lander’
— very difficult to get to the third
landing site. Cartridge only. Price
£19.95.
Rat Race: Neat variation on stan¬
dard arcade format — you’re a
mouse, you have to eat the ten
cheeses and escape the maze
befoe the rats get you. Cartridge
only. Price £19.95.
Road Race: Grand prix stuff with
gearstick and accelerator con¬
trols as well as steering. Recom-

mended. Cartridge only. Price
£19.95.
Mole Attack: Bop the moles as
they pop out —- but you lose points
if you hit the wrong end. Great
fun, highly recommended. Car¬
tridge only. Price £19.95.
Omega Race: Terrific! Deserved¬
ly a best-seller — sounds a bit ordinary and is obviously a
derivative of ‘asteroids’ {limited
graphics, you’re just piloting your
ship around a square universe
and zapping the aliens) but it is
fiendishly addictive. Anyone beat
out best score (so far!) of 97,800?
Highly recommended. Cartridge
only. Price £24.95.
Gorf: Advanced alien-bashing
with lots of variety per game. Car¬
tridge only. Price £24.95.
Blitz: Tricky bomber game — flat¬
ten the city to make yourself a lan¬
ding site. Cassette. Price £4.99.
Hoppit: Good version of ‘frogger’.

Price £4.99,
Type-a-tune: Simple but effective
keyboard-as-piano cassette. Price
£4.99.

Three New
Video Games
from PCP

and traditional maths: good
handling of scoring and testing.
Requires SK expansion. Price
£9.99.
Mathematics 2: Follow-on
cassette, more based on tradi¬
tional maths: gets really difficult,
too! Requires 8K expansion. Price
£9.99.

For Young and Old Alike

Physics: In our view the best of
the GCE/CSE revision cassettes
(textbook publishers Hodder &
Stoughton provided the input).
Two tapes, requires 8K expan¬
sion. Price £9.99.
Chemistry: Another GCE/CSE
revision twin-cassette pack
prepared by Hodder & Stoughton.
Requires 8K expansion. Price
£9.99.

Theme: Headbanger enjoys being hit on the
head by hammers falling from the sky but
collapses if hit by too many without an asprin
hitting as well. At the same time Headbanger
tries to grab money bags. A brick wall on the
screen is gradually knocked down by the
hammers as the player attempts to strike
Headbanger and to reach the money bags.
Action: Points for head collisions and money
bags, plus ‘pain meter’ for head-to-hammer or
asprin-to-head collisions and for money bags
stowed.
Price: £9.95 incl. V.A.T.

Home
Quizmaster; Create and run your
own 40-question quizzes. Works
well. Needs 8K expansion. Price
£9.99.
BBC Mastermind: Follows the
original format, even down to that
irritating doomy theme music
one to four contestants, each gets
two minutes on a specialist sub¬
ject and two on general
knowledge. Questions by the
BBC’s Boswell Taylor. Good fun
and recommended.. .though the
occasional spelling mistakes are
irritating. Requires 8K expan¬
sion. Master tape £9.99, data
tapes £ 1.99 each (four for general
knowledge, five on specialist sub¬
jects, more to come).

Rox
Theme: Rocks fall from the sky and the player
tries to blast them with missiles before they
hit the ground.
Action: Scores are awarded for hits and
‘secret bonuses’.
Price: £5.95 incl. V.A.T.

Know Your Own IQ: Based on
Hans Eysenck, of questionable
scientific value, and highly biased
towards spatial relationships.
Still, it’s fair entertainment. Price
£9.99.

Strategic Advance: Sub-chess
board game of strategy — you
play against Vic, try to capture its
pieces before they get you. Re¬
quires 16K expansion. Price
£4.99.
Race: Another simple but effec¬
tive game — complete the motor¬
bike course without hitting cars
or kerb. Price £4.99.

Education
English Language: Twin-cassette
GCE/CSE revision material.
Sounds useful and seems ok. Re¬
quires 8K expansion, Price £9.99.
Biology: Twin-cassette 'GCE/CSE
revision material. Generally very
good, said our resident biologist.
Requires 8K expansion. Price
£9.99.
Mathematics 1: GCE/CSE revision
including arithmetic, algebra,
geometry and trig. Mixes modern

3D Maze
Theme: The player attempts to escape from
the maze which is shown in perspective view.
Action: Ratings are scored for the time taken
to find the exit from the maze.
Price: £4.95 incl. V.A.T.

Know Your Child’s IQ: Probably
more valid as an indicator of type
of intelligence rather than an ob¬
jective assessment of general IQ.
But it’s well done — based on a
respected book by two Institute of
Psychiatry people, for kids aged 5
to 11. Needs 8K expansion. Price
£9.99.

• Dealer enquiries welcome.

PERSONAL COMPUTER PALACE
4-6 CASTLE STREET
READING. BERKS
Tel. (0734) 589249

Know Your Own Personality:
Eysenck again, and again of ques¬
tionable scientific value: lots of
fun, though the spelling lets it
down. Recommended, even so: do
it with your lover (as it were).
Needs 8K expansion. Price £9.99.

Please send me.... (Qty) Headbanger @ £9.95 (inc. V.A.T.)
.(Qty) Rox @ £4.9 j each (incl. V.A.T.).(Qty) 3D Maze
@ £5.95 each (inc. V.A.T.) Add 50p for postage and
packing on each order. I enclose my cheque/postal order
No
made payable to Personal Computer
Palace or debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

Robert Carrier Menu Planner:
Fair to good instructions for
recipes, including a novel feature
that lets Vic do all the meal plann¬
ing and even guest selection for
dinner parties. Needs 8K expan¬
sion. Price £9.99.
Vic Road User: Excellent
Highway Code tester. Good
graphics, ok humour. Recom¬
mended. Needs 8K expansion.
Price £9.99.

Name.(blockcapitals please)
Address.

L
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MICROTANIC
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.
BOOKS SOFTWARE COMPUTERS
ZX81

BBC

ATARI 400/800

Interfaces available for the following computers which will enable you
to use the Sinclair Printer with your computer. VIC, ACORN ATOM,
BBC MICROTAN. Price £29.95 inc. VAT.

DRAGON 32 GOES FORTH
We stock a large selection of software and books.
Please write or telephone for catalogue, stating relevant machine.
The FORTH language is NOW AVAILABLE on the DRAGON 32 — Create and run your
programs up to 10 to 12 times faster than BASIC. AVAILABLE ON TAPE. £24.95 inc. VAT.
MICROTAN 65
VIC
ACORN ATOM
SHOWROOM:
16 Upland Road,
Dulwich, London SE22

MAIL ORDER:
235 Friern Road,
Dulwich, London SE22

TELEPHONE: 01-693 1137

WE PROUDLY PRESENT,
FOR THE VIC 20
THE INTERNATIONALLY SUCCESSFUL MYSTERIOUS
ADVENTURES
These superbly written, Machine Code Adventures have been
enjoyed by TRS80-VIDEO GENIE owners in Britain for well over
a year now and are currently taking the U.S. by storm. The
Author has now implemented these absorbing programs on the
COMMODORE VIC 20 FITTED WITH 8K RAM PACK.

ALL ADVENTURES IN THIS SERIES INCLUDE:
Split screen display, Ultra fast Machine code response, Save
game to cassette feature. Simple two word command entry,
approx. 70 Locations to visit, 30 Objects to manipulate, 20 or
more ''problems'' to overcome.

ADVENTURES PRESENTLY AVAILABLE:
1) THE GOLDEN BATON — venture into a strange province of
danger and evil magic to retrieve the stolen Baton of King
Ferrenuil.
2) THE TIME MACHINE — As a newspaper reporter you have
been sent to the old house on the moors to investigate the
eccentric Dr. Potter...
, .
3) ARROW OF DEATH (Part 1) — In the first part of this epic
Adventure you must find and destroy the source of the evil
blight which has befallen your homelands.
These are the first three of a series which could ultimately total
more than 20 Adventures.

WARNING! — Only supreme courage and low cunning can
ensure eventual success on these dangerous missions.
SEND CHEQUE OR P.O. FOR JUST £9.95 INC. VAT
& PACKING TO:

AVAILABLE SOON
*
*
*
*

Escape from Pulsar 7
Arrow of Death Part 2
Circus
Feasibility Experiment

e

50p POST

ALSO
RAM CARTRIDGES
3K
8K
16K
Inc.

£16.50
£32.50
£56.50+ 50p P&P
VAT.

BLACKPOOL COMPUTER STORES

Leisuronics

64 Abingdon Street,
Blackpool,
Lancashire FY1 1NH
Telephone (0253) 27091

Vision on the 64

With the Commodore 64 starting to
reach the shops now — Commodore
reckons 10,000 or so of them will have
been shipped in the UK by 1 January —
we invited ace 64 bloke Steve Beats to
add some instant demo programs to his
review in the last issue.

by Steve Beats
The Commodore 64 has a high re¬
solution capability which pro¬
duces a screen resolution of 320 by
200 pixels. For some obscure
reason this fact is not even hinted
at in the manual. So here is a
routine to draw a high resolution
shape on the screen with an
explanation of how it is done.

Lines 10-40: Sets up the video chip
and puts the screen into bit map
mode for hi-res plotting. The
screen now starts at 24576 instead
of 1024.

co-ordinates in the range 0-320 by
0-200 are sent as integers to the
plot routine at line 2000. (You can
replace this with any function of
your own, of course.)

Lines 50-60: Clears the hi-res
screen and sets the associated
colour RAM to white. If you watch
the screen being cleared you will
see how the RAM is organised.
Lines 70-100: This is a kludged
function to produce a pretty little
pattern on the screen. The x and y

Lines 2000-2030: This is the main
plotting routine which converts the
x and y co-ordinates into an actual
address on the screen and then
sets one of the eight bits in that
address according to its position.
S
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This routine is quite slow, but it
does give a good demonstration of
the capabilities of the 64 when in
high resolution mode. Of course,
when the extra Basic cartridge be¬
comes available graphics routines
like this will be shortened and
speeded up quite dramatically:
and even the absolute beginner
should be able to produce some
quite impressive displays.
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enable register, each bit set
expands the corresponding sprite.
In this program only sprite 1 is
expanded.

The following is a small basic
program that shows just how easy
it is to draw a couple of sprites and
get them moving on the screen.

Line 80: There are the locations
used to change the screen ahd
border colours. They can hold a
number from 0 to 15.

Lines 20-30: These lines set one
variable to the start of the video
chip, another to the address where
the video chip looks for its printer
to each block of sprite data.

Lines 90-110: these just set the x
and y co-ordinates of the 2 sprites
in order to move them across the
screen.

Line 30: This line tells the video
chip that the sprite data can be
found in the 13th block of 64 bytes
in memory (ie. 13*64 = 832) which
is where the sprite data starts.

Lines 200-240: Each sprite
requires 63 bytes of data for it be
be drawn. To design your own
sprite you should draw a grid 24 by
21 and fill in each square cor¬
responding to a dot on the sprite.
When you have finished you start
at the top left and turn each group
of eight squares or dots into a
binary number, putting a 1 every
time you find a dot and 0 if there is
no dot. You should then convert
these binary numbers into decimal
and put them into DATA state¬
ments as in this program.

Line 40: This is the ‘sprite enable’
register. It is only a single byte;
therefore, to enable each sprite
you must set the corresponding
binary bit. In this case we require
sprites 0 and 1 to be enabled,
which means that we want the
binary number 00000011 in the
enable register.
Line 50: Register 29 is used to
expand the sprites in the x
direction. In the same way as the
10
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XMAS SPECIAL!
LOW LOW PRICES
VIC 20 ONLY — £125.00
Commodore 64 — £260.00
VIC C2N CASSETTE £34.00
VIC 1540 DISK DRIVE £250.00
VIC 1515 PRINTER £180

VIC 3K RAM £23.00
VIC 8K RAM £35.00
VIC 16K RAM £56.00

10% discount off all cartridges and cassettes
from:
Commodore Bug-Byte Audiogenic Rabbit
PLUS a great new game — CANNIBAL
Please phone for a full list of all the wide range of items we
stock.
All prices exclusive of VAT
Fast mail order service from:
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YORKSHIRE MICROCOMPUTERS
28 Ramshill Road, Scarborough, YOU 2QT
Telephone: 0723 78136

NORTH EAST @S
r“

DEALER
DIRECTORY

T

LITER JL SERVICES LIMITED
COMPUTER
Osborne House, 28 Osborne Road
Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2AJ
Telephone (0632) 815157

■

The numbers correspond to the
boxes in the Dealer Directory pages

p SIGMA SYSTEMS LTD
266 NORTH ROAD
(BY THE GABALFA FLYOVER)

CARDIFF
!, COMMODORE 04, PET, APPLE + SIRIUS

See a demonstration in our Showroom
TEL: CARDIFF 34869/34865

Classified
HI-RES Adds 11 new words to the
basic allowing Hi-Res, Self defined
characters and text of the same
screen, 3D Maze & Graphplot free.
11.5k + £6.00
Tunnel Patrol M/C Scramble game
with 5 phrases, in multy colour
mode. 3.5k £4.50
Reversi, Zulu, White City and Fire
Escape all four games for £5.00 3.5k
Sackmen M/C packman type game
only £4.50 3.5k C French, 130
Jocelyns, Harlow, Essex.

Let TOMMY help your children
practise their multiplication tables
— he’s happy if they are correct,
but if they are wrong. . .!
No expansion required, tape £3.75
A.J.R. Rowbotham, 23 The Mall,
Park Street, St Albans, Herts AL2
2HT.

Can you afford not to?
Please enter my annual subscription to Vic
Computing magazine. I enclose a cheque/postal
order made out to ‘Vic Computing* for (Please
tick one): □ £6 UK
□ £IRL 8.50
□ £9 Europe

□ £16 Rest of world

Unless you specify otherwise, your subscription will start with the next issue.

Vic Computing is published six times per annum
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS to complete this form

Name:_
Address:_
Postcode:_
Signed:_
Date:_
Now return this form with your payment to Vic Computing, 39-41 North Road, London N7 9DP.

DEALER DIRECTORY
©

RAM ELECTRONICS
(Fleet) Ltd
106, Fleet Road, Fleet, Hants.
(02514) 5858

MEMORY EXPANSION + EXTENSION USER PORT

VIC IN HAMPSHIRE for personal, professional help, sales of hardware
and software. Your problem is our pleasure. Vic's discs, printers and
our own ram packs + motherboard.
(02514) 5858

ANIROG Computer

©

LARGE SELECTION OF SOFTWARE
GAMES - BUSINESS - EDUCATIONAL

m (7)
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
0532-446960 TELEX 335909^

VIC

Access and Barclaycard - Telephone your order

Sales - Service - Satisfaction

©

for all your VIC requirements
Branches throughout the MIDLANDS
and BOURNEMOUTH
PET specialists - COMMODORE
appointed dealers
021 622 5385
021 455 9111
021 382 0185
021 444 7439
021 355 6789
0533 538745
92 27589
90 27627
0203 28799
0202 766997

HOLDENE LTD.
BRAY HOUSE
LEICESTER PLACE, LEEDS 2 LS2 9BH
0532 459459

Yorkshire Electronics©
COMMODORE APPOINTED
COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS AND VIC DEALER
FULL RANGE OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
FULL CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

BIRMINGHAM

See
VIC 20
at

COUNT ON US

Units 14 & 15,
Anderston Centre,
Argyle Street,
Glasgow
Tel: 041 221 5401/2

Our price includes VAT and Delivery Charges
13 Amp Plug fitted and fully tested
FULL AFTER SALE SERVICE & SUPPORT

TYPEWRITER CENTRES

robOK

The Scottish Microcomputer
and
Calculator Centre

sjJlVIC 20 PLUSES

52 Bromsgrove Street
92 Dudley Road (opp. hospital)
52 High Street (opp. library)
46 High Street
Knights House, Gracechurch Centre
34-36 Rutland Street
7 Leicester Street
Worcester Street
128 Far Gosford Street
75 Seamoor Road, Westbourne

VIC
2/4 Oxford Road
Manchester Ml 5QA
Tel: 061 228 1637

MAIL ORDER — 26, Balcombe Gardens
Horley, Surrey
Horley 2007/6083

City Centre:
Edgbaston:
Erdington:
Kings Heath:
Sutton Coldfield
LEICESTER:
WALSALL:
WOLVERHAMPTON:
COVENTRY:
BOURNMOUTH:

ALL CMB-PET-VIC REPAIRS

H. NORMAN DAVIS LTD, 91 THE BROADWAY
MILL HILL, LONDON NW7 3TG 01-959 2049

and Business Consultants ltd.

CO-OP CRAWLEY

l^)5^ADOW LANE LEEDS 11

VIC 20 in MILL HILL

Executive Reprographic

VIC Centre

dH

©

COLOUR TV/MONITORS.
VIDEO CONNECTORS
CARTRIDGES & PRINTERS
DISKS, SOFTWARE,

CAXTON HOUSE,
17 FOUNTAIN STREET, MORLEY,
WEST YORKSHIRE. Tel: 0532-522181

©

0

Sumlcck
MANCHESTER.

Commodore appointed VIC 20 dealer.
Permanent showroom-shop display.
Hardware- Software- Accessories.
Books-Service-Maintenance.
Personal computers with Personal service.
198 DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
TELEPHONE 0G1 834 4233.
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Lichfield, Tamworth, Stafford, Stoke,
Burton on Trent
If you live in or near these towns
buy your VIC from the professionals
Contact either Robert Jones or Brian Homewood
at

KINGSLEY COMPUTERS LTD
PEACH DATA SERVICES LTD.

132DESBOROUGH RD
HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS. HP11 2PU
TEL (0494) 449749
FOR YOUR
(14
VIC COMPUTER
AND SUPPLIES

VIC PRINTERS
DISC DRIVES
SOFTWARE
DUST COVERS
BOOKS, CARTRIDGES
Coming soon
Commodore 64

Proprietor^Oe Vmct Computers Ltd

't-

donkey oong
Based on the popular arcade game Donkey Kong
£6-99 + 50p, P&P

from WEDGE 06285 28381
17The Meadows.Flackwell Heath,Bucks HP109LX

(D Software
Tacman

®

- Gather your ghouls before they
catch you. High-resolution
colour graphics.
Unexpanded £5.95 6K £6.95.

Games
Cassette 1 - Ten Pin, Music Maker etc. £5.95.
Utilities
Cassette 1 - Defines smaller characters,
re-defines graphics set.
MACHINE CODE £5.95.
Others available SAE for list.
Prices include VAT, post and packing.

Cobalt Computers Limited
3 South View, Bramshall, Uttoxeter, Staffs.

AUGHTOIM ©
MICRO
SYSTEMS
19 Princes Street
Southport Merseyside

Telephone: Southport 33405

veryman
omputers

for

^er /hop

For the 3K expanded VIC

44968

YOUR FRIENDLY
COMPUTER SHOP

65 High Street,
Edgware,
Middx., HA8 7DD
Tel: 01-952 0526

presents

e

5 Hominglow Street,
Burton on Trent,
Telephone. 0283
DE141NJ

14 Edward Street
Westbury. Wilts
BA 13 3BD
(0373)864644

DISKWISE COMPUTER CENTRES
Hobbyist and Business Computers
THE VIC SPECIALISTS

ACT Sirius

Hardware — Software— Accessories
Apple
Newbrain
Dragon

South West
Deptford Place
North Hill
Plymouth PL4 8LX
0752 267000

Genie

North West
68-70 Lower Hillgate
Stockport
Cheshire
061 477 5931

SUMLDCK BOIMDAIIM
(EAST ANGLIA! LTO

AVAILABLE NOW AT YOUR
COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS DEALER
SALES-SERVICE
SOFTWARE &
EXPERIENCE

32 PRINCE OF WALES RD.
NORWICH NR1 1LG
TEL. 0603-26259. 614302
SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS
LIMITED

©

Specialists
in
Communications
257 Otley Road, Leeds LSI6 5LQ
TELEPHONE: LEEDS (0532) 782326
and
247 Freeman St., Grimsby DN32 9DW
TELEPHONE: Grimsby (0472) 59388
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Programs from magazine listings
by Mike Todd
processor and the 40 characters
per line; then Commodore should
be offering an upgrade to the 64
for significantly less than the cost
of a new one. (See the ‘Eye on
Commodore’ interview — Editor).

\

If you go for this option, be
warned that some software
written for the Vic will not
transfer to the 64. It is true that
some could be converted, but it
requires a good working know¬
ledge of both machines. Most
hardware, however, such as the
printer, joysticks, light pens and
the disk drive, will work on the 64
— although the disk drive will
require a chip (ROM) to be
changed.
VIC REVEALED, revealed

More bugs

Regular readers will know that
I’m no fan of Vic Revealed with its
large number of errors and its
atrocious presentation. To help
those who bought a copy of the
first edition, I produced a list of
errata for the Vic user section
of ICPUG (The Independent
Commodors Products User
Group). If you would like a copy,
please send a stamped (20V2p for
2nd class) and addressed
envelope (at least 6x9ins)
together with £11.00 (to cover
costs) to me, c/o Vic Computing. It
has 17 A4 pages and contains
details of over 450 corrections or
additions to the book.

In the last Lore there is a typing
error in the short program in the
fourth column. There should be a
semicolon at the end of line 120.
Omitting it makes the display a
little difficult to read!

The same author is reported to
have produced another book, this
time on Vic Graphics: and if it’s
anything like Vic Revealed I
would recommend that anyone
contemplating buying a copy wait
until its worth is proven. We may
be lucky and find a useful and
well put-together book.

On page 12,1 refer to the ability to
mark a file as being the last on the
tape. What actually happens is
that a special END-OF-TAPE
marker is written as soon as you
CLOSE the last file on the tape. In
fact you can also do the same
when you SAVE a program to tape
by using the format SAVE
“PROGNAME“, 1,2 (where the 1
designates the cassette and the 2
indicates, just like with OPEN,
that this is the last on the tape).
If you’ve tried this, you’ll have
noticed that the error message
produced is not “FILE NOT
FOUND’’ (although it should be!)
but a “DEVICE NOT PRESENT’’
error. This is due to a bug in the
Vic and there’s not a lot that can
be done about it.

To buy or not to buy

One question I am asked a great
deal is “Should I buy a Vic 20 or
wait for the Commodore 64?’’ It’s
a difficult question to answer.
The Vic 20 is now well established
and falling in price; it has much
software available and is a useful
machine. The 64 is twice the
price, but at least there is no need
to buy additional RAM.
My own feeling would be to buy a
Vic — especially if you want one
for Christmas as the 64 is not
likely to be widely available until
the new year. If you find that it is
too restricting; or if you want
the extra memory, the more
sophisticated graphics and
sound, the ability to add a Z80

Programs from magazines

The advantage of a Vic over a
dedicated games computer is the
ability to get games (and other
software) in the form of cart¬
ridges, cassette tapes and floppy
disks all from a variety of sources
and at prices ranging from under
a fiver to over a hundred pounds.

But there is a fourth, and very
cheap, way of getting software:
and that is the computer
magazines, of which there seems
to be a huge selection. These
programs are provided as listings
which need to be typed into your
computer and saved on to
cassette for future use.

There are a number of pitfalls
to be aware of when using
magazines as a source of
programs, not least of which is the
question of which computer the
programs are designed to work
on. Sometimes this is actually
stated; but in some magazines it is
not and it is up to the reader to
determine this for himself. This is
by no means easy.
If the machine is not specified, a
quick look through the listing may
give a clue. Look for unfamiliar
commands — if there are any that
are not implemented on the Vic
then I would forget it. Look for
Vic-style graphics characters —
although bear in mind that the
PET and SHARP MZ80 have
similar graphics. Look for
familiar POKEs — if there are
some unfamiliar POKEs then
maybe they’re not intended for
the Vic (this requires a bit of
experience to spot).
And if all else fails, you can
always try typing it in and see if it
works — or better still, ring the
magazine and ask them. They’ll
get sick of being pestered and will
soon learn to state which machine
the programs are designed for.
This also applies if the configu¬
ration of the Vic needed is not
stated.
The next step is the laborious task
of typing in the program. There is
little doubt that even an ele¬
mentary understanding of Basic
will make entering the program
very much easier because you
will be typing something that is
reasonably familiar.
Watch out for the difference
between the number “1” and
letter “I” or zero and the letter
“O” — the zeros normally have a
slash through them.
Be careful when typing numbers
in the program — a mistype here
could go unnoticed for a long time.
Colons and semicolon, fullstops
and commas are easily confused
— colons are only used to
separate two statements in a line
and will be followed by one of the
Basic command words, while
semicolons only appear in PRINT
and some INPUT statements. Full
stops never appear as part of a
BASIC statement except as part
of a decimal number, while
commas occur in many Basic
statements.

quotes; and it is important tfiat
these are typed carefully, other¬
wise the resulting display could
be very odd indeed. Take careful
note, too, of the number of spaces
or other repeated characters.
Typing these characters is
probably the hardest task: it is
often quite difficult to read the
text and determine exactly what
is meant. You will know that as
soon as you type the first set of
quotes pressing a cursor control
key will not move the cursor but
will produce an odd character on
the screen. A second set of quotes
cancels this and allows the cursor
control keys to operate normally.
This is designed to allow you to
include cursor control codes
within the strings of characters
which will move the cursor
according to these codes when
printed.
When the program is subse¬
quently listed, these codes appear
as reverse field characters and
are not very easy to follow. Some
magazines turn these codes into
self-explanatory messages; for
instance <HOME> means the
‘cursor home’ key and <CUL>
may mean the ‘cursor left’ key.
Others simply print the listing as
it comes off the printer and then it
is important to be able to convert
these reverse field characters
into cursor control keys. The list
of display codes on page 25 of the
October edition of Vic Computing
will certainly help here, but it
doesn’t take long to become
familiar with these codes.
Although all characters appear
on the listing as they appear on
the screen, there is one exception:
the pound sign. Although it will
appear correctly on a listing from
the Vic printer, the Pet printer
doesn’t have a pound sign and you
will get a backslash (just like the
“/” divide sign except the other
way round).
Typing a long program can be a
time-consuming business. I would
suggest that you keep a tape in the
cassette machine while typing
and once in a while type SAVE.
This means that you keep a copy
of the program in case of mains
failure or some other natural
disaster. If you do this every 10
lines or so, and list the latest 10
lines on the screen, it will allow
you to check your typing against
the original while the backup is
being made.

Finally, any combination of
characters can appear within
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You ilillMW On
Can
Abacus
COUNT
Software.
/"VIC * COMMODORE 64 * PET
* SPRITE-AID for CBM-64.SIS $20]
^SYNTHY"64 Music & Sound Synthesizer.$35 $40]
GRAPHVICS Super full-screen Vic graphics.$25 $30]
VIC or PET VIGIL games language W/9 games . . .$35 $40]
VIC or PET PIPER-THE MUSIC MACHINE.$25 $30]
VIC HIRES/MULTICOLOR GRAPHICS UTILITIES$20 $25]
TINY BASIC COMPILERvic, cbm-64 or Pet.$25 $30]
*VIC JOYSTICK PAINTER.$15 $20]
*SUPER EXPANDER SCREEN DUMP.$15 $20]
l-CHING FOR VIC.$30 $35]
•&VICTINY PILOT.$25 $30]
■X*BUDGETEER Vic, cbm-64 or Pet.$25 $30]
BASIC REFERENCE CARD.$2.50 [$3.00]
*VIC MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE.$7 [$8]
PET TINY Pascal PLUS.$40 [$45]
PET MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE.$9 [$ 11]
* NEW
Look for Commodore 64 Software Coming SOONl
Write for our FREE Catalog
or for fast service, call our Order Line.

llilih.lt

P.0. Box 7211, Grand Rapids, Ml 49510

616/241-5510
FREE POSTAGE. Unless noted, prices are for cassette. Add S3.00 per DISK package.
Foreign prices in [ ]. Manuals available seperately for inspection, creditable towards
purchase of software 55.00 each [57.00 foreign]. All orders must be prepaid in U.S.
Dollars via check or International Money order or by VISA. MC. ACCESS. Eurocard

Once you’ve typed the whole
program and you have a verified
copy on tape, you can type RUN
and see what happens.
You’ll more than likely get a
SYNTAX ERROR or something
similar. List that line and
compare it with the original since
there’s probably a typing error.
If the error is other than a
SYNTAX ERROR, the fault may
be somewhere else — a
DIVISION BY ZERO ERROR, for
instance, could be due to be
variable not being set correctly
earlier in the program. Even if
your understanding of Basic is
very basic (sic) you should be able
to track down most errors.
Sometimes you could be
searching for a long tme, though,
and in this instance it may be
better to check the whole
program with the original print¬
out again — several people have
found this easier if they can enlist
the help of a friend who can
watch the screen as you read out
the history.

The Definitive
Chess Game
for the VIC

If you don’t find an obvious typing
error it is very easy to blame the
magazine or the program author

★ 10 levels of play
★ Beats SARGON n
★ Chess clock
★ Wide range of opening moves
★ En passant, queening, and castling

4

I would also suggest rewinding
and VERIFYing the program
periodically as I have heard of
instances where corruption has
occured. After a long typing
session, with intermediate
versions SAVEd, the final result
was so corrupt that the whole
program had to be typed again.
The time lost in SAVEing and
VERIFYing is small compared
with the time taken to retype the
whole listing.

LTD

Available from Audiogenic, PO Box 88, Reading, Berks. (Tel: 0734 595647)
or from VIC dealers, £14.99 (inc. VAT, p&p). Credit cards accepted.
Ask for full catalogue. BOSS is copyright. KAVAN SOFTWARE 1982.
•Requires 8K minimum.

for not debugging the program
correctly. I have seen people give
up very quickly with the comment
that there must be a bug in pro¬
gram, but it’s nearly always been
their typing to blame.
That’s not to say programs never
appear without bugs. They do!
But usually the errors are obvious
and stupid — like lines of the pro¬
gram being omitted. Unfortu¬
nately there are occasions when a
poorly-tested program does
appear, and there’s vey little one
can do about it.
If you are certain that you’ve
typed the program in exactly as
listed, and you can’t find any
bugs, don’t hesitate to contact the
magazine: it’s more than likely
that they are aware of the
problem and have a solution.
If something disastrous happens
during the running of the pro¬
gram, try to pin down the area
most likely at fault. You can do
this by inserting a STOP
command in the middle of the pro¬
gram — if the fault occurs before
the program aborts, try moving
the STOP nearer to the start of the
program. That way you may be
able to isolate the section of
program at fault and it is also a
useful technique for debugging
your own programs.
If it is the screen that goes
haywire or the Vic crashes (that
is, it appears to stop functioning)
it could be that you’ve got a POKE
value wrong. The numbers
following a POKE or a PEEK must
be correct and are probably
worth a double check as their
effects, if mistyped, can be very
mystifying.
is
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Functions

Renumber

Dr. Alan Grant of Victay in
Malvern sent in this note showing
how you can have up to 32
different function keys on the Vic.
They are accessed by the four
function keys in combination with
the various shift keys. The shift
keys give the following results in
register 653:

Everyone who writes programs
occasionally needs to renumber
lines — or at least ought to.
Crowded programs are difficult
to understand and soon become
impossible to amend. Now, there
are ‘programmers’ aid’ add-ons
from both Commodore and Stack
that give you extra commands
including RENUMBER: but until
you can afford one of them, here’s
a neat little routine from A. R.
Mulholland of Nottingham which
will do at least part of the job.

No shift
SHIFT
COMMODORE
SHIFT + COMMODORE
CTRL
SHIFT + CTRL
COMMODORE + CTRL
SHIFT + COMM + CTRL

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The function keys themselves
produce the following results in
register 203:
Top(fl)
Second (f 3)
Third (f 5)
Bottom (f 7)

39
47
55
63

Try the following program:
10 S = PEEK(653):K = PEEK(203):
IFK = 64THEN40
20 K = (1 + K)/8-4:PRINT“KEY’’K
+ 4*S
30 GOTOIO
40 PRINT“NO KEY’’:GOTOlO
It is convenient to relabel the keys
from top to bottom as KEYl to
KEY4.
The program then produces the
results summarised in the
following table:
KEY2

KEY3

No shift
SHIFT
COMMODORE
SHIFT + COMMODORE
CTRL
SHIFT + CTRL
COMMODORE + CTRL
SHIFT + COMM + CTRL

Note that depressing the SHIFT
and COMMODORE keys together
will change the display to the
alternate character ROM
continuing the upper and lower
case alpahbet. Just press them
again to return to the usual
character set. Pressing the CTRL
key will slow down program
execution, and this shift key
should be used only if the program
is waiting for an input.

3 INPUT IN,IN:3E=4095
2 3E-3E+1 IFPEEK < SE) O0THEN63001
63032 3E-3E+3 ■ TV=INT<:LN/256)
63033 P0KE3E,LN-TV*25€:SE=SE+1:POKESE, TV
63034 LN=LN+1N;G0T063001

Type in this lot with the program
you want to renumber and RUN
63000 (though obviously the line
numbers in the routine can be any
you want, providing they come
after the last line in the program
you want renumbered).
In the code variable LN is line
number; IN the increment; SE the
‘searching for line number’
variable; and TV the transient
variable (used to save space).
When you run it, you will be asked
for two numbers — the first is the
line at which you want the
renumbered program to start
(usually 10), the second is the step
between lines (go for 10 again).
The program will then get going,
stopping with an error message
when it reaches itself. You then
have to delete the renumbering
routine; and you’ll be left with the
original progra’m, unchanged but
renumbered.
It doesn’t change GOSUBs or
GOTOs, though, so watch out for
them — try marking their position
in the original program with a
REM, and then go back through
the listing to change them
manually.
This useful little program uses
only 155 bytes: not bad at all.

THE
COMMODORE 64
HE PERSONAL
COMPUTER

£299
PLUS VAT

# 64k built in RAM
# 40 column colour display—
tv interface
# Upper and lower case characters
and graphics
# Sprite graphics on eight levels
# Music synthesiser with three
voices and nine octave range
Business and home utility
programs available soon. Can use
VIC-20 printer and disk (with rom
upgrade). Supports other languages
including Comal and Pascal—has
CP/M option.
From Adda Computers
Telephone: 01-992 9904
for credit card orders or call at
the VIC Centre, 154 Victoria Road,
London W3 (near Acton North tube)

Column print
When he bought a Vic printer, Vic
Barton was rather taken back by
the Heath Robertson way of print¬
ing columns. “The TAB command
just produces rubbish, but I
wanted to reduce it to the bare
minimum. To make matters worse
the columns are numbered 0-79.’’
10
23
30
40
50
60
70

So he wrote a small routine to run
at the start of a program that
places the character code along
with the column number into an
array. By using this routine it is
just necessary to specify the col¬
umn number only (which now
runs from 1-80 rather than from
0-79).

DIM CH$ < 30 >
FQRI=1 TO 30
IF Kll THEN CH$< I)=CHR.$< 16) + "0" +RIGHT$<■.STR$(<I)-1 >.■ 1 >:GOTO 50
CH*<I>=CHR*<16> +RIGHT$ (3TR$(<I>-1>,2)
NEXT I
REM COLUMN NUMBER IS 'CN'
REM METHOD OF ACCESS IS- PRINT#4,CH$(CN>;"STRING"

FOR PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
COMPUTING THAT ALWAYS ADDS UP
TO A GREAT DEAL MORE.
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We turn your VIC
into a real

ureai news ror HAM’s... Now you
can see what you hear!

Computer World offers you its
64K RAM BOARD
sensational videocartridge. Just plug imagine your VIC-20 to be a 64K computer!
it in, connect a video monitor with Our board turns your dreams into reality...
your VIC-20 and enter the world of The 64K RAM unit fits directly into the back of
any VIC or in an expansion box. When your VIC
professional computing. Discover
is switched, in it reports 27.5 Kbytes free. The
word-processing, accounting etc.
upper RAM area consists of 6 blocks of 8K RAM

Our new videocartridge has
remarkable features for only £

each. The blocks can be switched by means of
instruction POKE into the highest available 8K
RAM area. This feature makes it possible to
access a data area of 48K RAM. The 6 blocks
can also be placed into the ROM area, so it will
form a continuous 64K RAM area, which can be
used to store e.g. very large machine language
programs (compilers,
assemblers,

99P5

• 40 or 80 colum display (switchable from
BASIC, without losing any program in memory);
• VIC and CBM/PET graphics;
• BY adding this board you can expand your
VIC to 32K RAM, instead of 27.5K.
(Note: you only need the expansion card
with 3,8 and 16K RAM cartridges).
• Upper and lower case characters with true
decenders;
• Full cursor control;
• Program editing in 40 and 80 column mode;
• No alternations needed to your VIC;
• No external power supply needed;
• Fits in ARFON or Commodore expansion box;
• Now you can LOAD every Commodore or VIC
program and adjust it to 40 or 80 columns;
• Operates with all ROM cartridges, except those
working in the area A000 Flex to C000 Hex.;

Parallel Interface

The TDK-20 'HAM interface’ is a complete RTTY
and MORSE code system fot the VIC-20
computer. It comes in a single cartridge which
you can plug in either a standard VIC-20 or in
an expansion box. The cartridge includes two
converters, one for MORSE reception and the
other for RTTY. Just plug it in and you can read
what’s in the air on your VIC-monitor!

Features:
• RTTY transmit/receive;
• Audio input;
• 8 buffers to store text;
• LED tuning indicator;
• MORSE transmit/receive 6 Wpm tot 60 Wpm;
• Every Baudrate i.e. 45, 50, 57,75,110,150,
200, 300 Baud;
• Every shift, 170,225,425,850 Cs.;
• Old or New tones, 1275 or 2125 Cs.;
• WRU mode; CD ID; PTT

VIC EPROM
PROGRAMMER
(2716/2732)
This EPROM programmer makes it possible for
you to burn your own 4K EPROMS, so it won’t
Memory Expa
be necessary anymore to load your programs
If you want to expand your VIC with more
into memory again, every time you had to
memory you'll need this unique expander.
switch of your VIC. This unit can be attached to
Now you can have 7 more slots for program¬
any VIC, by just plugging the board into the
mers aid, RAM packs, etc. Computer World offers expansion slot. A socket in which you can place
you this expander (with 1 slot completely tested) your own EPROMS, is also available on the
for £ 29.- (Add. £ 4.- for each extra connector).
board!

.H computer world*

A real pro printer for your VIC?
Order our printer driver with cable!
Please specify EPSON, OKI or
BROTHER 8300 printer.

"™^

99 Hilvertsweg, 1214 JB HILVERSUM, Holland.

Phone: 01031-35-12633 Telex: 43776INCO NL

Terms: Shipment will be made in one week after receivement of your order. VISA, MC, or check accepted. Add £ 5.- for shipping.
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Stardate clock
10000
10005
10010
10020
10030
10040
10050
10060
10070
16080
16090
10100

FOR 3.5K VIC-20

REM GAMES CLOCK
IFO0THENC-C-1
POKE38400+R*22+C+4,6
POKE38400+R#22+C+5,6
POKE7680+R#22+C+4,46
TM=<IMT<TI/1000)-(INT<TI/10000>*10))
IFR=0THENPRINT" fl"; GOTO10076
P0KE214,R-1=PRINT
V=C:IFINT<TI/10000)<100THENV-V+1:1FINT<TI/10000><10THENV-V+1
P0KE211,V:PRINT(INT<TI/10000))
POKE7680+R#22+C+5,TM+48
RETURN

Written by Chris Durham for a
Star Trek and useful in other
games, this artificial clock adds
0.1 units approximately every 16
seconds. This is fast enough to be
exciting in the final minutes of a
game, but it’s not so quick as to be
irritating — and it leaves plenty of

1. INVADERS

time for your program to run other
routines in between updating the
clock.
You can test for elapsed time in the
normal way by looking at TI or TI$;
so your game could be running in
real time and you will also be able
to see time ticking away.

£
The clock display takes up five
character positions. Because of
the extra space required for the
sign bit it cannot start in column 0;
you can however position it
anywhere else on the screen by
setting ‘R’ and ‘C’ to the required
row and column respectively.

★ Full m/c programming
★ Hi-Res graphics and full sound
★ 54 Aliens + Hi-Score Mothership
Increasing attack rate
★ On screen scoring and timer

★

2. K-KEYS
Function keys defined with 24 BASIC
KEYWORDS. Takes less than 1 /3K.

2 TI$="063055"
5 PR I NT "T
7 PRINT" ■SDATE2"
10 R=2'C=0:GOSUB10000
20 FORM*1TO1060;NEXTM
36 GOTO10

Rising screen
1000 FOR SH=160 TO 38 STEP-0.1
10If! P0KE36365.' SH
1020 NEXTSH-RETURN

lEXRriPLE

3. FOUR BASIC GAMES

OR ALL THREE JUST 8.00

KSOFT fDEPT VC)

#

60008
60010
60020
60622
68024
60026
30023
60038
60035
60640
60050
60060
60370

m

Input can be made on any part of
the screen. It shows a flashing
cursor; it allows use of the delete
key, but will not accept any non¬
printing characters (omit line
60035 if you want ‘return’ on its
own to be a valid input). By Chris
Durham.

REM*******## INPUT ************
POKE198.0■DX$=""•TC=TI:FL$="a IB"
GETEf■IFE$0""THEN6O030
IFT I-TC<20THEN60020
IFFL*=" ll"THENFL$=" 3 If!" GOTQ60028
FL*=" II"
PRINTFL*;;TOT I:GOTO60020
IFE$="TORE$="»,,ORE$="TQRE$="S"ORE$="II"GRE$="M"ORE$="II"THEN60020
IFE$=CHR*<20)ANDLEN<DX*)=0THEN60020
I FE*OCHR* < 20) THEN60060
E$=LEFT$(DXi.. IEN<DX*)-1>: DX*=E*; PR I NT "II II!' j = GOTO60020
I FE$=CHR$ <12) THENPRI NT" "; : POKE204.. 1 ■ RETURN
DX$=DX$+E$ : PRINTED: GOTO60020

(inc p&p)

1 WIGMORE RD.

TADLEY
BASINGSTOKE
RG26 6HH

VIC 20 SOFTWARE
FOK THE UNEXPANDED VIC 20
ROGUE ELEPHANT 6 SKILL LEVELS. HERDS OF
UP TO 20 ELEPHANTS. CAN YOU ESCAPE?
£4.99
MUSIC TUTOR ENTER A TUNE, PLAY IT OR RECORD IT.
PLAY RECORDED TUNES. FULL ON SCREEN DISPLAY OF
MUSIC ENTERED.
£7.99

FOR VIC 20 16K EXPANSION

Input
This one gives you all the facilities
of the normal INPUT command —
without its limitations, without the
*?’ appearing on the screen, and
with some validation of the input.

'

3.50

m

This routine (by Chris Durham
again) gives you a novel alternative
to the way a screeful of instruc¬
tions normally appears en masse
at the start of a program. Precede
your lines of print with a POKE
36865,160 to remove the screen;
after printing the text, a GOSUB
1000 will raise it from the bottom.

, PR I NT "T ; P0KE36879; 25
10 PQKE36865.160
20 PRINT"THIS IS A DEMO CF THE RISING SCREEN ROUTINE"
36 F0RA=1T05-PRINT:NEXTA
40 PRINT"IT CAN BE USED FOR ANVPROGRAM WHICH DISPLAYS"
50 PRINT"INSTRUCTIONS OR LARGE PAGES OF INFORMATION"
60 F0RA=1T05:PRINT;NEXTA
70 PRINT"BY CHANGING LINE 1000 TO "FOR SH=3S TO 160'"
30 PRINT"IT CAN BE MADE TO RUN THE SCREEN BACK DOWN"
90 GOSUB1000
100 END
1000 FOR SH=160 TO 33 STEP -0.1
1010 PQKE.36865. SH
1020 NEXTSH:RETURN

1.50

MASTERMIND — 6 colour code break.
REVERSI — Popular board game.
ALIEN ATTACK — Get them first or
MAZE RUN — Escape this avid eater.

1

EXAMPLE

3.95

m

MUSIC TUTOR 2 MACHINE CODE PROGRAM WITH FULL
MUSICAL FACILITIES INCLUDING AUTO BARRING£8.99
DIGGLES KITCHEN VOL 1 50 PAGES OF SUPER WORLD
WIDE RECEIPES
£4.99
DIGGLES KITCHEN VOL 2 50 PAGES OF GREAT
EUROPEAN RECIPES
£4.99
DIGGLES KITCHEN VOL 3 50 PAGES OF EVERYDAY
FAMILY MEALS
£4.99
Mail order only (P&P included) Send remittance to:
Micro Computer Software, Unit 6, Pear Industrial Estate,
Stockport Road, Lower Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2BP

The other thing was that Andrew seemed
to get the most kicks from the simplest
reaction-time games rather than my more
complicated Space Invader type games.
Again, maybe he just needed more time to
play about without father and uncle
around to put him off. It will be a while yet
before we know whether he shows signs
of wanting a micro himself, though he
played all evening and every evening.
I also had my old friend Freddie to stay
and he too fell into the web. Now Freddie,
champion archer and club chess player,
is an ardent non-techno man — how I
remember our old science lessons at
school! It took me a good half-bottle of the
best to lure him into Vic’s lair.
But once Vic had won a couple of games of
Rainbow Passage, and the Alien had run
rings around him a few times, Freddie
took the bait and set to in earnest. He
picked up the LOAD, RUN, NEW and
memory expansion procedures in a few
minutes and settled down to a solid
week’s games-playing, finally deciding
that VicGammon was the best challenge
(one session lasted from breakfast
through till nearly dawn the next day).
That was when I finally picked up the
rules of the game. BugByte’s Vic Gammon
instructions only made sense to me after
demonstration, but I had not really tried
to figure it out properly before anyway.
Now of course I’m hooked. I may be a

useless player but try telling me that at
3.30 in the morning!
I also withdraw my comments last time
about VicGammon’s graphics. They are
quite adequate; and for a strategy game
in only 6K of memory you can’t really
expect hi-res, can you?
I have to declare a preference for this
type of game rather than the fastreactions Space Invader style — though
they can overlap of course. I do just love
hi-res imagery! Can’t win, can I? What I
want I suppose is a Super-Adventure
game (have to have 32K and disk I reckon)
with wild hi-res shoot-outs combined with
mind-bending strategy games all
wrapped up in one grand design. Then I
could lose every time!
Talking of 32K plus disk, would I have to
expand my Vic up to full memory to be
able to use a disk, or a printer? I haven’t
much use yet for a printer but I am
begining to find the delay on my cassette
unit a bit irritating. I would like to be able
to load, save and so on instantaniously.
Another question; as Commodore’s disk
and printer are so pricey (well I think so)
what do you think of the alternatives? I
speak of the el-cheapo Amber 2400
printer from Amber Controls Ltd. and the
micro disk from our Little Red Brothers at
BATS-NCI Ltd?
On a different tack, I wish there was some

way round the problem of those programs
which cannot be cleared from memory
without switching the whole thing off.
Couldn’t Commodore have got over this
with some kind of overriding ‘clear
memory’ key?
Another little problem someone might be
able to offer a hint on, is with my Vic’s
acceptance of answers in a maths test
program I am trying to amend. I wanted to
limit the accuracy of answers for division
problems to two or three decimal places,
but could not see how.
The command INT(X) and LEFTS(X,X)
seemed possible solutions at first (see
how far my Basic has got) but I soon
realised neither would do the job. I then
discovered that if the answer to a division
problem was taken to the eighth decimal
place my Vic would not accept as correct
a rounded-up answer — not even a
rounded down one, nor yet an un-rounded
one. It wouldn’t even accept as correct
the answer it had calculated for the same
values (which was of course correctly
rounded up). Why? I wish I had made a
note of the values which gave this odd
result, but I was so thoroughly confused
by this time I gave up.
Have I discovered a Bugintherom? I’d like
to have a bug named after me — not quite
as romantic as a Luna Sea but it appeals
to my warped sense of humour. Ah well,
back to Basics.

m

TO 5V + (RED)
-WIRE LINKS

The Durham modification in place — switchbank
installed at the back of the Arfon pcb, epoxy-resin
‘key’ on top, and a cut in the printed circuit to
socket 1 on the left.

Continued from page 15
There are times when you will want all
combinations of memory from no
additional RAM through an extra 3K up
to a full 32K, depending on the program
you wish to run. By switching in the
relevant RAM cartridges before you
turn on the main power you can set the
Vic to run anything from a 3.5K machine
code program up to a 32K ‘Adventure’
program, all without removing a single
cartridge or having to run additional
software.
One important final point to remember is
not to switch any of the cartridges on or
off while the main power is switched on.
Not only might you damage a cartridge,
but the Vic would not know that there
had been any change and would
therefore no longer function correctly.
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FIG 3B

TO TOP OF PCB

PART LIST

35mm x 20mm Veroboard,
0.1 in spacing
six-pole DIP switch bank
approx 1 metre single-core wire
or six-way ribbon cable ^
epoxy glue
(1
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and more
Tommy is our resident technical expert. All the technical queries we get on
the Vic are passed straight on to him, and nearly all of them will get a reply
— usually in this column of the magazine rather than a personal missive,
though you might just be lucky.

Dear Tommy, Can you give me a
subroutine to be included as part
of a program that will prevent
that program from being SAVEd
on tape or disk unless those lines
are specifically removed?
This might protect me and other
hobbyists from pirates unless
they are patient and clever
enough to search through the
listing to remove the instructions.
I am a newcomer to computing
and very, very sleepy (too many
late nights!). I also tend to mutter
under my breath, gaze blankly
into space and answer my wife
with grunts. Is there a cure for
this addiction to the hobby? If so
don’t tell me.
Can POS(X) and TAB(X) be used
instead of cursor controls, and if
so how?
I am afraid that it is impossible to
protect your programs simply by
adding a few lines to a program.
There are several companies
worldwide who sell protection
software and hardware, but these
are aimed mainly at software
houses and tend to cost many
hundreds of pounds. I have been
involved in the microcomputer
industry for pushing ten years
now, and each time somebody pro¬
duces a foolproof protection
system somebody else produces a
way to crack it. As Sherlock
Holmes once said, “What one man
can invent another can discover”.
As regards the cure for your
mental problems, I found that
turning the hobby into a profession
very quickly cured the addiction—
but not the symptoms!
The POS(X) function basically tells
you how many characters you
have printed on the current line,
which in my opinion is pretty
useless because any programmer
who doesn’t know how many
characters he has printed is not
worth the title. My opinion is some¬
what strengthened by the fact that
I have never seen a professionallyproduced program which used this
function (but please don’t write to
tell me of any which do!).
There are two functions which you
will find useful in PRINT state¬
ments, SPC(X) and TAB(X). SPC(X)

moves the cursor right X positions,
and TAB(X) moves the cursor to
column X.
I, and everyone else who doesn’t
use POS(X), will utilise TAB(X) and
SPC(X) for laying out data on the
screen, in columns for example.
Unfortunately they are no replace¬
ment for the cursor up, down and
left characters.
Dear Tommy, I have an expanded
Vic and am experiencing
problems. I wonder (hope) if you
can help me. Does anybody
produce a program which fools
the Vic into thinking that it is
unexpanded? If I continually
remove my add-on RAM cartridge
the contacts will wear. I am thus
unable to access a wealth of
software as it will not run in an
expanded Vic. I have tried myself
to alter the registers inside but
with no success.
Try this little program:
10 DATA 169,0,141,129,2,
141.131.2
20 DATA 169,16,141,130,2,
169.30.141.132.2
30 DATA 141,136,2,32,24,229,
108,0,192
40 FOR 1=1 TO 27
50 READ A: POKE 8191 + I,A
60 NEXT
70 SYS 8192
Dear Tommy, I have recently
bought a Vic-20 with a 24K
expansion unit. In some high
resolution graphics programs the
top of memory pointer is moved
using the statements POKE
51,255: POKE 52,19: POKE
55,255: POKE 56,19. On my
machine this leaves me with only
a little over 500 bytes of free
memory (a tragic waste). The 6561
register is changed using the
statments POKE 36869,253: POKE
36866, PEEK(36866) or 128. This
instruction seems to send the
computer into a state akin to
catatonia.
Cold you please tell me what I
should do to lower the top of
memory by some 2048 bytes to
accommodate a set of userdefined graphics, whilst
maintaining as much memory as
possible, and what I need to do to

get the 6561 register to address
the new graphics set. Trial and
error have only resulted in the
loss of large lumps of hair.
Let me start off with a warning. If
anybody else writes to me boasting
that they are “pulling their hair
out” I will personally visit them to
pull the rest out. Not everyone has
hair to waste and I spend most of
my time trying to glue mine back in!
Owing to the design of the 6561
chip which controls the screen on
the Vic, together with the joysticks,
paddles, and light pen, there are
only a few usable positions in RAM
for the character generator. As
you have found out, the position
used by an unexpanded Vic leaves
only a few bytes of program space
when applied to a machine with
the 24K expansion added.
The solution is not to lower the top
of memory, but tb raise the bottom!
How’s that for lateral thinking?
This subject, together with many
more tips relating to graphics on
the Vic is covered by Chris Preston
in an article in the next edition of
Vic Computing.
Dear Tommy, In the manual it
says that the cassette recorder
and the cassettes themselves
should be kept away from the
TV’s magnetic field — the
manual actually says six feet
away. However in all the
pictures I see of expansion
systems etc. the TV and cassette
recorder are side by side, indeed
touching one another. How
serious is this requirement?
I have been using the screen to
design F air Isle knitting patterns,
but would like to use the Vic to
work them out; how do you
persuade the computer to divide
one figure into another and tell
you the remainder instead of
dashing off into a string of
unwanted decimal places?
Always glad to help a damsel in
distress! The cassette recorder

should be as far away from the TV
as is possible. Obviously a small
portable TV has a weaker
magnetic field than a 26in
mammoth. The cassette should
not really be touching the TV —
certainly it should not sit on top of
the set, adding heat to the
magnetic effect — but two or
three feet should be enough.
As for your second question, if
you want to divide X by Y and find
the remainder, use this
expression:
X-Y*INT(X/Y)
By the way X should be greater
than Y, otherwise the answer is
just X.
Dear Tommy, If I randomly POKE
250 or 300 characters on to the
screen, is there any way by
which I can record each value as
it is POKEd? This is for a ‘maze’
game: I want to know if the
player bumps into the maze wall.
Has it got anything to do with
DIM?
It has nothing to do with DIM, but I
will explain anyway! When you
POKE a character on to the
screen, all you are doing is putting
a value into a particular screen
location. The Vic hardware reads
the value in the location and
displays the corresponding
character on the screen. As the
value is still in the memory
location, you can always read it
back with a PEEK.
In your case, what you need to do
is this. Before the player moves
you have to check the space into
which he wants to move, to test if
it is empty. Assuming the variable
X contains the location of the
player on the screen, you need to
test:
F-22.for a move UP
F + 1.for a move RIGHT
F + 22.for a move DOWN
F-l.for a move LEFT
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Not having access to a Pet I experi¬
mented to find this way of
inputting the TINYMON program
into my Vic. You will need an
expanded Vic and have to type the
values in as DATA statements.
Then add a basic loader (I used the
one in Nick Hampshire’s Vic
Revealed) and append the follow¬
ing lines:
8000 OPEN 1,1,1, “PROGNAME’
9092 R$ = “POKE”:S$ =
9094 P$ = R$ + STR$(L) + S$ +
STR$(N)

« ——

Incidentally, I am a Commodore
‘Jelly Monsters’ addict: how good
is my best score of 124,830? And
what’s the yellow thing that
appears after the, pineapple?
What’s the blue thing after the
purple dish?
Colleen Young, Croydon
No idea. Any
contributions?

Amend lines:
9100 PRINT £1,P$
9140 CLOSE TEND
The first data value will depend on
how much memory you have —
make it the start of Basic.
RUN the program and it saves a
long file (it takes a few minutes).
When finished rewind the tape
and clear the memory, then type
directly
POKE 43,1
POKE 44,4
POKE 45,20
POKE 46,8
POKE 47,24
POKE 48,8
POKE 49,24
POKE 50,8
After this use the ‘merge’
procedure to POKE 191,1: OPEN 1.
When the Vic has found the file
clear the screen, type three cursor
4owns, the then type:
gHPOKE 198,1 :
POKr, dio, i j. POKE 153,1
When ‘return’ is pressed the Vic
will be poking the values directly
into their proper locations.
When finished type SAVE or RUN
— the program will be in memory.
G D Cossins, Leeds
I have had a Vic-20 for several
months now, and wish to try my
hand at machine code program¬
ming. After seeing the TINYMON
1 program in your April issue, I
wonder if any of your readers
might have a Pei suitable to load
this TINYMON 1. If anyone can
oblige, I live in the Bristol area and
can be contacted after 6.30 pm on
(0272) 852598.
Paul Knight, Bristol BS19 2AE
Can anyone oblige me by selling me
a copy of TINYMON 1 as I do not
have access to a Pet but would like
to use this Machine Code monitor
D Tyeson, 3 Tower Gardens,
Westhiil, Inverness
Rally round, folks. By the by,
we’ve had a number of Victuals
submissions that give you Jim
Butterfield’s TINYMON monitor
via DATA statements on a Vic.
We’re deciding which is the best,
and we’ll publish it soon.
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I regularly run programs on Vies
and Pet, as I have a Vic a1
and Pets at the school where I
teach. Personally I have found Vic
very good for educational pro¬
grams though it does not seem to
get much of a mention in this field. I
have written a large number of
programs (especially statistical
and mathematical): is anyone
interested?
It is interesting to see such a large
number of articles in your
magazine concerning Vic/Pet
transfers. I think a careful distinc¬
tion needs to be made between
methods: POKE 4096,0; POKE
41,16; CLR etc is fine for listing
and running, but if the program is
saved on tape each time you load
the program you still have to go
through the POKE 4096,0...
routine. If however you relocate
the Vic program to the start of
Pet’s memory (see ‘Vic into Pet
won’t go’ in issue 2) and then save
it, you have a program which can
be run on Pet without further ado!
Incidentally, I am a Commodore
‘Jelly Monsters’ addict: how good
is my best score of 124,830? And
what’s the yellow thing that
appears after the pineapple?
What’s the blue thing after the
purple dish?!)
Colleen Young, Croydon
I have written the following short
program to demonstrate a ‘bug’ I
have found in my Vic:
10 PRINT “[CLR]”: REM CLEAR
SCREEN
20 POKE 36879,8: REM BLACK
SCREEN
= * TI$ = “000000”: REM SET
CLOCK TO ZERO
40 IF VAL(TI$)< 15 GOTO 40:
REM LOOP UNTIL 15
SECONDS HAVE ELAPSED.
When this is run, a ‘@’ character
flickers in the top left hand corner
of the screen. To overcome this
fault, line 40 has to be changed to
use TI instead of TI$:
40 IF TI<(15*60) GOTO 40

I have also had difficulty when
using the LOAD statement in a pro¬
gram to automatically load and
run the next program on a tape.
When I ran my first program with
a LOAD statement in it, it
appeared to load the next program
(a game which uses the new
characters) without any problems
— until it started to RUN it. I was
then faced with a syntax error
message at the start of the pro¬
gram, although the program was
error-free. The Vic crashed after I
listed the line in error, which was
full of rubbish!
Something I found useful, and may
be of use to other Vic users, is the
discovery that programs saved on
tape can be re-recorded using
audio tape recorders (I used a port¬
able and hi-fi) and the copies can
be loaded on the Vic with no prob¬
lems. This method can be used on
full tapes with several programs
on eau.
lei without the tedious
task of saving and loading each
time a copy of a tape is needed.
This makes me wonder if the Vic
cassette unit is really necessary
for the Vic?
Lastly I would like to know if
Commodore will be reviewing
their prices of Vic-20 peripherals,
which at the moment are beyond
the budget of the average micro
enthusiast? I am of course
referring to the launch of the
Spectrum and the ‘Micro-Drive’
soon to follow. How long will it take
before someone markets an inter¬
face for the Vic and the Microdrive
as has already been achieved for
the Sinclair printer?
Michael Maxwell, Andover
... As for peripherals prices,
elsewhere in this issue you’ll find
mention of a couple of low-cost
Vic interfaces for the ZX printer;
and like Michael we suspect it
won’t be long after the launch of
the much-heralded but yet-to-beseen Sinclair Microdrive before
this 3.25in floppy disk unit can
also be plugged into the Vic.
Sinclair is talking about £50 for
the Microdrive, which certainly
sounds impressive. But at least
Commodore has just slashed the
price of its own disk — which
stores more, will probably
provide faster access, and has no
hassles over delivery or
reliability. Not that we’re suggest¬
ing the Microdrive will share the
same kind of problems exhibited
by
some
other
Sinclair
products. . .
With regards to the letter in your
October 82 edition, I do not think
you “got it wrong”. Judging by the

time I had to wait to acquire a
Super Expander cartridge and
the demand at my local dealers,
owners of the aforementioned
cartridges are not in the minority.
I have been purchasing your ex¬
cellent magzaine from the onset
and believe that you should be the
leaders, as you were with the
publication of the programs for
the S.E. when you lead, other
magazines follow. So keep up the
good work.
Please publish other S.E. pro¬
grams when available. You will
find an eagerly awaiting public.
Kevin Hulston, Stockport.
This is one of many letters we’ve
had congratulating us on the
Super Expander programs. So
expect a few more!

I have just purchased a Vic and
there is one thing that puzzles me
— in some places the maximum
memory expansion is given as 32K
bytes, in others it is 29K. Well,
which is right?
James Murphy, Leeds
In fact the maximum memory
range that can be addressed
directly by an eight-bit micro¬
processor like the Vic’s 6502 chip
is 64K bytes, and we have heard
that Someone Somewhere has
indeed succeeded in running a
Vic with 64KB (no, we don’t know
who or how). But Commodore’s
standard Vic-20 has a memory
limitation of 32K bytes, a restric¬
tion that is imposed by the hard¬
ware design apparently to
simplify things in there.
Now, you can add expansion
memory to the 32KB limit. So
where do all those remarks about
the Vic running less than 32K
come from? Well, on the fuli
system some memory will be
needed by the Vic itself: for pro¬
gramming in Basic you have a
maximum of about 27,500 bytes
available for your programs.
The other below-32K reference
happens because some people
ignore the 3.5KB you start with
inside the Vic; so the maximum
expansion memory is 28.5KB,
often inflated to 29K for the
purposes of writing advertise¬
ments.
Incidentally we’re doing a quick
round up of all the expansion
Memory units we can find for our
next issue. The range of prices is
surprising!

Send us comments, queries and complaints: we’ll answer everything we
can and print anything that isn’t boring or illegal. Address yourself to
The Editor, Vic Computing, 39-41 North Road, London N7 9DP

This best seller was written by our Editor, Dr. Peter
Holmes, and takes the learner through programming
step by step using example after example in
conjunction with the software tape that comes with
the book. Assembly language allows far greater speed
and lets you pack more program into the memory
space available. Working through the programs that
continuously develop your understanding of machine
code you will also greatly expand your knowledge of
the VIC 20 and how it operates.
The tape contains an assembler for the 3.5K VIC
and an EXTENDED assembler for a 6.5K VIC including
symbolic and memory labels, relocatable macros.
FULL MACHINE CODE MONITOR features load /save
onto/from tape, machine code edit functions/
complete Binary/BCD/
Hexadecimal tutor/and
exerciser.
YOU DO NOT NEED
ANY KNOWLEDGE BEFORE
YOU START

Socket for EPROM Expansion
for firmware.

MORE CARTRIDGES

Sockets for 3K Extra
Memory Expansion.

MINI EXPANDER The Mini Expander is a high quality
motherboard with three expansion sockets to accept
your cartridges. The gold flashed edge connector plugs
into the cartridge socket in your VIC 20 * and the
board projects behind on its own rubber feet which
allow it to rest firmly on the table. Full decode circuitry
is on board and extra gating has been included to
counteract any bus timing difficulty.
To be able to use three cartridges at the same time
on your VIC 20 * will give you a fair degree of
flexability. You can have an 8K RAM cartridge and a
16K RAM cartridge. This plus the onboard 5K RAM will
giveyoua29K
VIC 20*. This still
leaves you one
socket free for
games or High Res
incvat
or Text Tool etc.
■ & post

HU

There are four empty sockets on your basic expansion
unit. These allow you two additional expansion
opportunities.

MORE MEMORY
Instead of buying your 3K RAM memory expansion
cartridge for £26.00 plus VAT you can now buy the
memory chips to plug straight into your expansion
board for £13.00 plus VAT. This will of course save you
£13.00 which reduces your expansion board to
£27.00 and still leaves you three sockets free.

ROM EXPANSION
You also have available two sockets to take 2716 (2K
EPROMS) which will allow you to have firmware
permanently available to your system.

SERIOUS VIC-20 PROGRAMS
TOTLTEXT

TOTL LABEL

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

SIMPLYTHE BEST: Page numbering • Right and left

A completely practical program for computerising
address books or business mail lists. You define width,
number of lines and number of characters. The program
alphabetizes and you can assign account or customer
numbers for further search control. You can print the
whole list or selected labels. Make full use of your

It takes a competent programmer to write the program
to create and control the necessary data files that will let
you recall specific data at will. Here are three programs
that will allow you to compile information from books,
periodicals, accounts, dates in fact any data you wish to
keep, to organise it and, most important of all, to create
cross reference lists by feyword to help you locate the
right reference when you need it.

margins • Skip to top of page • Centered title lines
• Character and line spacing • Graphics characters
• Full curser control in editing • Add, change, delete
characters • Specify printer device number • Print
mailing labels • Paragraph control • VIC 1515
expanded characters • Single, double, triple spacing
• Tab position control • Upper and/or lower case
• Fullscreen editing • Scroll up and down through text
• Insert, delete blocks of text • Multiple copies of
document
Up to 4 heading lines per page • Footing line at bottom
of page • Up to six 80 column lines may be entered and
printed within the body of a document • Footnotes
• Keyboard inputs
95

£14.95

£16.95

TOTL TIME
Easy to use, menu driven • Add, change, delete
• Browse, (display on screen) • Inquiry display, (date
range. Person, Project) • Save and load files on tape or
disc • Use of full colour in screen display
Time report • 56 different bar chart report formats
• Organise by Person, Project, activity • Sequence
beginning or ending date or activity number • Four
years, one year, six months, seven weeks, six 9 hour
days, two 24 hours

£16 95

HOnBJFOLD

BOUNCING GAMES
All the best of the machine ball games in one program.
The programs take full advantage of the VICs colour
capability and can be played through the keyboard,
with paddles or joystick. Each game has four levels of
difficulty. The games are: TENNIS, SQUASH, SOCCER,
BREAK IN, ROLL ONE, ROLL TWO.

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
HMD ACCESSORIES
NOW AVAILABLE FROM VICSOFT

40/80 Column Board

for VIC-20

Doubles your VIC-20 display on TV!
80 Columns on a monitor!
Now you really can think about Word Processing on your VIC!
Move'your VIC
‘ lc into the class of the BIG Micro’s!

1HICBH BASIC V2MI
3583 bytes tree
1234567890
1234567890

1234567890

1234567890

1234567890

The 40/80 Column Board fits into the VIC’s Expansion Port
or any STACK product with Expansion Connector.

£99.99
plus VAT

1234567890
This is the STACK 40/80 COLUMN CARD displaying 80 columns on a monitor.

WIN A COMMODORE 64!

1234567890

1234567890

1234567890

Produce a game on a cassette which
involves the use of the LIGHT PEN and to
the best entry will go a CBM64.

worth
£344

1234567890
1234567890

Now you really can think about
UORD PROCESSING on your VIC 20

Closing date 15th February 1983

ir Sir.
Thank you for your letter dated the 8th October concerning.

/ . o'<=>•>
VICKITS from STACK
VICKIT 1 programming aids
£25.00
VICKIT 2 best of 1 & 3
£29.00
VICKIT 3 the super graphics ROM £25.00

All the tricks we’ve
learnt for the VIC-20 in
one BIG PACK!

Hz&is'

plus VAT
plus VAT

20 extra commands to make Hi-Res Graphics so much easier

The best beginners aid around!
Let VICKIT’s do the donkey work for you.
• Graphics made easy!
• Programming short-cuts!
• Easy editing!
• Corrections become simple!

&

SUPERCHARGER
• Short-Cut Programming
• Simplifys Editing
• Points out errors
• Graphics made easy
• Saves you time and labour
We’ve packed VICKIT 1, VICKIT3 and the 3K RAM needed for
graphics together in one cartridge

£49.00

SUPERCHARGER PLUS

Stack Storeboard

plus VAT

If you already have the 3K RAM you need

(memory expansion
unit)

£45.00

SUPERCHARGER

plus VAT

Stack 8k Rampack

Power up your VIC-20 to a
MASSIVE 32k COMPUTER!!

Use this upgrade pack to increase
memory size on Stack Storeboard
by 8k a time.

£49.00

only
(plus VAT) for 3k and expandable to
27k on the same board.

NEW LOWER PRICE!!

Stack 4-Slot
Motherboard

only

£21.00 plus VAT

16K plus 3K

Fits into the port at the rear of the Stack Storeboard or the Stack Low Cost 3k
Memory and enables you to use up to 4 cartridges in addition to the extra
memory on the Storeboard or 3k Memory. Each slot can be switched in or
out, thus allowing the use of
one, all four, or any combination
of cartridges without having to
.
remove them.

f

£24.99

MEMORY & BATTERY
BACK UP
VIC 16K plus 3K MEMORY UNIT
• Includes 16K of Battery Protected RAM
• Memory Expansion Port Reproduced
• Cartridges can be copied into this unit and kept until erased
ONLY

only
(plus VAT)

STACK

^9/

Sales 051 933 5511

£69.00 plus VAT
'While stocks last
Limited number only1

Service 051 933 3355

